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1986 General Assembly

McCormick, Yarbrough
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See page 11
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—News In Brief
LibyanJet
— Or saysiaallation
would lead talintenninable war'

Leaders make unprecedented addresses to other's country

Reagan, Gorbachev exchange hopes

WASHINGTON (AP) — PresiPARIS (AP) — Libyan leader Col. Moamrnar Khadafy, who
dent Reagan and Soviet leader
has been accused of harboring a terrorist group blamed for atMikhail Gorbachev sent New
tacks on Rome and Vienna airports, said retaliation against
Year's greetings of peace to
Libya would lead to an "interminable war" in the Middle East
each other's nations, while makand Mediterranean.
ing subtle plugs for their oppos
Khadafy told a news conference in Tripoli, Libya, that his couning positions on the U.S
try would not "riposte with a limited action to an aggression
Strategic Defense Initiative,
against Libya" but would "declare war" in the region.
also
known as "Star Wars."
"If an aggression was committed against Libya it would be the
In _messages that were taped
beginning of the end," he said. "It would be the beginning otan-- _
- 1811 week and -Mlevised in both
interminable war."
countries Wednesday in an unHis comments wer broadcast on France's Antenne Deux televiprecedented exchange, both
sion network Wednesday and reported by JANA, the official Lileaders referred to their summit
byan news agency.
talks in Geneva on arms control,
Khadafy accused the United States and Israel of "leading the
but politely held fast to the posiworld to war" and said any attack on Libya would cause it to
tions
they have taken on the U.S.
"declare war in the Mediterranean Sea and in all the Middle
plan for the "Star Wars" antiEast," the French network said.
missile defense system.
U.S. and Israeli officials have said they believe a Palestinian
"It's my hope that one day, we
faction headed by PLC)renegade Abu Nidal and reportedly based
will be able to eliminate
in Libya was responsible for last Friday's terrorist attacks near
(nuclear) weapons altogether
the airport check-in counters of El Al Israel Airlines.
and rely increasingly for our
Eighteen people,including five Americans and an Israeli, were
security
on defense systems that
killed and about 120 others were injured. Four of the seven terthreaten no one," Reagan said
rorists died.
in his address.
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres told the KnessA, or
"Both the United States and
parliament, in Jerusalem on Wednesday that Libya was a "state
the
Soviet Union are doing
that deals in crime" and called for international sanctions
research on the possibilities of
against It.
applying new technologies to the
— He vowed that Israel will "act with all the means at its
cause of defense. If these
disposal: pre-emptive operations, direct confrontation and
technologies become a reality, it
punitive measures" to combat Palestinian attacks.
is my dream that, well, to one
Khadafy "categorically rejected all the accusations of ter
— day fits all frelmittwthreattif
rorism directed against the Palestinians," JANA said. "The
nuclear destruction."
struggle of the Palestinian people is the sacred action of a people
Gorbachev also spoke of the
who have suffered injustice and whose land has been taken by
danger of escalating the arms
force and by terrorism," JANA quoted Khadafy as saying.
race, saying, "It is a reality of
The two terrorists who survived the Vienna attack told intoday's world that it is senseless
vestigators they were members of Abu Nidal's faction, officials
• said, while the man charged as the lone surviving terrorist in
rRome reportedly told investigators Libya supported the attack.

Elsewhere.
Bk the Associated Press

MOSCOW — Soviets stopped on Moscow streets gave favorable
reviews to President Reagan's five-minute speech on prime-time
television.
PUNTA ARENAS, Odle — Eight American adventurers, flying to a formal New Year's dinner at an Antarctic air base, died
when their chartered aircraft crashed near the base's fogshrouded runway, Chilean authorities say.
MOUNDSVILLE, W.Va. — Knife-wielding inmates have rioted
at the West Virginia Penitentiary, seizing half of the maximumsecurity prison, taking 14 hostages and demanding to meet the
governor, authorities said.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan is prepared to register
U.S. displeasure with Mexico's policies in Central America and
its U.N. votes when he meets Friday with with Mexican President Miguel de la Madrid, U.S. officials say.
BOSTON — People gravely ill with kidney failure often choose
to end their lives by stopping dialysis treatment, and these littlepublicized deaths are likely to become even more common, a
study concludes.
WARRENDALE,Pa. — Jerry Juliano sighed as he scanned the
empty tables in his cozy little restaurant, where a year ago he
stripped the prices from his menus and told patrons to pay what
they wanted. Juliano has finally given in to pressure from his
customers and restored the prices.
NEWPORT — A man who held two teen-agers hostage here
burst into their apartment, guns drawn,saying he needed a place
to hide because he had killed two people, the teens said.
PIKE VILLE — Makers of PCBs and electrical equipment containing the toxic chemicals are expected to respond later this
month to a ;63 million damage suit claiming they failed to warn
salvage yard employees in Pikeville of the dangers of the
materials, a lawyer for the employees said.
LOUISVILLE — Kern Alexander is taking over the presidency
of Western Kentucky University at a time of competition for funding, low faculty morale and a decline in the college-age
population.
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by an American president to the
Soviet populace since a televised
speech by President Richard M.
Nixon during his 1972 visit to
Moscow. Never before,
however, had the leaders of the
United States and the Soviet
Union engaged in such a
message exchange.
Each expressed hope that 1986
would-be a year of peace.
"Let's work together to make
-it a year of peace," Reagan said.
"There is no better goal for 1986
or for any year."

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and President Ronald Reagan

to seek greater sectirity for
oneself through new types of
weapons."
Star Wars has been a sticking
point in the U.S.-Soviet arms
control talks. The Soviets insist
on a ban on such-plans and the
United,States sayathe program
arrswei's sinvitkr Soviet
research.
"It is the forceful and compelling demand of life itself that we
should follow the path of cutting
back nuclear arsenals and keep-

•
•••••••••••

Gorbachev said, "Our duty to
all humankind is to offer it as a
safe prospect of peace... a _prospect of entering the third
millenium without fear."
He said one of the main
achievements of the summit "is
that, as leaders and as human
beings, we were able to take the
first steps toward overcoming
mistrust and to activate the factor of confidence."

ing outer space peaceful' Gorbachev said.
The messages were televi d
Reagan said that despite the
simultaneously at 1 p.m. EST
disagreements at the
....obvious
the United States on all the mammit,"we left Geneva with a
jor commercial television netbetter understanding of one
works and at 9 p.m. MoscAv
and of the goals we
time in the Soviet Union. Each another
.1, 4
,
e mintIttr9
,
19111-- lasted about-11)
Reagan' used a few Russian
and each leader spoke in his
native language in telecasts that words at the end of his speech,
featured simultaneous saying,"Let us look forward to a
translations.
future of 'chistoye nyebo'(clear
Reagan's speech was the first
skies) for all mankind."

_

Lovett-named as Lassiter replacement

Forty-four years to the day
after beginning his law practice
in Benton, John Clay Lovett was
named as Circuit Judge James
Lassiter's replacement in the
42nd Judicial Circuit Court by
Governor Martha Layne Collins
in an official announcement early today.
The 10 a.m. announcement

came following the submission-.
of a list of candidates for a successor to retiring Judge Lassiter
by the 42nd Judicial Circuit
Nominating Commission.
Judge Lassiter had served as
circuit judge since 1967 and only
recently announced his plans for
retirement.
Lovett, 69, who is a member of

the Lovett, Johnson and Shapiro
law firm in Benton, stated that
the announcement of his appointment came in a telephone
call from the governor's office
just prior to the official
announcement.
Lovett was scheduled to be
sworn in as the new circuit judge
hplity at 2 p.m. in the Robert 0

Miller Courthouse Annex,according to the circuit clerk's office.
When asked how he felt about
his new appointment, Lovett
stated in a telephone interview
early today that he was pleased
to be filling the shoes of a man
he admired and that hts only im.4r

(Cont'd on page 2)

•

Clues sought in crash of Nelson's plane
DE KALB, Texas(AP) — The
stories of the badly burned pilot
and co-pilot of Rick Nelson's
plane may be crucial to piecing
together how it crashed, killing
the entertainer, his fiancee and
five members of his band, investigators say.
Statements from pilot Brad
Rank and co-pilot Kenneth
Ferguson is crucial because the
only identifiable pieces of the
plane remaining are a charred
wing section lodged in a tree, a

jagged tail section and a broken
nose piece, said National
Transportation Safety Board
Chairman Jim Burnett.
Rank, 34, was in fair condition
In St. Michael Hospital in Texarkana, and Ferguson, 40, was
in critical condition in the
University of Arkansas Medical
Center burn unit at Little Rock.
Both suffered second- and thirddegree burns and smoke
Inhalation.
Helicopter pilot Don Ruggles,

Quiet holiday
reported by
area_officials
It was a quiet New Year's holiday in Murray and Calloway
County this year, according to
local law enforcement officials.
Calloway County Sheriff
David Salentine and Murray
Police Chief- Jerry Lee both
reported a quiet Tuesday night
with no major problems with
holiday traffic or drunk drivers.
"It was very quiet," said Lee,
adding that his department only
made one disorderly conduct arrest over the holiday. Lee and
Salentine reported that their
departments made no D.U.r., arrests during the New Year's
holiday.
There were no local fires over
the first holiday of 1986, according to Murray Fire Chief
James Hornbuckle.
According to county officials.
however, there were several
fires reported going into
Wednesday's holiday.
The Kentucky State Police
also enjoyed a relatively quiet
holiday in the Calloway County
area, according to Information
Officer Richard Wright.
•••

who was flying in the area, said
that seconds before the 5:15 p.m.
crash Tuesday, one of the DC-3's
pilots gasped for breath as he
radioed a distress message from
the smoke-filled cockpit.
Friends and relatives of the
victims say the DC-3 had been
plagued by engine trouble in
past months, that it had more
trouble before its last flight, and
that one band member had talked of quitting because he didn't
trust the it.

Nelson, 45, who became
known to millions of Americans
is a youngster on "The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet," was
flying from Alabama to Dallas
for a New Year's Eve concert.
He and his band had appeared
Monday at PJ's Lounge in
Guntersville, Ala., and took off
Tuesday afternoon.
Lynn Upton, wife of PJ's co.
owner Pat Upton, a former
(Cont'd on page 2)

A New Year's newborn
Kiln Phillips holds her and husband Steve's
newborn, Jeremy Steven Phillips, the first baby
of 19841 to be boil at Murray Calloway County
Hospital. Jeremy, also the year's first baby in
the Purchase Area hospitals, weighed seven
pounds, eight ounces at birth. Born at 4:15 a.m.
on New Year's Day, he is the couple's first child.
staff ph,tto
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Everything is ready for the General Assembly to begin
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API The supplies have been ordered,
the sound equipment works and
the desks all lock.
The Kentucky General
Assembly is coming back to
town.
The biennial event is a boon to
the Frankfort economy, where
restaurants, motels and some
landlords cash in on the 60-day
session that draws 138
lawmakers and dozens of lob•
byists to town.
For the General Assembly's

The LRC itself hires five people for the session, and another
17 Kentucky college students are
nired as interns to work with
committees, or on other specific
tasks.
Dozens more people are hired
by leadership offices, the clerks
of the House and Senate and
lawmakers hire their own
interns to help during the 60-day
session.
Some new legislative leaders,
specifically House Majority
Floor Leader Greg Stumbo, D-

staff and administrative arm,
the Legislative Research Commission, the session also means
extra staff, late hours and a rush
to get ready,
Bilt "for' 'LRC Director Vic
• Hellard, the session will be
almost routine.
The session, Hellard said, will
begin on schedule at noon on the
first Tuesday following the first
Monday in January, the constitutionally mandated time,
perhaps in spite of all the work
that preceded it.

Hellard said. "Legislators have
Prestonsburg, have promoted
a lot more to do and they're conthe idea of hiring aides for all
stituent demands are far
legislators during the session.
greater. Universities also have
But Hellard said lawmakers
much more emphasis on the
have long hired students or
legislature."
others to help them with
Most of the aides are college
legislative duties. Hellard, it
students who also are earning
turns out, did just that when he
was a state representative front- ;credit toward their degrees,
,Hellard said.
Woodford County.
Capital city business people
The aide's name was Joe Barlook forward to the session, acrows, who is now the
cording to Pat Badgett of the
Democratic state represenFrankfort Chamber of
tative from Woodford County.
Commerce.
"It's became more common,"
Most of the lawmakers take up
residence in Frankfort during
the session, returning home only

GIANTAISLE..SALE
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All Girl s Winter
Apparel

All .Boy's Winter
Apparel .

•Ori§-. 2.50 to 40.00
•Orig. 1:5010 • 00
•IncTudes shirts; sweaters, pants,/ pajamas, •Includes-mittens, hats, sweaters, shirts,
' pants, sleepwear & outerwear.
outerwear,'hats & gloves

Now

99(' to 29.99 .Now1.99 to 29.99
.,
.
_
.
_
_•_
_
.
.
STOREOUR .
• .4......4

,

.

Mon. thru Sat.
9:00 a.m. to 9:00. p.m.

betore Labor pay.
By CHARLES WOLFE
TRANSPORTATION
Associated Press Writer
A mandatory seat belt law has
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) been proposed for drivers and
Any discussion of the 1986
passengers, with
front-seat
legislative session usually
possible fines of $15 for
centers on a few overriding
offenders.
Issues, such as Medicaid, higher
AGRICULTURE
education, a state lottery and
AND NATURAL RESOURCES
prison crowding.
The Natural Resources
- But it's possible that the
would be barred from
Cabinet
creneral Assembly will have
'2,000 or more bills and res0111- -issuing a strip-mine permit, pending a court decision, in any
tions to consider before its sescase involving a disputed broadsion ends in April.
form deed.
Here's a sampling of other
Issues for which legislation has
ENERGY
been prepared:
An energy assistance and conHEALTH AND WELFARE
servation fund would be
Parents who fail to pay child
established in the state
support would be denied visitatreasury.
tion rights, under one bill. Two
BANKING AND INSURANCE
others are aimed at shared
Claims in medical malpraccustody of children by divorced
tice lawsuits would be limited to
parents.
4500,000 and there would be a
Other bills would set stantwo-year statute of limitations,
dards for "living wills;'' unless the patient specifically
simplify organ-donation proreserved, in writing, all rights to
cedures, and enable adoptive
sue for any amount.
parents and adotited adults to
JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
obtain health histories of genetic
Crime victims would be allowparents and blood relatives.
ed to appear at parole hearings.
EDUCATION
ELECTIONS
Teachers would be eligible for
AND CONSTITUTIONAL
full retirement after 27 years, inAMENDMENTS
-Wad.of 30 and,the Kentucky
Three bills, with various
Teachers' Retirement System
technical differences, propose
would be required to pay health
reinstating Kentucky's
insurance premiums for retired
presidential-preference
teachers.
primary to replace the caucus
Other bills would provide free
system for selecting delegates to
teXt.b.904...Jh ./sinclargartn
national political conventions.
through 12th grade; permit
One of the three would lump
--teachers-to-allow pupils to
Kentucky with southern states
observe a minute of silence each
in a "Super Tuesday' regional
'day, and "prohibit school
primary.
districts from beginning classes

Rally in Paducah to focus
support for education

Sun. 12:30 to .5:30 p.m.
,

All Fall & Winter Infant
& Toddler Apparel

Save On Home Fashions
.

•Orig 4.99 to $22
'includes shuts. sweaters, pants. outerwear
& s(eepwear

tr

1.99 to 74.99

All Missy, Petite,. & Women's
SIN) Winter Apparel

*Orig. $12 to $70
'Includes shirts, blouses, pants, jeans, skirts, & blazers
, .....:-. .

NOW

•Orig. 2.50 to $95
*Selected sheets, bath accessories, selected comforters and
bedspreads, and selected shower curtains.

NOW

NOW 3.99 to 19.99
All,Junior Winter Apparel

•

•

*Orig. $12 to $68
•Includes shirts, blouses, pants, jeans, skirts, blazers, & coordinates

7.99 to 49.99

NOW

9.99 to 49.99

Men's Winter Apparel

All Fall & Winter Shoes

•Orig. 9.99 to 140.002
*Includes l'ong'sleeve shirts, pants, sportcoats, sweaters,
robes, pajamas, and ties

*Orig. 12.99 to $50
*Includes dress & casual shoes for men, women, &
children. Also athletic footwear.

NOW 6.99 to

95.99

.

NOW

9.99 to 39.99

All Ladies Winter Sleepwear

Group of Ladies Handbags

*Ong $10 to $44
*Includes gowns, robes, pajamas, coordinates, &
nightshirts.

*Orig. $12 to $36
*Includes leathers, vinyls, & canvas style bags.

NOW

7.99 to 39.99

NOW

All Ladies Winter Outerwear
•Orig. $35 to $210
•Includes junior. missy, petite. & womens sizes

NOW

4.99 to 29.99

Group of Ladies Belts & Scarves
*Orig. 1.00 to 11.00
*Many styles in stock

24.99 to 99.99

NOW

49* to 9.99

.

XiX
Prices Effective
thru Sunday

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071

JC1- -nney
,F

Office 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080

-
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"Maybe the legislator or the
lobbyist doesn't spend his
money at Sears, but the people
who work at those other places
do," Badgett said
Large groups of constituents •
and other tourists also flock to
Frankfort and spend money.

Plenty of issues face
the General Assembly
at the session's start

Continuous markdowns being taken on Fall & Winter Merchandise!

.1(

on weekends. Dozens of lobbyists also visit Frankfort and
some stay for the entire session.
Those visitors bring money to
the local economy, Badgett said.
Although restaurants, hotels
and landlords get most of that
money, the rest of the Frankfort
economy also benefits.

Paducah Community College
will be the site of one of eight
public rallies on Monday, Jan. 6,
to focus attention on the need to
increase support for Kentucky's
system of higher education.
Scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m.
in the theater at PCC,the rally is
one of a series across Kentucky
sponsored by Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education to
raise public awareness of the problems of the state's public universities and private colleges.
Robert D. Bell, an Ashland Oil
executive who is chairman of the
35-member board of directors of
the non-profit citizens' group,
said it supports all recent higher
education budget recommendations of the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education (CHE ).
Besides Paducah, other rallies
are scheduled in Owensboro,
Bowling Green, Louisville, Ft.
Mitchell, Lexington, Somerset

Lassiter•••
mediate plans were to "try to
carry out his (Judge Lassiter's)
procedures and policies with the
same personnel."
Lovett is the son of the late
Judge H.H. Lovett and Mayme
(Rudolph) Lovett. He attended
school in Benton, graduated
from Western Kentucky University and earned his law degree
from Harvard University in
1940. After working for the Tennessee Valley Authority in the
law division from 1941 until 1951,
he began his law practice in
Benton.
Lovett added that his immediate plans did not include
running for the circuit judge's
position when his appointment
expired.
According to Judge Lassiter,
whose eight year term was
scheduled to expire in six years,
Lovett will serve until the
November 1986 General Election, at which,Ume a candidate
will be elected to fulfill the remaining five years of Lassiter's
term.
Should more than two can•
didates file for the office, said
Lassiter, those candidates

and Ashland. Bell explained that
the sites were selected because of
their regional locations and their
accessibility.
"We encourage students, faculty, alumni and friends of higher
education interested in all state
universities, community colleges
and private colleges to attend the
rally closest to them," Bell said.
The board of the advocates has
set three primary goals in its
drive to aid Kentucky's public
universities and private colleges:
•- Funding of the higher education formula for state-supported
institutions as recommended by
the CHE.
- Establishment of Commonwealth Centers and endowed
chairs through the use of both
public funds and private grants.
- Increased funding for
student-assistance programs at
both public universities and
private colleges.
would be listed on the May election with the top two vote getters advancing to the November
election.
The members of the commission which submitted the three
candidates from which Lovett
was chosen include Roger
Perry, a Benton attorney;
William Donald Overbey, a Murray attorney; Dr. H.W. Ford and
Marilyn Cresson of Marshall
County; and Harold Doran and
Max Hurt of Calloway County.

Nelson...
(Cont'd from page 1)
member of Nelson's band, said
Nelson had trouble with the DC-3
on his flight from Orlando, Fla.,
to Guntersville. The trouble
reappeared Tuesday.
"They were having trouble
with the left engine. It wouldn't
crank over," Mrs. Upton said
"Everyone was concerned over
this one engine. Pat asked that
they stay and fly out of Huntsville (on a commercial flight)."
Mrs. Upton said the pilots
"worked on the engine and felt
better about it. Rick felt he had
to be there (Dallas) for the
show."

•

•
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PERSPECTIVE
Some reassurance
The report sounded almost
too good to be true. A new
cancer treatment had saved
the lives of several people and
could be a breakthrough
• toward eliminating -Ott disease, which will kill 450,000
Americans this year.
Unfortunately, there were
some qualifiers. True, researchers at the National Cancer Institute had reported encouraging results from a biological agent known as
Interleukin-2. But, no, the
treatment is not immediately
available. The treatment
-- proved to be so Witic that it
killed one patient.
Recent reports on cancer
suggest that the most common
treatments — surgery, chemotherapy and radiation —
may have achieved most of
their potential in the fight
against cancer. Although new
ways to use these methods
may be developed, many researchers say healthier life_styles and new, .biologically
based treatments may offer
the best hopes for future reduction in cancer deaths.
Partly because current
treatments succeed in only
about half the cancer cases,
researchers have turned to the
body's own immune system to

Milerray Ledger & Times

by m.c. garrott

garrott's galley

find new treatments. The Interleukin-2 treatment extracts
white "killer" blood cells from
a patient and mixes them with
Interleukin-2 a substance that
simulates the body's diseasefighting system. The mixture
is then injected in the cancer
patient, with the idea that it
I knew I was in trouble when
will kill cancer cells.
he said my number was 13. I've
The drug was administered always had trouble wilt that
to 25 terminally ill patients. In number. I try to avoid it like the
11 cases, doctors said, tumors plague, and almost stay in bed
shrank by at least 50 percent. all day whenever a Friday the
Dr. Steven Rosenberg, who led 13th rolls around.
Dr. Joe Rexroat, my good
the National Cancer Insti- young dentist friend here in
tute's Interleukin-2 team, Murray, assigned it to me the
called the results impressive.
other day. Joe is one of the active deacons at First Baptist
19
patients
do
usually
"You
with these trials and if you get Church, and this past Sunday
t - was a fifth Sunday in the month.
wosrikg,nbitul:
), that's
n.rg,s
(successes
fcoarunrt_:,h.esaid
fo

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
So many mothers now work
outside the home - 62 percent of
all women with children under
age 18, according to an article
several months ago in the Wall
Street Journal - that those who
stay at home with their children
are the ones needing heI/K----WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

•

No. 13 in the Lord's Supper observance
Is no place to be if you're superstitious

ttie little cups of wine.
the sanctuary, hands one to each
"Now, how am I going to pick
of the seven deacons who will be
up just seven of those trays and
serving from that end of the line.
leave three?" I thought. "I wish
"There will be eight men over
they had put them in two stacks,
there," he said, "but you skip
seven in one and the three in
Paul Lyons. He's just an extra
another." But they hadn't
man. But be sure and leave
I must have eye-counted seven
three of the bread trays for
trays down in that stack a dozen
James Rogers to use in serving
times as songs were sung,
the men he has to serve in the
prayers said and the pastor
middle of the line."
made his observance comments
I thought I could handle that:
before it was time for us to pass
Pick up seven bread trays, leavthem out.
ing three for James; give one to
At the proper moment, Marside
south
the
on
men
the
of
each
the
Lord's
of
The ordinance
and I stepped forward to
vin
Sounded
Lyons.
Supper is observed at our except Paul
The National Cancer Insti- church every fifth sunday. You, simple enough, althcligh I had pick up our trays. I thought I had
- but I got
tute will expand the financing in your denomination, may not never before been that involved picked up my seven
When I reachmistake!
by
t
--eigh
.
observance
the
In
the
that's
but
that,
with
agree
the end of my line, I had one
— All I've done in the past haa
do it at First Baptist.
no one knows whether Inter- way wedeacons
left. Fortunate1Y. James
the
to
tray
trays
extra
take
to
_been
serving
the
do
The
leukin-2 will join the arsenal during the observance, and back of the church and be ready wasn't shorted. Three had been
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How tto.reach your elected officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

for me, but I lifted it off and
started to put it down - but not
before I had hit the post on the
back of the pastor's chair with
it. It rang like the bell at a championship prize fight Again, he
looked at me over those glasses,
as I sheepishly placed it at a far
corner of the table.
There, wasn't much room
there for it there, though, as it
teetAred-precariously for a moment before I caught it and moved it to another place on the
-table.
Avoiding those eyes over those
glasses, I moved on down the
line with my seven trays - this
time coming out even. I had
none left as I served the last
man.

,

All then went well until only
Tommy and the preacher remained to be served. Marvin
and I stepped forward to get a
tray each to serve them before
returning to our seats
•

•

•

Here comes boo-boo No. 3! As
I lifted a tray of the little glasses
off the top of the stack, I didn't
hold it out far enough before bringing it down to waist level.
One edge of it caught on an edge
of the topmost tray on the stack.
I almost lost the thing, but
managed to hold on to it. A lot of
the juice was spilled, though,
and was running here and there
across the tray as I held it before
the pastor so he could get his
cup.
His hand moved around above
them until he found one that
hadn't been caught up in the
spill and lifted it out. "Lord," I
prayed under-My breath-*Tat
him get one that won't drip on
his trousers!" As far as I know,
my prayer was answered.
Graciously, he didn't say a thing
about my mixups, even said I
did a good job.
But I knew better. I had been
13 - I couldn't have.
No.
_

by lawrence
I. knutson
Kilometers still
have miles to go

U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
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St. Capitol Bldg.
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In 1898 America had a slogan:
'Remember the Maine." In
1985, a group of congressional
history lovers has another
slogan: "Bring Back The
Yacht." .Or perhaps, "Sail On,
Sail On, Oh Yacht Of State."
The yacht is the former
, presidential yacht, Sequoia,
ordered drummed out of the
.Navy and sold by President
Carter in 1977 as an urmeccessary and ostentatious expense smacking of the trappings
of an imperial presidency.
-- Now there is a move to bring it
back, without any expense to the
taxpayer.
The House and Senate last
week passed a resolution approving plans of the private
Presidential Yacht Trust to
raise funds to restore the Sequoia to first-class, presidential
condition, donate it to the Navy
and provide a trust fund to cover
future operating and
maintenance costs.
Delivery is set for no later
than Nov. 15, 1988.
The --Sequoia served eight
presidents, from Herbert
Hoover to Gerald R. Ford.
Franklin D. Roosevelt planned
domestic and wartime stratligy
from an armchair on its decks.
Harry Truman used the vessel
to entertain delegates to the first
conference on nuclear controls.
Richard Nixon met on the Sequoia in 1973 with Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev.
"The Sequoia is a national
treasure," said Rep. Bill
Lowery, R-Calif., as the resolution cleared the House earlier
this month. "It has been the
locatiOn of numerous summits.
It is very important to our
heritage."
Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo.,
the Senate's deputy Republican
leader, told the Senate that prior
to the donation of the Sequoia,
legislation will be sought to prevent any future chief executive
from again selling the presidential yacht.

looking back
Ten years ago
Melinda May Sisler is the first
baby of 1976. She was born Jan. 1
at 6:10 p.m. to Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Staler at their home in Orchard Heights, Murray State
University. She was delivered
by her father.
Jerry F. Thompson, 33, died
from injuries sustained in a traffic accident on Jan. 1.
Donna Grogan Herndon is serving as one of three mayors in
the area of Fort Knox. Her husband, Capt. C.W.(Woody) Herndon, is stationed at Fort Knox.
Dr. Bill Whittaker will assume
the pastorate of First Baptist
Church on Jan. 4. He comes here
from Sturgis.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie A. Green
celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary on Nov. 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Harrison were honored on their 25th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 24
with a tea held at the home of
their daughter, Mrs. Rodney T.

(Jana) Tidwell.
Twenty years ago
Waylon Rayburn, Governor of
Rotary District 671 and Murray
Rotarian, spoke at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
New club members present
were Harold Hurt, Rudell Parks
and James Payne.
The Rev. John C. Sanderson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Voris
Sanderson of Murray, is serving
as pastor of Caskey Baptist
Church, HopkinsvUle.
Harmon Whitnell is a local
agent for Standard Oil Cb.-With
his office on Pogue Avenue,
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Doran
and children, Karen and Mark,
of Henderson have been the
guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. T.C. Doran and Mr. and
Mrs. John Stamps.
David SaM is minister of New
Concord Church of Christ.

bet
.t•-rreextenenri,
40.

Thirty years ago
The first baby of 1956 was a
daughter born at 10:12 a.m. on
Jan. 1 at Murray Hospital. The
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Armon
Lee.
Clack has been named to
head the 1956 March of Dimes
campaign, according to Ray
Brownfield, chairman of the
local chapter
Miss Shelby Parker, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Parer,
and James Suiter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Burie Suiter, were
married Dec. 21 at the home of
the bride's parents.
-Yurch.
Miss George Ann Ulic
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Upchurch of Murray,
and John Patterson Lester Jr.,
son of Mrs. J.B. Lester of Holly
Springs, Miss., were married
Dec. 28 at First Baptist Church.
Tommy Doran. son of Mr. and
Mrs. T.C. Doran of Murray, Is a
student at Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. -

•
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Progressive dinner
held by local group
Members of Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held a
progressive holiday dinner with their husbands
as guests on Thursday,
Dec. 19, beginning at
6:30 p.m.
The four course dinner began with punch
and hors d'oeuvres at
the home of Rowena and
John Emerson.
Salad was served at
the home of Mary and
Joe Graves.
Glenda and Bobby
Wilson opened their
home for the main
course.

ft-

MemberS and their
guests then made their
final stop at the home of

Recipe released
cecn.s-

MHO% % YITIA
5- oariated Pre,. Food Editor

Joyce and Bruce
Thomas for dessert.
After this course the
group gathered around
the Christmas tree
where secret sisters exchanged gifts and gifts
also were given to the
men present.
The party was planned by the chapter's
social committee composed of Joyce Thomas,
Glenda Wilson and Lois
Ruiz, chairman.
The next regular
business meeting will be
tonight (Thursday) at
7:30 p.m. at the Commerce Centre. Rowena
Emerson will be in
charge of the program
with Peggy Shoemaker
as hostess.

HOLIDAY SUPPER
Cold Turkey. Cranberries, Potato Puffs,
Salad, Pumpkin Pie and
Coffee
Old-time Spicy
Cranberries
1 teaspoon whole
cloves
2 sticks cinnamon
14 cup water
2442 cups sugar
Grated rind and juice
of 1 lemon
4 cups (about 1 pound )

Edutation Rally Monday-

team-in Math Bowl

Friends Are For, '
Dionne and Friends
_ 6. "Small Town,'
John Co-ugar
Mellencamp

CALLOWAY COUNTY MIDDLE Smoot', Math Team recently won nmner-up at the 10th Annual
Regional Math Bowl held at Paducah Community College, Paducah. Pictured,from left, seated, Brian
McClard, Scott Buchanan, Randy Hansen, Jon Rose, standing, Coach Bill Miller and Loren Wisehart.

Newborns dismissals are named

7 "Election Day,"
Arcadia
8. "Separate Lives,"
The Murray-Calloway
Phil Collins and Marilyn
County Hospital has
Martin
released the dismissals
9 "Talk To Me,"
for Monday, Dec. 30. No
Stevie Nicks
newborn admissions
10. "Perfect Way," were listed.
Scritti Poiltti

ANNUAL JANUARY

Sale
1 Uniform
one is FREE

2

Buy Two, the Third

Sale Ends Feb. 1

t-

Entire Stock of

RKERS

Uniforms

20% on

I*"ShciPPing Plaz""fhla

R.() erica
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Ski Trip scheduled

Patients dismissed

Kellie Overbey on list

Carriers
Needed

MSS, 7:40, 11110
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fthe
CINE 1 & 2

Apply in person.
See

1:15, Sit 7:LO, MSS

David Stom
1001 Whitnell Dr.

APIES LIKE US
CHM' HA
DAN AYKROYD IPG1
central center 753-3314

Ledger &Times

CHERI 3
Steven Spoelberg s

YOUNG
SHERLOCK
HOLMES

1:W SAL 1:11, 11:11

McNeely with Guard
Army National Guard Pvt. Michael K.-McNeely, son of James E. McNeely, Rt. 5, Benton, has
completed basic training at Fort McClellan, Ala.
During the training he received instruction in
drill/ and ceremonies, weapons, map reading,
tactics, military courtesy, military justice, first
aid and Army history and tradition. He is a 1983
graduate of Marshall County High School.

Chilcutt now in Guam
Air Force Airman 1st Class Dwyane H.
Chilcutt, son of Donnie H. Chilcutt of 108 North
Seventh St., Murray, and Wanda J. Chilcutt, Rt.
2, Dover, Tenn., has arrived for duty with the
43rd Field Maintenance Squadron, Andersen Air
Force Base, Guam. Chilcutt, a jet engine
mechanic, was previously assigned at Shaw Air
Force Base, S.C. He is a 1982 graduate of Henry
County High School, Paris, Tenn. His wife, Iris,
is the daughter of Edward Allinger of 1877 Willow
Grove, Willow Grove, Pa.

Fur sale on Saturday

Iv

00 wriPar/CIPating Cx1P4°In CYs)
.
COUPON save$2
on theValue Packor ThriftPack.

Bible Study scheduled-- -

MWC Board will meet

little seafood place

Captain WA

A Higher Education Rally will be held Monday, Jan. 6, at 7:30 p.m. in the theatre of
Paducah Community College, Paducah. "This
rally is for all persons who are concerned about
higher education and all alumni, students and
friends of Murray State University are urged to
attend," said Donna Herndon, director of Alumni
Affairs at MSU. Transportation will be available
with vehicles to leave at 6:15 p.m. from Commerce Centre of Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, Highway 641 North.

First Baptist Church will have its January Bible Study from Sunday, 5, through Wednesday,
Jan. 8. Sessions will be from 6 to 8 p.m. on SunAlmo; Mrs. Gail Taylor Box 90, Murray;
Dismissals
day,
6:30 to 8 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday, and
Arthur Rolfe, 702
-- Mrs. Tina Collins, Rt. and baby boy, 217 Pat6:30 to 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday. Dr. Greg EarMurray;
St.,
Sycamore
g, Box 282, Murray; terson, Paris, Tenn.;
the teacher for adults in the
Clysta Evett, Rt. 1, wood will be
Mrs. Maxine Bawcum
*Nathaniel Pate, 100 Pine
auditorium; Todd Dowdy for Youth in
Kirksey.
172C,
Box
St., Murray; Mrs. and baby boy, 125 TurnFellowship Hall; Joetta Harlow for Grades 4 and
---Kallene Keith, Rt. 9, pike, Camden, Tenn.;
6 in Three and Four Department; Gracie
Hurt
and
Donna
Mrs.
Box 4, Benton;
Holland Donna Hills for Grades 1 to 3 in First and
A newborn admission
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 96,
Second Department; Sue Darnell for preschool
Rt.
Jolley,
Mrs. Vieva
and dismissals at
Murray;
in five-year room. This is open to all interested
5, South Fulton, Tenn.;
Mrs. Nadean Smith, Murray-Calloway CounWilliam Brooks, 401 Van 701 Sycamore St., Mur- ty Hospital for Wednes- persons, a church spokesman said.
Lia, Fulton; Mrs. Verna ray; R,,exie Jackson, Rt. day, Jan. 1, have been
Clayton, Rt. 1, 1, Hardin; Ronnie Dill, released as follows:
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Newborn admission
No. 1 Dill's Trailer
Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will
Mrs. Josephine Park, Murray;
Phillips baby boy,
Monday, Jan. 6, at 11:30 a.m. at the club
meet
Johnston, 1707 Audubon,
Mrs. Darlene Bucy, parents, Kimberly and house. Ann Brooks, president, urges all
Murray; Donald MitSteve, Rt. 1, Box 182,
members to attend. Frances Galloway, first vice
chell, 918 North 16th St.,- No. 20 Porter Court Hazel.
will have copies of the recently
president,
Park,
Paris,
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The History of Murray Woman's
book,
published
Plomer-Futrell,
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the
at
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Ninth
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405
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them
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WilliamMrs.
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January for promotion of the book.
ray; Donald Dennis, Rt. son, Rt. 2, Box 533, St., Murray; James during
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Miss
Dover,
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Quillen, Rt. 4, Fulton;
Mrs. Margie Martin Christy Watson, Rt
" 15,
Mrs. Billie Wilson, 821
(expired) Box 12, 306 Box 754, Murray; Siorth 19th St., Murray;
A Churchwide Ski Trip by First Baptist Church
Madison Jones;---907-McDonald Bt., Puryear,-,
Mrs. Mozelle Jones, 111 is being planned for Jan. 17-19. The approximate
Pogue St., Murray;
Tenn.
North Ninth St., cost, including transportaton, skiing, rental, one
Mrs. 011ie Smith, Almo;
Murray;
lesson, lodging and meals will be $120 each. A $50
Mrs. Virginia Rhoades,
Robert Towery, Rt. 2, deposit should,e made by Monday, Jan. 6, or
421 South 10th St.,
Box 132, Murray; Elmer earlier if possilne. For more information concerMurray;
Colson, Rt. 1, Dexter; ning the trip call the church office, 753-1854.
A newborn admission
Mrs. Margery
Smith, New
and dismissals at Crawford, 603 Elm St., Eurie
Concord;
Murray-Calloway Coun- Murray; Mrs. Nora
Mrs. Mary
ty Hospital for Tuesday, Goodgion, 1624 Farmer
Lakeland
Evadinger,
Recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals
Dec. 31, have been Ave., Murray;
Wesley Village, Benton; were Billie Raspberry of Hazel from Western
released as follows:
Miss Mary Jane
Mrs. Vera Heater, 1604 Baptist; Robert Treas, Alvin Kopperud and
Newborn admission
Grogan, GPI Box 7,
Hermitage Dr., Reba Wiley, Murray, and Rudy Riley, Kirksey,
Noel baby girl, Hilldale Apts., Hardin;
Murray;
Lourdes.
parents, Marsha and Mrs. Marjorie Tull, Rt.
William Furches, 113
Douglas, Rt. 1, Box 31A, 1, Box 116D, Kirksey;
South Fourth St., MurDexter.
Nolan Thompson, 630
ray; T.G. Curd (exDismissals
Union
St.,
South Sevond
Miss Kellie Overbey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Term Care
Mrs. Norma Click and City, Tenn.; Mrs. pired) Long
Murray-Calloway George Edd Overbey, Camelot Drive, Murray,
Unit,
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 190, Gladys Gupton, Rt. 1,
has been named to the Dean's List for the Fall
County Hospital.
Quarter, at Northwestern University School of
DAILY
Speech, Evanston, Ill., according to Roy V.
Wood, dean of the school. Miss Overbey is a
BARGAIN MATINEES
of Murray High School and has apgraduate
ALL SEATS 52.00
peared in dramatic productions at
Northwestern.

1111111•111111111MI CUP nes COUPON miumsmimil

r--- BONUS

cranberries
Tie cloves in a
cheesecloth bag. In a
3-quart saucepan heat
clove bag, cinnamon,
water, sugar, lemon
rind and lemon juice.
stirring until sugar
dissolves; boil for 5
minutes. Add cranberries and simmer uncovered, withOut stirring, until most of
cranberries pop open 5 to 10 minutes. Remove
clove bag. Makes about
4 cups

DATEBOOK

Richie's-record-at top
Best-selling records of
the week of Dec. 29 based On Cashbox
magazine' nationwide
survey have been
_
released as follows:
1. "Say You, Say Me,"
Lionel Richie
2. "Party All the
Time," Eddie Murphy
3. "Alive and Kicking," Simple Minds
4. "Broken Wings,"
Mr. Mister
5. "That's What

4

I() Burketn, editor

SYLVESTER
STALLONE

Present thiscoupon lot$200ottcapon1waispack aimsram

25o/0-50% Off

Offer expires 1 /15/0
ono coupon pm OA10,11•1

West Kentucky Fur Takers will hold their annual fur sale on Saturai4, Jan. 4, at the Julian
Carroll Exposition Center, Graves County
Fairgrounds, Mayfield. The sale will start at 9
a.m. and the public is invited to attend, a WKFT
spokesman said.

L..

Try our new drive-Are
new location

ai our

ALL FALL AND NA INTER

D's
Captain
-8Drafood place

, ExCLUDING NEW ARRIVALS)

a gre Uttie
Offer Good With Coupon,Orily
700 N. 12th
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center, 753-9383
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104 West Broadway - Mayfield
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We would like to thank all our
customers for their past business.
We are still taking special orders.
Call: 753-9970 or 436-2248
"SEE YOU IN THE SPRING!"
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Coming events are announced
4404

Ttiursday, Jan.3
Class on Introduction
to Breast Feeding will
be at 5:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
-- - "Garden Department
.of Murray Woman's
Club has changed its
meeting to Jan,
---Murray Women of the
Moose will have enrollment night at 8 p.m.
with officers to meet at.7
p.m.
---- .
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061.
762-3399. 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. For
information call 73-9414,
436-2174 or 759-4940.

Thursday, Jan. 2

Saturday,Jan.4
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7 p.m. at lodge
hall.
---Sunday,Jan.5
Alcoholics
Anonymous will have a
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
in American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061 762-3399 or
753-7764.

Saturday,Jan.4

Sunday, Jan.5
January Bible Study
of First Baptist Church
will begin at 6 p.m.
---Mr. and Mrs. Carl C.
Crisp will be honored on
65th wedding anniversary with a potluck
meal following morning
worship service at Temple Hill United
Methodist Church. The
couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.

Exposition
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis Show and
on will
Admissi
Center.
Center
$2.
be
------Murray Civitan Club
Murray State Univer• :
is scheduled to meet at 7
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Dougla
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music by Expressway
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p.m.
2
to
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10
from
midnight by Muair4ay
for activities by senior
Moose Lodge.
.
citizens
------Across from Dixieland Center/753-3120
AA and Al-Anon will
will
Al-Anon
and
AA
at
meet at 8 p.m.
meet at 8 p.m. at 3.1.1.
American Legion
Kevil Center, South 10th
Building, South Sixth
Street Extended,
and Maple Streets.
Mayfield.
------Temple Hill Lpdge
Alford Chapter No.
445 Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
---p.m. at lodge hall at
Preceptor Omicron Aurora.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
---_Phi will meet at 7:30
Paris Chapter of Full
. m. at- corn m-erce Gospel Business Men's
Centre.
Fellowship will meet at
---6:30 p.m. at. Avalon
Xi -Alpha Delta Restaurant, Paris,
Chapter Of Beta- Sigma Tenn.
Phi is scheduled to meet
---Mothers Morning Out
is scheduled at 9 a.m. at
First Christian Church.
---tithe
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Ramsey's
Discount Shoes
1303 Chestnut

Name Brand Shoes For
The Family At Low Prices

.1

COME TO THE

Named pageant winner

Rare disease
is discussed
in Journal

•••••••_••••
WEEKEND SPECIAL

•••••

5

Woman getting odd gifts

V.C.R. Rentals
$9.95 for the weekend
$12.50 for a week

Retton
declared
an adult
FAIRMONT, W.Va.
(AP) - Gold medal
gymnast Mary Lou Retton, the ,mini powder
keg who wowed millions
in the 1984 Olympics,.
has been legally
declared an adult
although she's a month
shy of her 18th birthday.
"I'm still Mary Lou,"
Retton said Monday
after Marion County
Circuit Judge Fred Fox
declared the teen-ager
emancipated from her
parents, allowing her to
make her own financial
decisions.
She asked for the
court order so she could
invest in a New York
limited partnership that
will own a Cary, N.C.,
apartment complex, her
attorneys said.
Rornie Retton, of
Fai: mont, said the court
action gives his
daughter a tax break on
her investments. She
turns 18 on Jan. 24.

Economy, Efficiency, Elegance

Critical Care Unit
Open House
The Most Modern, Beautiful VVoodburning
Stove in America .. . Designed for you
IULI TT

Come see us at...
200 E. Main

753-8201

Sunday, January 5, 1986
Noon to 4 o'clock
The Board of Commissioners and Staff of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital- cordially
invite you to attend an open house to
celebrate the opening'of the Critical Care Unit
located on Second Floor.

4111 All Winter Clothing

1/2 Price and Less

2 Price
1
/

Pants, shirts, skirts, coordinated
sportswear, tops, jackets, sweaters,jewelry
No I.a‘a‘sa%. on Sale

A&ant Pg
"
1611X
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Grandmother's treasures not in attic
JASPER.Ind.(AP) —
Like many grandmothers, Ruth Buecher
has lots of stories to tell
about the good old days.
Unlike many grandmothers, she can document it. Mrs. Buecher's world-

ly treasures are not
stored in boxes in the attic — they're deliberately displayed in her basement, affectionately
known as "Ruth's
Museum."
"There's nothing here
of real value. It just

holds a lot of sentimental value to me," Mrs.
Buecher says.
Her collection
chronicles not only a
taste of life in Jasper
over several generations, but a look at early
American living.

War bond posters in
mint condition came
from the family's
Stewart Hotel, now converted into law offices.
A tall lamp with a worn
pink shade was made
from a log taken from
her ancestors' cabin.

is
A
R
FARM
sSii
a

s‘i

fsw CATFISH FILLET °41)
1/2 Order $4.45
Full Order' $5.95

01
.41
440

oil
00

p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-4141
Hwy. 641 North, Murray, Ky. Open 4

men

associated with President Lincoln — Mrs.
Buecher's favorite
political figure because
he used to grind corn at
her family's mill.
Mrs. Buecher loves to
demonstrate how some
of her collectibles work.
She winds up an old
Edison phonograph and
watches to see whether
visitors recognize the
tune on the cannister.
"If you don't like your
Uncle Sammy, then go
back to your land
overseas," the singer
warbles.
"That's a World War!
tune," Mrs. Buecher
explains.
Besides unfamiliar
songs, there are some
objects which . current
generations might not
recognize, such as nonelectric curling irons
and shirt rufflers. Mrs.
Buecher gladly provides
an explanation.
"This is a Japanese
battle flag that my
nephew caught in New
Guinea in 1944," she
says, fingering a fragile

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-7

COW301.1\11"

-t,

3ENcococi IVICaLx-114c
D

American flags with
48, 49 and 50 stars illustrate the growth of
America. Straw hats
from Hawaii and beaded Indian moccasins
and a Navaho woman's
hair pin are souvenirs
from MrsOuecher's extensive travels.
Many items on
display have neatly
typed labels which explain the origin of the
object.
A wooden musket,
political buttons, small
jars filled with sands
from faraway countries
and a top hat and ladies'
linen gloves frotn more
formal days are selfexplanatory.
A black straw hat
adorned with crushed
fabric flowers once
belonged to Mrs.
Buecher's mother.
"I won an award for
the Jasper Centennial
Belles on account of that
hat," she says. "My
mother wore the same
hat for the Indiana State
Centennial in 1916."
Many objects are

Prices Good 01-02-85 Thru 01-08-85

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

014A-.1

We Accept
Food Stamps

?
s
Wood
in
est
the
bakingfor
SHOP us

4

PEPSI &
PEPSI PRODUCTS

I

•

Rsedale Sliced

79Cox--

PEA CHES ..H;è

PEPSI

Campbell's Chicken Noodle

_

SOUP

.8. $239

&twit 3Lb. Can

lo. oz. 2/69' SHORTENING

Green Giant
--

Prairie Farms

piece of white cloth with space — I called it the
a faded red circle in the octopus."
middle.
She then asked a con"These are slop jars tractor to install some
from the hotel," Mrs. pegboard on a basement
Buecher says, explain- wall so she could hang
ing that once water up some of her picture
from a pitcher was used collection.
to wash one's face, it
''He brought one
was proper to pour it panel and had to go back
from the washbasin into and get lots more," she
the slop jar on the floor. says with a chuckle.
Tiny earthen jars with
That pegboard now
small holes on the sides holds pictures of
are identified as old assorted origin. Some
Mexican incense menus from a cruise
burners.
ship are framed
"We dug them up in a because Mrs. Buecher
turnip patch," she says. likes their colorful
A night-blooming scenes. Indian pictures
Cereus blossom from Santa Fe Railroad
preserved in an alcohol- Co. calendars "came
filled apothecary jar from salesmen staying
was a romantic present at the hotel," she says.
from Mrs. Buecher's
As for a picture of
Wild Bill Cody, "I knew
father to her mother.
"He picked it from the his sister personally.
hill where he would She lived next door to us
court my mother in for five years," Mrs.
1894," she says.
Buecher says.
Mrs.. Buecher says
An autographed photo
her museum began of "sky dancers" Betty
almost accidently when and Benny Fox hangs
she removed an old fur- near a large initial sewn
nace from the basement of gold kid that once
"which took up half the
((ont'd on page 16)

$239

__I_ Gold Medal

cut or-FreivisFratyWfifflz.

79'
FLOUR
0
9
..2/8
BEANS
GREEN
69
1
1% MILK
• Stokley's Bavarian
Chicken of the Sea
Contadina 75 Oz.
160z.2/79'
KRAUT
59
TUNA
Flay-o-rich
TOMATO SAUCE...49C Peter Pan 18 Oz.
Ragu 32 Oz.
2% MILK
99'
$ 149 PEANUT BUTTER
1"
Land-O-Lakes
Musselman's 16 Oz.
SPAGHETTI SAUCE
Red Cross Elbow
49'
APPLE SAUCE 2/790 OLEO
Oz. 4/$1 DelaMontet 32 Oz:
ETTI
SPAGH
Contadina 6 Oz.
TOMATO CATSUP - 99'ORANGE JUICE $199
TOMATO PASTE 2/69°
5 Lb

Gal.

2 Oz.
1
6/

54 Gal.

Lb

Owens Best
Family Pack

U.S Choice

Green Giant
Style

n
C 5R
o

Whole

2/89°

Ozn.al
ol o. 17Ker
:

Green Giant

SWEET PEAS....2/894
PRODUCE +Wale

•••••"'

ROUND
GROUND
STEAK
BEEF
I
11
$1 69
$ 1 79
I
Lb Boneless

GRAPEFRUIT
r

w

ONIONS

tilecii;Zer

MEAT

POTATOES
Pencil Green

..01111.

10 Lb%

3P1 FRY STEAK
5/ GROUND ROUND
59° HAM
TRIMMINGS 2
$ 29

Lb

Extra Lean

MUSHROOMS

Dvit

$239 BAKED HAM
Owens Bost

189

B.B.Q. RIBS

4P1 PORK STEAK
89c PORK CUTLE1

B.B.Q. CHICKEN

$ 1 79

-

••••••

——

89

Owens Best

CHilmv

80i

$

99° B.B.Q. BEEF
$ 739

-

$298

Oeli

ROAST BEEF

F x tr,4 Lean

298
„ $298

Owens Best

Owen%

./11111

ONIONS

$1 19
I

DELI
()1.ver)..

3 Lb

Russet

PORK
ROAST

HAM

34 t

S Choice I tra Lean

48 Size

Extra Lean
Boston Butt

89L I$239

U S Choice Om ken

CARROTS

Center Slices
Fmge Smoked

in,.

CHEESE

Colby longhorn

LI

$429
$329

;
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Jeremy Steven Phillips
First Baby of 1986

•

;••

•

Born 4:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Jan. 1st, 1986
to Kimberly & Steve Phillips
Of Rt. 1, Hazel.

0.1e . •

Congratulations!!
-

•r

White Bible
waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1986

••'

•.

•
1,
'

***."

•NIP

Lottie Moon Group
Woman's Missionary Union
First Baptist Church
Murray, Ky.

SIRLOIN

first-Pair of Earidellitt Shoos

Allison 'Photography

To Mr. or Miss 1986
For The Parents
of Mr. or Miss 1986

Professional Photography

8x10 Color Photo
For
Mr. or Miss 1986

ft

2-8,oz. Sirloin Dinners
Bel Air Center

753-0440

Savings Account
Now Open

Claim's Um Stan

South:ids Manor

MURRAY SY.
Member FDIC

753-8809

1 Case of Baby
Formula

For Mr. or Miss 1986
Their First Prescription

ROY'S

PEOPLES
S1BANK
oxi

304 N. 12th St.

753-4383

For Mr. or Miss 1986

To Mr. or Miss 1986

Discount
Pharmacy

Clinic Pharmacy

Olympic Plaza
/53-2380

753-8302

5th & Walnut

•

FREE
Personalized
Wall Coat
Rack

...MEMORIES
Eel Air

Center

Engraved Memories
of Childhood Book
waiting for
.
Mr. or Miss 1986
ntown Murray
-

e001qMOINiq
A New Savings Account
is waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1986

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Illoonbor FDIC

1 Case of Baby Food
for Mr. or Miss 1986

$25 Gift Certificate
for
Mr. or Miss 1986

D&T Warehouse
Foods

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

Sow* 411e

753-9555

A Gift From
Us Is Waiting

Across From Alorrey Drivo-lo

A JUMBO BOX OF PAMPERS
FOR MR. OR MISS 1986

For Mr. or Miss
1988 at...

gleivet

A $10 Gift Certificate

Is Waiting For
Mr. or Miss 1986

Pay Less

'43

Baby

911841Pk-0.--4

Planter

Southside Manor

e

Downtown Murray
Above English Sole

A Shampoo, Cut & Style
For Mom,Dad & The Baby
Plus A Gift Pack of Fantastic Sam's

To ANY Baby Born Between
Jan. 1st and Jan. 5th

on\
Snap Shot
Photo

Skarilya Wisekart

at:Ileart
Inc.

Hair Care Products

Receive Free
Film Processing
For One Roll Of
Film (Any Size)

FaiLtasticSarri's

efli

the original Family Haycutters

Wrve get locations coast to coast and owe near yosii

I HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza, Murray. Ky 'limit one roll per histi
759 9347
Open Mon Sat 9 a.m 6 p in

OTUAPIC PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542

A FREE GIFT

$25 Gift Certificate
for
Mr. or Miss 1986

awaits Mr. or Miss 1986!

WALMART

601 bn1q cud-ote!

w

609'/2 South 4th
Murray, KY 42071
753-9514

Owner

Murray, Ky.

For Mr. or
Miss 1986

-;14Provi

DRUGS
DiECOUNI PRESCRIPTIONS

To Mr. or Miss 1986
Gold Baby Ring

•

Kimberly is shown holding Jeremy who weighed 7lbs. 8oz. and
was 21" long.

0.141•Enity mind Childr•os Shoppe
•

Hwy. 641 North

Central Shopping Ccincr
\

Children's Fashions

A FREE GIFT
awaits Mr. or Miss 19861
Mon.-Sat 9-5

44)8 South 12th

Street

753-0005

A 95.00 Gift Certificate

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
Bil Air Center

753-$322

Ole%

•••
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Teenagers tell of terror at the hands of former inmate

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
2 eggs, /
2 center cut country ham,
1
hashbrowns, choice of biscuits & gravy or toast
$250 (Good Thursday-Sunday)
OPEN MS. 5 a.m.-8 p m
Sun 7am 3pm
vs'

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd.

pair of handcuffs when he burst
in around 3 a.m. Sunday, they
said.
Lucas handcuffed the boys
and their mother, Elizabeth
Wardlow, 41, to a bed, they told
the newspaper.
Mrs. Wardlow escaped when
she was sent out for food and
called the police instead, the Enquirer said.
Lucas talked about
duplicating the 1969 mass
murders in California committed by Charles Manson, Mrs.
Wardlow said.
Lucas fell asleep about 9 p.m.
Sunday. He woke once, when
Robert asked him to unlock the
handcuffs so he could use the
bathroom. When Robert return-

said Larkin Wardlow, 16
"(He) said he'd shoot' me in
the head and throw me out the
picture window," said his
brother, Robert, 14.
The two were held hostage in
their Newport apartment by
Dennis Lucas, 20, of Dayton,
Ky., for about 30 hours Sunday
and Monday. Their ordeal ended
when a state police marksman
shot and killed Lucas late Monday morning.
The boys knew Lucas, but
almost didn't recognize him
because he had shaved his head
and eyebrows, they told the Cincinnati Enquirer in an interview
published on Wednesday. He
had two guns, about 200 rounds
of ammunition, drugs, and four

with guns drawn, saying he
needed a place to hide because
he had killed two people, the
teens said.
"He said he was going to kill
us if he didn't get his demands."

NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — A
former prison inmate who held
two teen-agers hostage during a
30-hour standoff with police here
had burst into their apartment

759-1864

family again."
He said Lucas went to the
phone and told police he would
kill Larkin.
Larkin heard a shot through
the window "then I heard him
fall," he said.
Police are investigating
whether Lucas' claim to have
killed two teen-agers is true
During the siege, Lucas told
Newport police and Cincinnati
radio station WLW that he had
stabbed to death James Cain, 15,
of Covington and Eddie Pence,
14 of Newport. Lucas told police
to look for Cain's body along the
Licking River. Cain's body was
found Sunday along the river,
across the Ohio River from Cincinnati.

ed, just before 11 a.m. Monday,
Lucas had passed out, the
newspaper said.
Robert said he went to the
telephone and talked to a state
police hostage negotiator, who
told Robert to free his brother
and escape without waking
Lucas.
"(He) told me to run for it
myself and that they'd come in
and get Larkin," Robert said.
He said he shoved the keys into
his brother's shirt, and Lucas
woke up.
"He got mad. He got real
mad," Larkin said. "I thought
when my little brother escaped
he was going to kill me ... I
thought he would shoot me. I
didn't think I would ever see my

Mon.-Sat.
7 A.M.-8 P.M.
We Reserve The RIO,
To Limit Quantities

SUPER MARKE

Prices Good
Noon 01-01-86
thru Noon
01-08-86

Zesta

.:......

,,,,,

Hyde Park "Crinkle Cut"

Peaches

Tissue

..• Crackers

French Fries
m y2Chaf

79°
Broccomoz.2/$109

Kegltables

.•
29 0/ CA,'

9r

Bag

2

)yde Park Stew

16 Oz

Bag

pears

.....
......

..

•

......
•

.......
••••

.•.

Riverview Oleo

29
890

Margarine
Delmont. Fruit
-

ocktail

Campbells

Ciskkan-Noodle
1034 0.r•

Peas

76 Oz. 8 Btl. Carton with Bottles or Deposit

RC Cola, Dietilite,
RC lOOi& Sundrop

Can 3/$109
3/$100
„ply;

17 Oz. Can

.4\4 14 Manwich Sauce
Sauce
Can3/79' Shortening
2/89°
Sweetner
Corn
3/89°
Ketchup
*139
Cottage Cheese.
Hunts

Liquid Reg. $2.79 Save 20'

Maalox
Anacin

12 Oz.
14'
Save
Tablets Reg. $4.13

9
9
3
$
100 Ct. &l.

PRODUCE

4 Oz Can
15;

YPeeZaid

Merit 42 Oz. Can

8 Oz.

Food

Sweet & Low Artificial

i f0
f
Al

Hyde ark Cream

Oranges

280z

Salmon

Losvfat

Grapefruit
Fresh Crisp

15M Oz.•can_47
.0..

••

1\

Van Camp 8 Oz. Can
I Gal. jug
.

Beanee Weenee's
Homestyle Ragu 32 Oz. Jar

Dog Food.
Fresh Fryer

100% Pure Fresh

/

„Pork ,;•
ts\
Cutle

Leg Quariers_

r

,

-

U)S

Family Pack Size

USDA Boneless

f

tb.\

Canned Hams5 cer,1099

tirif

3 69
,4*ow:

.,
11.\
4

_

Armour Breaded

Beef Patties

Lb $ 169

/

3 Lbs.
or More

:

•

Country Style

Hickory Smoked

Spare
Ribs

BBQ Ham
\

•
V

DELI0
(

"
$1

$399
Lb.

Reelfoot Rag

,

USDA Choice

Minute
Steaks

Beef

Hormel

Round Steak

USDA Choice

1
4 Las1

6- am. For $

\Ground
07

-710

,rack
Fan*

Stew Beef

Onions
Fancy No. 1 Sweet

Lean Meaty

-t.:•

Round
Steak

Carrots....

Lb. Bag
New Crop Yellow Loose Only

Spaghetti Sauce$ 169 Potatoes

25 Lb. Bag

USDA Choice

2/99°

$
5P1
3P1

Dozen

Florida Ruby Red

Double Q Pink,

. .24 Oz. Crtn.

Milk

50 Ct

New! Hyde Par* Squeeze

ivPrairie Farms

Flav-O-Rich 34%

Florida Juice

Style Goirn°L Can
164 Oz. Can

•

Bd.

4

Contadina Tomato

Dog

$259

Bologna

Fields

Kahn's Pickle & Pimento

Bologna

Loaf

Lb. Pkg.

Lb. $ 149

59
2
Lb. $

Store-Pack

Ham Salad
Potato. Salad Lb.89°
99
2
Lb.
Cheese
Lb. $ 1 79

Creamy

'
Fields Pro-Leaguer or

Emge Wieners99
12 Oz. Pk

American

$

•
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Transmissions in many GM cars may have defects, says safety group
•

WASHINGTON (API
- Automatic overdrive
transmissions in many
General Motors cars
and trucks have defects
that could be costing
their owners extra
money in repairs, an
auto safety group has
charged.
Dan Howell, a
spokesman for the
Center for Auto Safety,
said Wednesday the
allegedly defective
transmissions are not a
major safety hazard.
new generaGM's
tion of automatic
transmissions beginning in 1982 and later
model large cars and

trucks are plagued with
problems rivaling GM's
infamous Type THM-200
automatic of the late
1970a," the group said.
.
An anaylsis of GM
service bulletins and
consumer complaints
shows a pattern of
"repeated breakdowns
at low mileage" on a
"myriad of defects" of
the automatic overdrive
transmissions from 1982
through 1985, the center
said.

they cause a lot a
headaches; a lot of trips
back to the dealer; and
after the warranty expires they can cost you a
lot of money because
they are significant
repairs."
Howell estimated the
repair costs can range
from 1700-11,000.

In a telephone interview from GM's headquarters in Detroit,
Hudgens said vehicles
that have the automatic
overdrive transmission
are safe to drive.
The center is a consumer group established in 1970 by Ralph
Nader and Consumers
Union, but which is independent of its
founders

GM spokesman David
Hudgens said the company "stands behind its
In its news release
products," adding:
"Any consumer who has and in a letter to GM
"These are not the had a problem should Chairman Roger Smith,
kind of grave safety bring it to our attention. the center urged GM "to
dangers that are typical They should go to any stop making your
of recalls," Howell said authorized GM dealer. customers sweat the
defects and provide free
In an interview. "But We welcome it."

Reagan displeased with Mexico
WASHINGTON (AP)
- President Reagan is
prepared to register
U.S. displeasure with
Mexico's policies in
Central America and its
U.N. votes when he
meets Friday with Mexican President Miguel
de la Madrid, U.S. officials say.
Mexico has been a
consistent supporter of
Nicaragua's leftist
government and has a
voting record at the
U.N. that ranks among
the "lowest 5 per cent"
in the-General
Assembly on issues important to the United
States, one official said.

Reagan will fly from
Los Angeles to the Mexican border town of
Mexicali for his third
meeting with de la
Madrid since the Mexican took office in 1982.
The four-hour meeting
will take place as
Reagan return a to
Washington from his
California vacation.
While U.S. officials
regard Mexico's foreign
policy as an irritant,
that issue is considered
to be far less important
than Mexico's economic
health.
Mexico's $96 billion
foreign debt and its
ability to repay it are

the dominant factors in million on its foreign
the relationship, accor- debt liability.
At Friday's meeting,
ding to the officials, who
spoke on the condition U.S. officials believe de
la Madrid will be seekthey not be identified.
The benefits Mexico ing U.S. support for
has derived from lower Mexico's plans to borU.S. interest rates have row huge sums in 1986
been offset to some ex- from foreign commertent by a drop in the cial banks and from inworld market price of ternational lending
oil, Mexico's principal institutions.
Estimates on the outexport, the officials
side help Mexico will
said.
According to official need to maintain its
figures, for each $1 drop debt repayment while
In the price of oil, Mex- keeping the economy
ico loses $550 million an- going range from 14
nually in export income billion to $9 billion.
Also on Reagan's
but for each 1 point
will be ways to
interest
U.S.
agenda
in
decline
rates, Mexico saves $745 improve cooperation in
combating narcotics
trafficking from Mexico
to the United States. According to U.S. officials,
Ms. Ridings was cross-border heroin
elected in November to trafficking is on the
the post vacated by upswing after a decade
Terry Sanford, who was of decline.
elected president of the
league. She also serves
as-president of the
League of Women
Voters of the United
States.

New officer assumes duties
_
.
NEW YORK (AP) Dorothy S. Ridings of
Louisville assumed her
new duties of vice president of the National
Municipal League on.
Wednesday.
gue is a
'
The- -1-e-acitizens' forum on selfgovernment, founded in

1804 to Improve the effectiveness of state and
local government and
promote ways for
citizens to participate
more fully in the
American system of
government, according
to a league
spokeswoman.

repairs for known
defects for up to 50,000
miles."
Howell said the
troubled transmissions
include the 700-R4 installed in the Chevrolet
Impala, Caprice, and
Camaro, the Pontiac
Firebirds, and GM light
pickup trucks. Problems listed by the
center include oil leaks,
no drive, no reverse, no
second or fourth gears,
no upshift, and delayed
downshift.
Also cited as part of
the "new lemon crop"
was the 440-T4 transmission put into luxury,
front-wheel-drive Olds
98, Cadillac Deville and
Fleetwood, and the
Buick Electra.
The center said that
GM has "long had problems with its

automatic transmissions, chiefly the Type
200, a Chevette-sized
transmission installed
in full-sized cars star-

ting in the late 1970s."
"Today, GM's Type
200 has been largely
replaced with fourspeed, or automatic

overdrive transmissions," the group said.
"But ... GM's transmission troubles have not
gone away."
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Mercury Sabie a str‘kingly soprystx ate() r.ew shape.00-,
the nde and handing of a fine European road car This reyofut,onary
new car ,s offered as a four door sedan and a spacous wagon Both
feaLore front-wheel clnue European st4dipg. sa:paSSenger seaung
and a ,st of avallatue equornent a lot of .mports cant matcn And
they re both at your Lincoin-Mercury Dealers now

THE SHAPE YOU
WANT TO BE IN IS AT
YOUR LINCOLN-MERCURY
DEALER TODAY.

44111

SHELTER
INSURANCE
111144

CAR INSURANCE

----

'

Another good thing
from the
Shield of Shelter

-igevaiSttiee
AT SHELTER,
WS A MATTER OF
PERSONAL PRIDE
Agent-Dan Cullen
201 N. 5th
739-1033

Hatcher
Lincoln-Mercury-Toyota

753-4961

515 South 12th St.

0 '0'
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Men's & Boy's
Men's & Boy's

Sweaters
Greedy Guests Treat Holiday
Buffet as Barnyard Banquet

\.

DEAR ABBY: I have had it! For XVI was King of France.
It couldn't have been Germany;
the last six years my husband and I
unified at the
have had a cocktail party on Christ- Germany was not
time.
close
and
rs
neighbo
mas Day for our
It couldn't have been Russia;
friends. We have an open bar and a
was empress of
beautiful buffet, which is quite ex- Catherine the Great
then.
Russia
pensive.
So where did your correspondent
Here's my problem: One couple
Charles III?
(man and wife) arrive early and dredge up this
NANCY TORRES,
table.
buffet
the
at
gorge themselves
FRANCISCO
SAN
They eat so much and so fast, little
is left for the other guests. Honestly,
DEAR NANCY:"Hordes" did
Abby, between them they polish off
write. One lone editor in
not
that
over half of a special meat dish
Mass., called to
most guests have complimented me- Northhampton,
but the item
name,
the
n
questio
themsated
have
on. After they
press. The
to
gone
already
had
on
selves, the husband-concentrates
writer undoubtedly meant
our liquor,
of Spain.
The other guests have noticed Charles III
how piggish they are, and my hus•••
band said he has had these pigs at
how
But
time.
our parties for the last
read with a great
can we avoid having them? They " DEAR ABBY:-I the letter from
ent
amusem
of
deal
it
and
s,
neighbor
close
are very
Kimberling City, Mo."
would be awkward to exclude them. "Bill Wadley,
to bachelors as
referred
he
wherein
If we don't invite them, they are
jackasses." He also
gged
"two-le
d
uninvite
come
to
enough
brassy
"What do bachelors do bewhen they see all the neighbors asked,
marriage and responsiavoid
sides
going into our house. Any suggesMay I tell him?
bility?"
tions?
they -bear more
ANGUISHED IN ARIZONA—Fee-env- thing,
than their fair share of the tax
Although bachelors have no
DEAR ANGUISHED:Inviting burden.
, they're heavily taxed to
children
order
in
people you do not want
children of married men.
the
educate
to "avoid awkwardness" is a
dollars go to support
tax
their
And
And
them.
invite
not
cop-out. Do
on welfare.
are
who
families
proceed
if they come anyway and
Tell Mr. Wadley if I ever want to
to attack your buffet, sidle up to
genuine two-legged jackass,
them, and whisper with a wink meet a
for Missouri.
head
I'll
littte
a
and a smile,"Whoa!Save
PROUD BACHELOR
for someone else!" Or be preto
more
little
a
spend
pared to
DEAR BACHELOR: And let's
feed the pigs.
not forget that bachelorhood has
*•*
its privileges. In time of war,
they get to go first.
DEAR ABBY: May I join the
hordes of those who are undoubtedly
writing about the gentleman who
DEAR READERS: Sign seen
entered your column on the back of
the stockroom of a New York
in
tion
Apprecia
Mule
a mule to promote
ment store: "Please pick
depart
Day?
Your mother
While I do not share his devotion Up after yourselves.
here."
work
doesn't
with
wrong
nothing
to mules, I see
his premise that a day set aside to
•••
honor said animal could cover both
s.
bases and do for bachelor
(Every teen-ager should know the
I do, however, take exception to
about sea, drugs and how to be
ton
truth
Washing
GeOrge
that
stating
his
For Abby's booklet, send your
happy.
jackof
pair
was presented with a
address clearly printed with
and
name
asses by King Charles III in 17145. a check or money order for $2.50 and
Charles of what country? It couldn't long, stamped (39 cents)self-addressed
have been England;King George Ill envelope to: Dear Abby."teen Booklet..
P.O. Hats 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
was king at that time.
It couldn't have been France; I ,ouis 9003$4.1

Casual & Dress

Outerwear

/2

Off
Reg. Price

/2

Eastman House
ankets
BlFrom
St. Mary
Fits Twin or Full Size Bed
Reg. $11.00

$5•88

Off
Reg. Price

_
Mittens

Special Group
Ladies" & Children's
_

•99

Colorful Acrylic Knit

Entire Stock Ladies'

Ladies'

Trimline
Bras

Braxton
Jeans

•99-

- $4.99

Hwy-.-641 South — Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

41.16,

••
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Orange Bowl

No.3 Sooners upset No 1 Nittany Lions
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI(AP) — Coach Barry Switzer found it
hard to believe that all the pegs fell into the
right holes New Year's Day and made his
Oklahoma Sooners a virtual cinch to be voted
college football's national champions.
The third-ranked Sooners did their part by
beating No. 1 and previously undefeated Penn
State 25-10 Wednesday night in the Orange
Bowl.
But that victory alone might not have been
enough for Oklahoma to win the national title
had they not gotten some help. And the Sooners
got everything they needed.
Second-ranked Miami lost 35-7 to No. 8 Tennessee in the Sugar Bowl, eliminating the Hurricanes from contention. And to clear the path
of any potential obstacle, fourth-ranked Iowa
was clobbered 45-28 in the Rose Bowl by UCLA.
. Oklahoma, 11-1, seemed certain to be voted
the best in college football when the final
Associated Press poll of the season was announced today at6:30 p.m. EST.The national title would be the sixth for Oklahoma and would
be the third under Switzer, who became head
coach in 1973.
Oklahoma. which lost to Miami in October,

has also apparently lived up to its potential. The
Sooners were voted No. 1 in the preseason poll.
Since the poll was initiated in 1950, only six
teams voted No. r in preseason have been on top
at the end. Oklahoma had done it three times
prior to this season.
Switzer said he could not see how anyone but
his Sooners would be voted No. 1.
"We beat Penn State and Miami lost. We did
our part. We're the only survivor,'" he said.
"You have to be good and get help from others
to win a national championship. You've'glit"to
survive all that."
Switzer gave the major credit for ending Penn
State's dream of its second national title in four
years to the Sooners' defense. Penn State finished 11-1.
Switzer said beating Coach Joe Paterno's
Penn State team wasn't as easy as the score
might indicate.
"Penn State played the best against us, no
doubt of it. They have a slaughterhouse defense
and a strong running game," he said.
Switzer also praised Tim Lashar, who kicked
an Orange Bowl-record four field goals. But
Lashar wasn't impressed with his record.
"Records are going to be broke sometime, but
national championships can never be taken

Zo4;1 co.aching aids
Tennessee in upset
over Miami in Sugar

away," he said.
Penn State, a one-touchdown underdog, appeared as if it was going to make fools of the oddsmakers when the game started. The first time
the Nittany Lions got the ball, they drove 62
yards on 10 plays with fullback Tim Manoa scoring from the 1 for a 7-0 lead.
But then the Sooners' defense took over and
stopped the Lions cold. And in the second
period, Oklahoma scored 16 straight points to
lead at halftime 16-10.
In the second half, Lashar kicked a 22-yard
field goal to make it 19-10, and the Sooners put it
away with a 61-yard touchdown run by fullback
Lydell Carr with 1:42 to play.
Paterno, for the first time this season, expressed disappointment in the performance of
quarterback John Shaffer, who had won 54
straight games as a starter since the seventh
grade.
Shaffer completed 10 of 22 passes for 74 yards
with three interceptions.
"I had said for us to have done well we would
have had to have a better passing game. And I
was a little bit disappointed we weren't a little
more effective throwing the ball," said Paterno.
"The turnovers killed us."

Murray State football followers watching the
Sugar Bowl on New Year's Day, might have
heard a familiar name announced a time or two.
Ron Zook, defensive backfield coach for the
Tennessee Volunteers, was mentioned several
times during the broadcast as a man behind the
scenes in the Vols' 35-7 upset of No.2 ranked
Miami in the noisy Louisiana Superdome in New
Orleans.

Sugar Bowl

Vols eliminate Hurricanes from title race
By AUSTIN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEATiS
t (AP) — What was described
as an "ordinary Tennessee defensive unit four
months ago reached extraordinary heights in the
Sugar Bowl, bottling up one of the nation's most
productive offensive machines and stifling
Miami's dreams of a national college football
championship in a 35-7 trouncing.
Miami wept into Wednesday night's game 10-1
and ranked second in the nation, averaging over
461 yards and 36 points a game. But the
Huricanes managed only 269 total yards and one
touchdown night against the blitzing, gambling,
swarming Trinessee defense.
"I didn't think they'd be that good," said Tennessee defensive coordinator Ken Donahue. "I
knew they could be a heck of a lot better than
they were back then, because we weren't trefy
_
good at all."
He said there were a half-dozen or so new

wrinkles that Tennessee used Wednesday night,
the most significant having to do with repositioning his linebackers and sending them
crashing into the Miami backfield to disconcert
quarterback Vinny Testaverde and disrupt the
nation's third-most productive passing offense.
"We didn't change all that much, but you can
change a little more for a bowl game, because
you have a lot of time," Donahue saidr"And you
have to change some, because the other team
has a lot of time to study what you do."
What they did was sack Testaverde seven
-Alines for 84 yards in losses and intercept three of
•
his passes.
And they kept Miami In miserable field polllion most of the game. Of 15 Miami possessions,
nine began inside the Hurricane 20.
Miami's lone touchdown came four minutes into the game on an 18-yard pass from Testdverde
—
- to flanker Mike Irvin.
The Tennessee scoring flood began at about

Fiesta Bowl

Ron
Zook

the time the Louisiana Superdome loudspeaker
system announced that No.3 Oklahoma had gone
ahead of top-ranked Penn State in the Orange
Bowl, lifting Miami's hopes for the national title.
Tennessee scores came on a 6-yard pass from
Daryl Dickey to Jeff Smith and a fumble
recovery in the end zone by All-America wide
receiver Tim McGee, both in the second quarter;
Zook and his ragtag defensive backfield,
touchdown runs of 1 yard by Sam Henderson and
minus two starting cornerbacks because of in60 yards by Jeff Powell in the third quarter, and
juries, completely throttled Heisman Trophy
a 6-yard run by Charles Wilson in the fourth
quarter.
-candidate Vinny Testaverde, quarterback of the
Powell's scoring sprint was the longest by a— Hurricanes.
Testaverde, touted as a frontrunner for the
_ Tennessee running back this season and. the
1986 Heisman Tropy, threw an 18-yard
-longest against the Miami defense this year.
touchdown pass four minutes into the contest,
Dickey completed 15 of 25 passes for 131 yards,
but the Hurricanes failed to score again after
along with one interception, and was named the
their initial possession. Miami had been averaggame's Most Valuable Player.
ing 36 points per game and 461 yards in total
"He's one of the most fantastic football stories
,
of all time," said Tennessee Coach Jelipnr
. , —offense.
Thursday the 'Canes were Binned to 269 total
Majors.
yards and only seven points as they dropped to
10-2 overall and more importantly, they were
eliminated from contention for the national title.
The Vols successfully disguised their
coverages, red-dogged their linebackers and on
occasion a safety, and came up with seven sacks
for minus 84 yards in losses. Testaverde was baffled and banged the entire game and coughed up
three interceptions and had several passes batted down or nearly intercepted.
drive. Then DuBose scored on a 3-yard run with
So what does Tennessee's Zook have to do with
3:51 remaining in the second quarter to cap a
Murray State?
63-yard, nine-play drive. At that point, the CorThe 31-year-old Tennessee assistant coach is
nhuskers looked nearly invincible.
the same Zook who was an assistant coach under
Schembechler spent most of the intermission
Mike Gottfried when the Murray State Racers
trying to help his players regain their
won the Ohio Valley Conference title back in
confidence.
1979. Zook worked with the Racer secondary
"He reminded us that only a handful of
under Gottfried,;from 1978 through 1980, then
coaches and 95 players thought we were good
followed the charismatic Racer head coach when
enough to win this game," Harbaugh said. "He
he accepted the head coaching positions at both
said to just go out and play Michigan football.
Cincinnati and Kansas.
"Bo said that the first possession of the second
Zook resigned as defensive coordinator and
half was going to dictate how things were going
linebacker coach at Kansas after only one year
to go and he was right, as usual. That's why he's
and joined the UT staff as defensive, backfield
a great coach."
coach
in 1984.
On the third snap of the third quarter, DuBose
Racer fans will remember Zook as that crazy
fumbled and linebacker Jeff Akers recovered for
guy on the sidelines during MSU games as well
Michigan at the Huskers' 21. Four plays later,
as during practices. According to the Tennessee
fullback Gerald White vaulted over the top from
media guide Zook hasn't changed a bit.
three yards out and the Wolverines were suddenThe guide describes Zook as, "The fiery menly back in the game.
tor, who operates at a non-stop pace as he per"We just lost our concentration," Nebraska
forms his chores in the Vol athletic offices."
Coach Tom Osborne said. "Why, I don't know.
Zook's zeal has always been a part of his
The first seven or eight minutes of the third
never-say-die attitude towards life. He was a colquarter just killed us."
lege football walk-on at Miami of Ohio in 1971 and
became a three-year starter in the defensive
backfield. During Zook's varsity tenure at
Miami, the Redskins posted a 33-1-1 record and
capped each season with an appearance in the
Tangerine Bowl at Orlando, Fla. The Redskins
downed Florida, Georgia and South Carolina in
each of their bowl appearances.
Giving Zook an added edge in understanding
his opposition even today, is the fact he was a
GREENVILLE, S.C. ',president of the group.
three-time all-conference quarterback at
(AP) — The Football Third-ranked Oklahoma
Loudonville (Ohio) High School.
Writers Association of defeated top-ranked
Zook appears to have found his niche as
America unanimously. Penn State 25-10 in the
backfield coach for the Vols and the victory over
selected Oklahoma as Orange Bowl.
Testaverde's offensively awesome Hurricanes
its national collegiate — Foster Ma d Penn
will be a pretty feather in his cap.
football champion for State was a unanimous
But, of course, Gottfried and the Racer fans
this season in voting second choice of the
knew he could do it all along.
panel, followed by
Wednesday night
In the 1980 MSU media guide Gottfried assessThe panel, composed Michigan.
of five writers from
The Associated Press ed Zook's talents:
"Miami (Ohio) has a reputation for producing
across the nation, voted poll of a nationwide
Immediately after panel of sports writers outstanding coaches and I'm convinced that Ron
Zook has a great future in college coaching."
Wednesday night's bowl and broadcasters will be
Gottfried's prediction, at least so far, keeps
games, according to released at 6:30 p.m.
coming true
Dan Foster, a vice EST Thursday.

No.5 Wolverines turn back Nebraska, 27-23
By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer
TEMPE,Ariz.(AP) — Michigan's remarkable
football turnaround this season was built on a
strong defense, and that's exactly what carried
the Wolverines to their finest hour in the Sunkist
Fiesta Bowl.
Michigan tailback Jamie Morris carried the
ball 22 times for 156 yards in the Wolverines'
emotional 27-23 victory over Nebraska on
Wednesday, but it was the defense — anchored
by tackles Mark Messner and Mike Hammerstein — that turned the game around in the third
quarter.
"Our whole battle cry this year was to get
respect back for Michigan," quarterback Jim
Harbaugh said. "You know, 6-6 isn't too much
fun."
After the 6-6 record of 1984, Michigan wasn't
expected to challenge for Big Ten or national
honors this season.
But, Harbaugh said, "I think we're one of the

Don Riley and Danny Riley
of '

SELECT STRUCTURES
would like to thank
all of those who made possible
the success of these 1985 projects:
'Marsha Farris home — Murray, KY
•Nancy Dill home — Murray, KY
•Dr. Mac Reynold's home — Mayfield, KY
•Hardee's Restaurant — Waverly, TN
'Bob Tribble addition — Belle Meade, TN
'Carol Felgenhaur home — Murray, KY
•Treas Do-It-Center Lumber Yard —Murray,KY
'Cecil Like addition — Murray, KY •
•Northside Church of Christ Activities Complex —
Mayfield, KY
*Dr. Ron Wilson bath house — Paducah, KY
*Kenny Oliver home — Farmington, KY
*Gerald Bell and Clifton Coleman Rental Units —
Murray,-K-Y
'Debbie Hale home — Murray, KY
*Carol Bomar home — Murray, KY
•Wendy's Restaurant — Mayfield, KY
*Tennessee Artificial Breeder's Association
Expansion Project — Franklin, TN
'Pam Ruddle home — Murray, KY
*A special thanks to all clients, employees, suppliers, sub-contractors, loan officers, government
officials and neighbors who made our job easier
and 1985 a productive year.

The Construction Specialists
of
Select Structures 759_1011

best football teams in the country. I feel that on a
given day, we can beat anybody."
The triumph enabled the fifth-ranked
Wolverines to finish the season with a 10-1-1
record. It was only the third bowl victory in 13
tries for Schembechler.
"This has been a great team to coach,"
Schembechler said. "You have to understand,
with my record, they probably won in spite of the
coaching."
The Huskers, who were ranked No. 7 coming
in, finished 9-3.
The Cornhuskers ground out 370 total yards
while holding Michigan to 234, but the Wolverine
defense — best in the nation against the score —
recovered three Nebraska fumbles and came up
with a crucial interception in the closing seconds
to seal the victory.
Michigan converted two of the turnovers into
touchdowns. The Wolverines also blocked a punt
and turned that into a field goal.
"At halftime, I wasn't so sure it was in the
cards," Schembechler said. "You have to
understand that was a shock to have anybody
move on us like that."
Indeed, after spotting Michigan an early 3-0
first-quarter lead on a 42-yard field goal by Pat
Moons, the Cornhuskers dominated the rest of
the half.
Doug DuBose grabbed a 5-yard TD pass from
McCathorn Clayton on the second snap of the second quarter to cap a 74-yard, 10-play Nebraska
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Managed By Century 21
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Racer duo selected honorable mention

James Yarbrough

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • ce • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

In the recently released Division 1-AA college football
All-America list, two Murray State players were named
honorable mention.
Senior wide receiver Lee McCormick and senior defensive back James 'Squeeky' Yarbrough were both named
honorable mention for their outstanding 1985
performances.
McCormick, a 5-10, 170-pound receiver from Terre
Haute, Ind., set new school career records in both eceptons (122) and reception yardage (1,837) while catching 52
passes for 769 yards and four touchdowns his senior year.
Yarbrough, a 60, 180-pound back from Knoxville, Tenn.,
was the Racers' No.2 tackler with 50 solos and 36 assists in
1985. He had a team single-game high of 21 tackles against
Akron. He intercepted five passes and returned them for 84
yards. Yarbrough also led the team with nine pass
breakups and he blocked two kicks, relitirning one for a
touchdown against Southwest Missouri.
In 1982 Yarbrough was named Defensive Player of the
Week by Sports Illustrated magazine for his performance
against Eastern Kentucky when he scored two touchdowns
and set up another with a blocked punt.
Both McCormick and Yarbrough were named to the AllOhio Valley Conference first team in 1985.

LINDY SUITER

He was credited with
bringing to baseball the
exploding scoreboard,
clowns, midgets, ethnic
nights and giveaways.
Veeck never wore a
tie or a coat and there
never was a dull moment with him around.
Anything for fun and
laughs, that was the
flamboyant Veeck's
style.
He came in a
gregarious, hoarse
laugh, coarsened by his
love of beer and cigarettes. But he lived much of
his life in physical pain.
It was fitting that he
titled his well-known
book, "Veeck, As In
Wreck." He had a
pegleg, the result of the

World War II mishap,
and he used it for an
ashtray before he reluctantly broke a three-tofour -pack -a -day
cigarette habit in his
later years because of
repeated attacks of
emphysema.
Veeck's standard
response to "How do
you feel, Bill?" was
"Not too bad for a
balding old man with
one leg who can't see or
hear," even as he turned up the volume on a
hearing aid attached to
heavy bifocals.
A native of Chicago,
Veeck was born Feb. 9,
1914, and was weaned on
baseball. His father was
a baseball writer who

--Cort-S Bickett named best defensive rookie
The 6 -foot- 5 , played two seasons in
NEW YORK (AP) —
235-pouna
tackett, one the United States FootLinebacker Duane
League, and Ray
Bickett of the In- of the few bright spots in ball
of Houston.
Childress
season,
5-11
Cone
the
dianapolis Colts, • who
finished with-a
thought it was a joke was the' -fifth player • - Bickett
six sacks,
when he was told as a taken in rlast spring's team-leading
each of the last
college freshman that NFL draft. l4e became one in
he'd play some day in an instant starter, and five games.
the National Football improved game by
Voting was done by
League, was named to- game, winning rookie
day the NFL's defensive honors over defensive three writers or broadrookie of the year by the ends Reggie White of. casters covering each of
Philadelphia, who the NFL's 28 teams.
Associated Press.

Goukas disatisfied with 76ers' winning
PORTLAND, Ore.
(AP) — Coach Matt
Guokas of the
Philadelphia 76ers says
his team could be playing better these days.
For now, he'll have to
settle for the way they
are playing — which is
well enough to keep
winning.
The

76ers extended

their winning streak to
eight games Wednesday
night with a 121-119
overtime victory
against the Portland
Trail Blazers in the only
game played in the National Basketball
Association.
Still, Guokas sees
room for improvement.
"We are in a cycle
right now of playing

everybody close,''
Guokas said. "Sure, we
have won eight straight
and four in a row on the
road and that's great.
But I think this team
can play much better in
certain areas."

eventually became
president of the Cubs.
As a youngster, Veeck
roamed around Wrigley
Field, running errands,
checking turnstiles and
developing what was to
become a mischievous
and fun-loving nature.
In 1941, Veeck headed
a syndicate that purchased the Milwaukee
Brewers of the
American Association.
He hired Charley
Grimm as manager and
the zany pair put on

National Basketball Associahon
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct
787
23 7
Boston
625
20 12
PhIlade I phla
806
13
20
New Jersey
500
15 15
Washington
344
11 21
New York
Central Division
847
22 12
Milwaukee
500
15 15
Atlanta
469
15 17
Detroit
438
18
14
Cleveland
30
13 21
Chicago
9 21 .300
Indiana
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Don
20 12 .05
Houston
19 12
613
Denver
19 13 .50
San Antonio
515
17 16
Utah
40
14 16
Dallas
290
22
9
Sacril010160

GB
4
1
4,
8
13
5
6
7
9
11

%
1
3%
44
1014

Pacific Divon
25
20 16
12 20
12 22
10 19
11 21
Wednesday's Goma
Philadelphia 121. Portland 119, OT
Thursday's Games
Washington at New York
Boston at Indiana
Detroit at Chicago
Houston at Golden State
San Antonio at Sacramento

L A Laker*
Portland
Seattle
Golden State
Phoenix
L A Clippers

833
566
375
363
545
344

Friday's Gaines
New Jersey at Boston
Detroit at Atlanta
Milwaukee at Washington
L A Clippers at Cleveland
Utah at L A Lakers
Phoenix at Portland
Denver at Seattle

Holiday Sports Transactions

stunts and shows which
turned the Brewers into
one of the minor
leagues' most successful franchises.
Among his many innovations was to offer
morning baseball to
night-shift workers during the war years. In
subsequent years, he
sent a midget up to the
plate as a pinch-hitter,
had, clowns on the
coaching lines and sent
musicians strolling
through the stands.

Holiday Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASK ETBALL
National Baskettiaq Association
MILWAUKEE BUCKS - Signed Mike Glenn.
guard. to a 10-day contract Placed Craig Hodges.
guard. on the injured list
NEW JERSEY NETS - Suspended 41cheal Ray
•
Richardson, guard,
indefinitely without pay
FOOTBALL
National FootbaN League
GREEN BAY PACKERS - Announced the resignation of Herb Paterra. linebacker coach. in order to
become defensive coordinator of the Buffalo Bills Announced the resignation of Ken Riley. secondary
coach. in order to become head coach at Florida A&M

AP honors Cincinnati
receiver as offensive
rookie of year in NFL
NEW YORK (AP) —
Eddie Brown of the Cincinnati Bengals, who
became one of the National Football League's
top receivers in his first
year, Wednesday was
named the NFL's Offensive Rookie of the Year
by The Associated

753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

National Basketball Association

Baseball character Veeck dies at age 71
CHICAGO (AP) —
Bill Veeck. the colorful
former owner of the
Chicago White Sox, died
today in Illinois Masonic
Medical Center. He was
71.
Veeck had entered the
hospital Monday after
suffering from shortness of breath. He had
undergone surgery in
October 1984 for
removal of a lung
tumor.
Veeck began his
career as a vendor with
the Chicago Cubs, was
an official of the club,
then went on to operate
the St. Louis Browns,
Cleveland Indians and
the Chicago White Sox
twice.
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Division 1-AA All-Americans

Lee McCormick
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Press.
Brown, a first-round
draft choice from the
University of Miami,
had 53 receptions for 942
yards and eight
touchdowns, ranking
10th in the American
Football Conference in
receiving yardage.

HOCKEY
National Hockey League
BUFFALO SABRES - Recalled Richard Hajdu.
left wing, from Rochester of the Amnerican Hockey
League
TORONTO MAPLE,LEAFS - Signed Miroalav
Ihnacak. right wing, to a MilTti-year contract
COLLEGE
FURMAN - Named Jimmy Satterfield head football coach
RHODE ISLAND - Announced that Brian Forster.
tight end. has been suspended by the school for the
1986 college football season because of academic
problems
RICE - Named Jerry Berndt head football coach
and athletic director

National Hockey League

Philadelphia
Washington
NY Islanders
NY Rangers
Pittsburgh
New Jersey
Montreal
Boston
Quebea
Hartford Buffalo

St Louis
Chicago
Minnesota
Toronto

_3ii
-20--1
Detroit
National Hockey League
Sneer Division
WALES CONFERENCE
T 4 54
'
Edmonton
Patrick Division
37 150
Calgary
W L T Pts OF GA
30 141
4
21
19
Vancouver
28 10 0 66 175 117
4
28 147
12 24
Winnipeg
22 10 4
48 144 118
24 120
4
10 21
15 13 9 39 143 139 Los Angeles
Games
Wednesday's
17 20 2 36 138 134
Washington 3. N.Y Rangers 0
16 1,2 4 36 149 144
Toronto 3. Montreal 2
27 131 160
13 2? 1
Chicago 7, Pittsburgh 4
Adams Division
19 13 4 42 161 130
Thursday's Games
17 13 7 41 142 128
-'Quebec at Hartford
-11F-244-130'
19 II---2
Buttalb at Detroit
19 15 I _ _111_ 3814- Idd
IS 15 3' 39 112-13T-- -Etieton at N Y Islanders
Vancouver at Minnesota
CAMPBELL COVE RE NCE
Edmonton at Calgary
Norris Division
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
38 131 137
4
HI 14
Fnday's Gwries
36 160 170
Id 16 4
Washington at New Jersey
7
13 16
33 152 142
215 132 156
ln 30
Montreal at Winnipeg

191
147
190
152
189
176

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF-MURR
753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

Pre-Inventory Sale
Murray Supply will reduce all Ace Hardware
items in Preparation for our Annual Inventory
The Sale will run from Jan. 3 until 12 Noon Jan. 10

Moses Malone scored
seven of his 35 points in
overtime to lead the
76ers.

7.90/0 A.P.R.

OFF
Every Item Marked
With An Ace
Hardware Tag
(Sale items Excluded)
A.

have 7.9% A.P.R. financing
available to qualified customers for a
limited time.
Several models with Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Buick, & Pontiac qualify.
We

Buy Now & Save!!

Buy Now and Save! We must
lower our inventory now!
Since 1955

[ Purdom Motors Incorporated
Oldsmobile•Pontioc-Codilloc-Buick
406.645' MAIN

[All*

STREIT

PtENTLK 04V 4201'

751 9319

[611101

MURRAY
ACE
HARDWARE $UPPLY COMPANY
•
206 E. MAIN

ACE
HARDWARE

733-3361

'‘•

•
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Miierray Ledger & Times

Spielberg's wait is over:'The Color Purple' is a success
Three years ago at the
Board of Governor's
Ball following the
Academy Awards
ceremony, a reporter
consoled Steven
Spielberg, whose "E.T.
The Extra-Terrestrial"
had just come up empty: "Wait till next
year."

are repeatedly shattered by the cruelty of
males. Menno Meyyje
has performed a
masterful job of compressing the happenings
into a dramatic flow.
Celie is born into
misery. At 14 shr • iss
pregnant with the second child by her own
cruel father. Both
babies are taken from
her, and she is married
off to an equally harsh
farmer she calls "Mr."

Spielberg replied:
"Make it two years."
A year late, Spielberg
has created a film that
might make Academy
voters recognize him as._ With a heartless husa filmmaker of excep- band and his miserable
tional depth. "The Color children to care for,
Purple" is an extraor- Celie is resigned to
dinary achievement.
drudgery. Then Shug
The Alice Walker Avery appears. She is
Pulitzer Prize-winning Mr.'s old flame, a blues
novel was a forbidding singer with a free spirit
challenge. Composed in and a talent for selfthe form of letters to destruction. She
God and others, it elevates Celie's hopes,
covered a lifetime of and when liberation
events observed by finally arrives, it
Celie, a homely, satisfies the soul.
Much more happens
uneducated farm
in "The Color Purple"
wnTrinn who4p fir-oaring

out it is Celie's story
that remains in focus.
The casting was
miraculous. Few
newcomers can so
dominate the screen as
VVhoopi Goldberg,
heretofore a standup
comic. Except for a
glimmer of irony, she
gives no hint of her comedy background. Her
wide eyes and eftç
pressive mouth re a.l)
all of Celie's hope and
sorrow; she is the symbol of the unconquerable
dOWTAtIrOdcien

Danny Glover brings
power and credibility to
Mr., and Margaret
Avery is a sensual
marvel as the beauty
who challenges his
manhood. Oprah Winfrey dominates her
scenes as Sofia. Other
standouts: Willard
Pugh as Harpo, Akusua
Busia as Nettie, Adolph
Caesar at Old Mr., Rae
Dawn Chong as Squeak.

companying parent or
"The Color Purple" is children under 13. Some children.
adult guardian.
Restricted.
R Steven Spielberg's most material may be in.apX - No one under 17
acrequires
17
'Under
for
young
impressive achieve- propriate
ment in a billion-dollar
career. He displays a
depth of feeling rarely
seen in his previous
LOS ANGELES (AP) beauties, touristi and of me - my manager,
work.
Only once does he - Gregory Hines stroll- bums. This is where I my mother, my agent,
rnYr father. Suddenly, I
ed down the oceanfront was a hippie."
falter: the climactic
That was in 1973-78, was on my own. It was a
Venice walkway, pausscene uniting the
roadhouse and church ing to admire the well- when Gregory Hines scary period in my life."
That time seems long
dressed man playing a dropped out of a dancing
singers doesn't quite
work, and appears Strauss waltz by rubb- career that had oc- ago. Hines has since
ing his finger on an cupied virtually his en- become a Broadway
mawkish.
star ( "Eubie,"
assemblage of --brandy tire life.
"I was 27 years old," 'Sophisticated Lady"),
Rated PG for glasses.
-a-Las Vegas headliner
Then he nodded to the said Hines.
language and sexual
bearded man who wore remember when I and now is enjoying a
scenes.
a towel as a turban and wasn't in show business. growing film career.
--Motion Picture sang and played guitar First I worked with my Praised for last year's
while rollerskating brother, Maurice, as the "The Cotton Club," he
Association of America
through the beach Hines Kids. Then our- co-stars with Mikhail
rating definitions:
father joined us and we BaryslinikoV in ColumG - General au- crowd.
He went to a table at a toured as Hines, Hines bia Pictures' "White
diences. All ages
sidewalk cafe and and Dad. Finally my Nights" and is currently
admitted.
PG - Parental ordered fruit juice and brother and I worked filming MGM-UA's
together, but we didn't "Running Scared" wit!
guidance suggested. soup.
.
•
Billy Crystal.
"I love Venice," the get along.
Some material may not
"It was a real eye"White Nights" probe suitable for children. 39-year-old dancerPG -13 - Special actor said, studying the opener when I became a vides Hines' greatest
parental guidance passing parade of mus- hippie. All my life, so- opportunity, both as
bathing meone always took care dancer and actor. He
strongly suggested for cle men

admitted. Some states
may have higher age
restrictions.

Former dancer Hines still has moves in 'White Nights'

They charged Christ In the large group Impossible.
with permitting the assembled there was 49.
Instead of pleading his
disciples to violate the man with a withered utter inability to do .so,
'law with reference to hand. We admire this af- the man put forth the efflicted man for being fort and Christ gave him
keeping the Sabbath.
Christ brushed aside present in the worship the ability or power to
their traditions, express- service in spite of his Wend itiii .withered
ed His support of His condition. In dealing hand. As a result of his
disciples, called the at- with this man our Lord faith-lin
Christ and obetention of the Pharisees uttered two commands:
dience to Him, the man
to the work of the priests "Stand forth" and
received a perfect cure.
on the Sabbath, and ern- "Stretch forth thine
Out of gratitude to Christ
Christ placed a great that not a single sparthese
of
first
He
the
The
that
was
phasized
,
hand."
for healing him,the man
value upon the worth of row, which was of very•
Lord of the Sabbath commands was a call to
every individual and He little value, ever fell to
resolved to use his hand
which day He used for separate himself from in the
would have each of us to the ground without the
service of Christ.
doing the rest of the crowd and
permission of God; rest, worship and
do likewise.
good to others.
place his trust in the Through His perforMatthew 10:28-31
therefore, He certainly
Physician, rather mance of this miracle on
Mark
3:1-6
Great
to would take care of each
sought
Christ
- One Sabbath Christ than in any of his the Sabbath our Lord has
prepare His followers for Individual who was of
entered a synagogue in associates there present. taught us that deeds of
the opposition which they much greater value than
to participate in The second command —mercy are always in
:--order
would encounter by war- a sparrow. He is con
-the worship services, as was an injunction to at---order regardless of the
inwelfare,the
for
its
cenied
ning them of
was His regular custom. tempt to do the humanly day of the week.
evitability, by assuring salvation and usefuhiess
person.
identificaHis
each
of
of
them
Mark 2:23-28
tion with them, and by
One Sabbath Christ
suggesting to them certain ways to meet it ef- and His disciples were
fectively. He reminded walking through a field
The parade's clubs
By the
forts to make 1986"a
—lhem that their efforts tel of graii: -The hungry
and string bands,
Associated Press
-peace;"
of
year
witness for Him by word disciples began to
members of the -New
Soviet leader Mikhail
In Boston, blearyor by life would meet the heads of grain, rub
Year Shooters and
time on eyed state legislators
got
Gorbachev
with persecution from a out the grain and eat it,
Mummers Association,
American television began the 1986 session
hostile world. He told which was permissible
parades and just hours after wrapp- spend more than $1.5
with
along
them that such persecu- (Deuteronomy 23:25).
million decking
football, and ing up 1985 because of a
tion was no more than He The critical Pharisees
themselves out to cometts
Massachus
the
in
clause
too had suffered. He sought to make it appear
found it a Massachusetts Constitu- pete for $318,000 in
sought to impress them that plucking, shelling lawmakers
prizes.
any other, tion and a quirk in the
like
day
work
with the fact that and masticating the
Elsewhere in Penncourage is necessary if grain constituted the but for most Americans calendar.
as in many
sylvania,
the
was
Day
Year's
reNew
constitution
The
one is to live for Him. equivalent of reaping,
other states, police beefChrist reminded them threshing and grinding. morning after the quires that "the
fireworks and raucous political year shall ed up patrols looking for
parties the night before. begin on the first drunken drivers, and
The 97th annual Tour- Wednesday in government and
nament of Roses parade January." Thus, every businesses joined in proat Pasadena, Calif., seven years members of grams aimed at reducdrew a crowd estimated the House and Senate ing the holiday traffic
at a million, while 125 begin the year's death toll.
million more watched business while most
The National Safety
on television around the people take New Year's Council estimated that
world. In Philadelphia, Day off.
traffic accidents during
hundreds of thousands
The theme of the Rose the holiday period could
watched the gaudy Parade was "Celebra- claim between 130 and
and fancy tion of Laughter," and 230 lives. By 1 a.m. EST
costum
the Mum- nearly all 60 flower- today, 157 people had
struttin
mers Par
covered floats showed been killed -on the naf the humorous or light- tion's roadways since 6
TV cove
parades was inter- hearted scenes. The p.m. EST Monday.
rupted for a recorded humor award went to
Buses and trains were
message by Gorbachev;ransAmerica thfe
who said through an in- Companies for "Let's free overnight in New
enDUNN PRESENTS CHECK TO FIRE DEPARTterpreter that the Soviet Get Physical" - three York and Chicago to
to
MENT - Randy Dunn,secretarytreasurer of the
Union "shall spare no 23-foot ostriches in leg courage people not
Year's
New
after
drive
Murray
to
check
a
presents
Club,
Optimist
local
effort" in working warmers.
drinking. And 13
Fire Chief James Hornbuckle. The money was
toward peace and
Thousands of people Eve
around
companies
cab
used to help fund the fire department's recent
avoiding a U.S.-Soviet dressed in gaudy
Christmas Party.
nuclear war that "'would costumes and huge, Chicago offered free
for the
be the greatest of feathered headpieces. transportation,
first 20 miles, for people
Business Deductions
tragedies."
strutted
and
danced
PET PEN
This year may be the
President Reagan, in Wednesday through the needing to get home
1101 Story
lost year to get
a speech on Soviet streets of Philadelphia from bars between 7
759-1322
investment tax credit
television, said for the 13-hour Mum- p.m. and 3 a.m. In
Soy now in 191IS
Dog Grooming
Americans wish the mers strut, before an Nashville, Tenn., about
Taylor
Dwain
Soviet people no harm audience estimated at 400 people called police
Chevrolet. Inc.
Fish
for a free ride home.
Tropical
733-2617
Murray
and called for joint ef- 350,000.
S 12th St.

portrays an American
dancer who has
defected to the Soviet
Union because of disillusionment with the Vietnam War. He has potent
scenes with
Baryshnikov and with
Isabella Rossellini, who
plays Hines' Russian
wife: -----------Hines, who said he
was ejected from a
ballet class after one
lesson when he was 9
years old, was
fascinated by
Baryshnikov's technique. Before filming
started, the pair spent
three weeks together in
a dance studio.
"I taught him to do a
little tap, and he taught
me how to drink
vodka."

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

Soviet leader shown on television
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Cook's Jewelers
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Many other features are avatlable
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Founder of book project leaves
after almost 20 years of service
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Harriet Van
Meter began the new
year by leaving the program she started almost
20 years ago: seeing
that people who need
books have them.
The International
Book Project, with
17,000 volunteers on its
mailing list, has been
sending about 100,000
books annually to
underdeveloped areas
around the world.
"I would love to continue with it, but I just
feel that it wouldn't be
fair," said Mrs. Van
Meter.
She turned 75 a feV.,
weeks ago and decided
"It is time to let someone have the responsibility. I have told (the
project's board) that I
would be on call if they
needed me. But I do
need to be away from
the responsibility of the
day-to-day operation."
The program grew out
of a trip that Mrs. Van
Meter and a group of
student advisers made
to India in 1965.
"Everywhere we
went, we saw shortages
of books," she recalled.
"The British had left India in 1947, and virtually
nothing had been
printed since so the

302 N. 12th
753-51142

books that they had
were just worn out."
Back home in Lexington, she pondered the
problem for a year
before taking action.
Mrs. Van Meter wrote to
an Indian newspaper,
explaining that if
readers would let her
know what kinds of
books they needed, she
would try to find and
provide them.
"I was completely unprepared for what happened," she said.
She got 400 replies, including 90 in one day.
Setting up headquarters in her basement, Mrs. Van Meter
recruited friends from
around town to open
mail, coordinate requests and pack books.
It would be many years
before the project could
afford its own
warehouse.
Books were sent only
where they were requested. Instead of having the books dispatched
to some central pointfor
overseas shipment,
volunteers were encouraged to send the
books directly from
their homes.
Books are going to
such countries as Indonesia, India, the
Philippines and China,

Thanks for
making 1985 our
best year ever.
Have a happy
1986
from Siedd & Boyd

Charbroiled 8 oz. Ribeye

(Fri. & Sot. Evening
Only, ion. 3rd 8. 4th)

All You Can Eat Fish Special
Every Friday

BRING THIS AD

1•••••

•••••••

but not to the Soviet
Union, which remains
closed to the project.
The program gets no
federal funds, is financed by donations and is
governed by a board
whose members include
a congressman and a
former senator, a
former ambassador,
several current and
former college
presidents and other
prominent educators
and businessmen.
The board selected
Will Weatherford,
former recreation director at the Methodist
Home of Kentucky in
Versailles, to succeed
Mrs. Van Meter.
Now that she will have
time on her hands, Mrs.
Van Meter said, "I'd
really like to see more of
my friends. You know,
I've been so busy that I
haven't seen many of
them in years and I
wonder what they've
been up to."
_

-Relics and-sites
found in China

Choice of Potato Tossed Salad 6 trench Bread

1906 Coldwater Id.
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RASMUSSEN NAMED STUDENT OF THE WEEK - Alex Rasmussen was
selected "Student of the Week" for December 9-13, representing the fifth
grade at Murray Middle School. Ra4mussen was honored by the WSJPCenprogram _which recognizes outstanding students for citizenship
tury
qualities. Rasmussen is pictured above receiving a $25 savings bond from
Greg Delaney of WSJP, while Murray Middle School Principal John Hina
and Century 21 Real Estate Representative Bob Perrin look on.
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YOU CHOICE
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Saturday Night

739-1864

PEKING (AP) More than 100,000
cultural relics and
historical sites have
been discovered in
China since 1981, according to an official news
agency.
The Xinhua News
Agency said that since
1978 the state has
repaired more than 500
Important historical
sites.
A total of 243 cultural
sites are protected by
the national government, and 3,100 are
under provincial protection, the report said
During the 1966-76
"Cultural Revolution,"
many cultural relics
and historical sites were
damaged by radical
Red Guards who denounced them as remnants of China's feudal
past. —
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Fire-rescue squad douses field fires, car fire
Monday; Cathey lists fire prevention advice
the wind has died down before
burning trash.
Another suggestion was to
stand by with a bucket of water
or a water hose to control any
stray sparks.
Cathey urged people to take
precautions because of the
possibility that a field fire can
tie up the Fire-Rescue team
when they might be needed at a
house fire.
A fire at the residence of Lin-

"As dry as the grass Is, it
doesn't take much to get a fire
going," Cathey said.
Cathey said a field fire can
cost quite a bit of money if the
Forestry Department becomes
involved. "They (the Forestry
Department) can fine them,"
Cathey said.
If possible, Cathey suggested
hauling trash away. If this is not
possible then wait till late in the
evening, after 4:30 p.m. when

Calloway County Fire-Rescue
team responded to three field
fires and one car fire on
Monday
Fire-Rescue member David
Cathey urged people to take
precautions when burning trash
because of the dry conditions.
Most of the field fires have been
caused by burning trash blowing
out of the barrel and catching
the grass on fire.

U.S.-Cuba: 25 years of hostility
WASHINGTON (AP) Twenty-five years ago - on Jan.
3, 1961 - the United States and
Cuba, after a prolonged period
. .of threats, insults, embargoes,
-harassment; Intrigue and
reprisals, broke diplomatic
relations.
At the time, the rupture between long-time friends was expected to be short-lived. It has
not turned out that way. A
generation later, the hostility
between the two countries appears unshakable. The areas of
common ground are few. Each
side views the other as being irretrievably expansionist.
The end to almost 60 years of
Cuban-American diplomatic ties
came on the first working day of
1961, as an old president
prepared to retire and the country was ready to inaugurate a
new president, John F. Kennedy, and a new era.
The break came just two
years after Fidel Castro and his
- Sierra Maestra guerilla band
overthrew the military dictatorship of Fulgencio Batista. It was
precipitated Castro's demand
that the United States reduce its
diplomatic mission in Cuba from

Latin America and by sending
tens of thousands of expeditionary forces to African countries where Cuba never had
historic ties.
To Cuba, the United States is
an unrepentant "imperialist aggressor" bent on returning Cuba
to the era when the politics was
corrupt, the Mafia was king and
brothels catered to Americans
saturated Havana. A "criminal
U.S. trade embargo" against
Cuba has been in effect for a
generation. There have been
numerous documented attempts
on Castro's life by the CIA.

87 to 11. Prime Minister Castro
contended the embassy was a
nest of spies from the FBI and
the Pentagon.
For outgoing 13-resident
Dwight Etsenhower,-that was
the last straw.
"There is a limit to what the
United States in self-respect can
endure," he said, adding that it
was his "hope and conviction"
that the tw neighbors could
resume normal relations
shortly.
But soon the relationship
became even more tendentious.
In April, a band of CIA-trained
and financed Cuban exiles invaded Cpba at the Bay of Pigs
and were dealt an ignoble
defeat, an event that, more than
any other, ensured Castro was
there to stay.
By December 1961, he felt
secure enough to disclose publicly that he was indeed, despite his
prior denials, a life-long
Marxist-Leninist.
On the anniversary of the
diplomatic break, the United
States sees Cuba as little more
than a Soviet puppet which
serves the Kremlin's global ambitions throu ph al ihvpreion in

When talking about each
other's country, President
Reagan and Castro -avoid
ambiguities:
Reagan: "Don't let anyone
fool you; what's happening in
Cuba is not a failure of the
Cuban people. It's the failure of
Fidel Castro and of
communism."
Castro: "Ninety miles from
the United States, after years of
imperialist hostility and years of
a ferocious economic blockade,
(Cuba) has defended itself,
fulfilling Leninist principles."

=.77_(L• Mat..21.2-P•1
Croft Storm Door
Aluminum Combination Doer,
x 61" or 3'0"x GI" with

safety glass. Includes
screen. 1" thick. Right or
left hand opening.
1618, 1619, 1630, 1631

Lumber

Randall Taylor, 19, of Pike
County, who was shot March 22,
1978 as he and two other men
were completing a ridge-line
survey of the Raccoon Creek
area. Taylor was shot while
walking with the crew to their
vehicle on a logging road that
was owned by Goff.
Goff was deemed incompetent
to stand trial for ,murder, but
—W
-under ex1aUii date law-eint

Reg. 30.99
Space Saver Electric Heater
Powerful 1400 watts. Instant glow
ribbon elements with fan-forced
circulation. Therm-O-Dial thermostat and tip-over switch. Overall
2" wide x 10" high x
/
size: 151
10-3/8- deep. 401648/R71210-1)

Your individual
Horoscope

da Fredrick on Tom Taylor
Road off of U.S. 641 at approximately 1:30 p.m. destroyed 10
acres of fields and woods
Cathey said the fire was
started by burning trash.
The Fire -Rescue team
responded with three trucks and
10 men and were at the scene for
about an hour-and-a-half. The
Forestry Department ass%ted.
Another field fire occured at 3
p.m. at the residence of Lorene
Underhill on Kentucky 1551 off
of Kentucky 94 east.
This fire was also caused by
burning trash, Cathey said. One
acre was damaged by the fire
which was out on the arrival of
-•
the firefighters.
Two trucks and two men
responded:
The third field fire occurred
Monday night at the residence of
Mary Hocking on Hale Road off
of Kentucky 94 east.
The fire caused minor damage
to the yard and was out upon the
arrival of the three trucks and
nine men responding.
Rescue team members
responded to a car fire at 6 p.m.
on Rob Mason Road off of Ken-tucky 94 west.
The 1978 Ford Thunderbird
which belonged to Ramona
Eaker was engulfed when
firefighters arrived. Cathey said
the car was a total loss.
One truck and nine men
responded.

Frames Drake -

What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 3, 1986
LIBRA
ARIES
Zrit
Olt (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
home
for
day
good
a
not
It's
Career seems a touchy topic with a
decorating. Your taste may be off a
mate, yet you'll reach agreement on
bit. Be sure to be considerate of a
financial issues. Sharing duties ionfamily member's wishes. Tackle mentributes to closeness
tal work early.
TAURUS
SCORPIO
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Co-workers or employees are
Get the privacy you need to
touchy now and quick to feel slighted.
a project. You're over
complete
Yet do not be afraid or too proud to
today and must not blow up
sensitive
ask for assistance if you require it.
a slight hurt out of proportion.
GEMINI
SAGITTARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
ffla
to Dec.21)
Children's spending habits may be (Nov. 22
Though you should not curtail
a topic of discussion today. A queslife now, you may consider
tion of intimacy may concern singles. social
cutting back on expenditures. You
Familiar entertainments are best.
can have fun without foing broke in
CANCER
the process.
PS_
(June 21 to July 22)
•_CAPRICORN
somewhere_
Taking a relative out
*Dec. 22to Jan. 19)
special will do much to improve this (
A friend offers you good advice
person's disposition. Morning hours
a career matter, but you could
about
are best for work progress.
have .a personality difference wqti
LEO
someone you meet in business today.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
AQUARIUS
How you say things is important
20 to Feb. 18)
(Jan.
diplocomments
today. Voice your
question involving social etiA
matically. You may owe a relative a
quette may arise now. Fulfill a
call or letter. Some complete a
commitment to a friend. Be graceful
creative project.
in an awkward situation.
VIRGO
PIKES
rinir
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
saw
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
An item in a mail-order catalogue
Money remains a touchy topic with
may appeal to you, but you need to
friend. You're right to accent
a
watch spending in the pursuit of
conservative tactics in business. A
extravagant.
be
Don't
pleasure.
morning irritation quickly passes.

A

DR.GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT - I had migraine
pear to resemble the professional variety. I have not heard that they cause headaches from age 20 to around 50.
troublesome problems, but any con- At that time I quit my job (which ensumer would be well-advised to be tailed a four-hour daily commute)and
cautious in using any device that has started taking calcium. The migraines
not been proved safe. Ask a cosmetolo- abruptly vanished I assumed it was
gist for an opinion. Or, if you wish, try because of the absence of the stress of
home electrolysis on an inconspicuous the job and commuting:- Roviever, part of your body and see if it is effec- when something interrupted my taktive. Let me know if you decide to ex- ing of calcium. Lintmediately had a
periment, because other readers have return of the migraines, and upon resuming the calcium, they disappeared
sent questions similar to yours.
My legs are again. At least in my case, it appears
DEAR DR. GOTT
slightly bowed from the. knees down. `the only reason for them was the laer
I'm very self-conscious about my of calcium. Would you share this withproblem and was wondering if there -your readers?
are any exercises that could be done to
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
strengthen or straighten that part of _ DEAR READER - Surely. CalciDEAR DR. GOTT - I wondered if my leg. Could anything be done um supplements sometimes help prevent migraine The mineral is also
home electrolysis is as safe as it is ad- surgically?. .
over useful in treating leg cramps, bone
DEAR READER - If you
vertised to be. I have unwanted hair on
my face and bikini line but have heard the age of 18, the leg bones have been softening and some types of high blood
can permanently shaped and nothing you Pressure.
.
electrolysis
elec
aluse
its
ion
ed in
sfess
prno
thatvelince
leave scars. What do you think about can do, in the form of exercises or diet.
What are the benefits of VITAMIN
will alter their configuration. Mild
the home..hair-removal systems?
DEAR READER — As far as I bowing is common: ordinarily, spe- E7 Dr. Gott's new Health Report tells
know, professional electrolysis is safe cialists do not attempt to correct it. - what's true - and what isn't. Send 75
and does not leave scars, providing it However, if your bowed legs are :a -- cents plus a long self-addressed.
is appropriately administered by a source of concern, see an orthopedic --stamped envelope to pa Box 2597.
surgeon for advice about whether siir. Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be sure to ask
person
al correction would be appropriate - for the Health Report on Vitamin E.
I am aware of the advertising Ins
,1914. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
bente.electrolysis kits. These units ap--You.

held to the same standard of
civil liability as anyone else.
A Pike County Circuit Court
jurfAwarded the estate $703,510
in a judgement against Goff in
August 1984. Friend has appealed the judgement to the state
Court of Appeals, but even if the
court should rule in favor of the
estate, collecting the money
could be difficult.

c

Vanity
With Marble Top

2x4 Studs... .89
Furnace Filters

20 x17"

406636

Central Shopping Center
753-9S25

36 88

Begley a twel mos at one low once
Or* to keep, ar.1 one to share

Stock
Wallpaper

Fe" Oroweloorwg pen
C.-01o,
TWIN PRINTS 110 ,26 ca +35
,C It P•ocaasl
+2 Eusolkr•
Up lc 24 ara-aa

9.97

40% .„

\t.‘
its\

6' Heat Tape with thermostat &
pilot light. 534942/(1-12)
9 Foot. 534951/(1-12)
5.47

Rebate .75

Iconosty
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Electrolysis
safe
7-4h°.uldibe

Ingthftr-PleaS---101-be.......7reVieWed
PIKEVILT.F., Ky.(AP)- The
Kentucky Court of Appeals
could rule within two months on
a Pike County case concerning
the validity of insanity pleas in
civil cases.
The defends* in the case,
Wilson Goff, 65, has deeded his
entire estate to his attorney,
Kelsey E. Friend Jr., leaving a
question concerning his liability.
The case involves the death of
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4•D 8020

Black & Decker 3 8 Variable Speed
Nevprsing Drill High tech 1;4 II P motor
0 1 200 rpm Double gear reduced Two
year warranty New design improves
baiance 303 593/(t-s•

Windshield Washer is antifreeze & solvent Gallon
574 248/(0-6)
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PCB, equipment manufacturers to respond to suit on toxic chemical
PIKEVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- Makers of PCBs
and electrical equipment containing the toxic chemicals are expected to respond later
this month to a $63
million damage suit
claiming they failed to
warn salvage yard
employees in Pikeville
of the dangers of the
materials, a lawyer for
the employees said.
The suit was filed in
Pike Circuit Court by 58
people who worked at
Libby Iron & Metal Co.
before the salvage company went out of
business in 1979, and
relatives of five people
who worked at the company and have since
died.
Between 1948 and
1979, the suit says, Libby Iron & Metal
employees were exposed to polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) and
related compounds
when dismantling tlec-

trical transformers and
capacitors disposed of
by Kentucky Power Co.
The suit claims the exposure contributed to a
need for medical treatment for the living
plaintiffs and did
"critical or fatal" harm
to the employees who
died.
It asks $500,000 in
punitive damages for
each plaintiff from Monsanto Corp., which it
says was the only
manufacturer of PCBs
in the United States.
It asks $100,000 for
each plaintiff from
Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Allis-Chalmers
Corp., McGraw Edison
Inc., Samgamo-Westin
Co. and General Electric Co., saying those
companies purchased
PCBs from Monsanto
and used them in
transformers and
capacitors sold to Kentucky Power.
A trial date has not

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"Never mind my name. You just tell your
boss some thing is here to see him!"

THE MEETING OF THE
TOBOGGAN CLUB WILL
COME TO ORDER..

AS sfOil KNOW,TONIGHT
15 OUR TOBOGGAN PARTY._
WE NEED A VOLUNTEER TO
BRING A TUP$A CASSEROLE_

been set for the lawsuit. spokesman for Monsan- easy to correlate it," he
It was filed Dec. 18, and to in St. Louis, said the said the group displayed
the plaintiffs' attorney, company's legal depart- "an amazing
Larry Webster of ment couldn't confirm coalescence of sympPikeville, said Tuesday receipt of the complaint toms that are consistent
the defendants were ex- and the company with PCB exposure."
The suit said the
pected to respond by wouldn't comment until
after reviewing the suit. employees were exposmid-January.
Webster said the ed to the toxic comAn attorney for Kentucky Power, Lively M. former scrapyard pounds both when they
Wilson of Louisville, workers had various drained insulating oil
said he hadn't received medical complaints in- from the transformers
a copy of the complaint cluding cancer and skin and capacitors and
lesions.
when, unaware of the
and couldn't comment.
While he said "it's not danger, they burned the
Larry O'Niell, a

deformities, nausea,
liver and skin disease
and birth defects.
The lawsuit holds that
the electrical equipment
was defectively designed, manufactured and
marketed, was
unreasonably
dangerous and not fit for
salvage, and that the
manufacturers did not
properly test PCBs for
long-term effects on
human beings.

NEW YORK (AP) In the two years since
the breakup of "Ma
Bell," the quality of
telephone service has
remained steady, in the
opinion of a majority of
Americans responding
to a Media GeneralAssociated Press poll.
There is also optimism
that telephone service
will improve soon.
Nevertheless, the poll
found little public support for the breakup of
the American
Telephone & Telegraph
Co., which created
seven regional
telephone companies
and threw open the door
to long-distance cornpetition. Only one quarter of the 1,462
respondents in the nationwide telephone poll
thought the breakup
was a good idea.
Six in 10 respondents
said they felt they were
paying more for
telephone service now
than they did before the
AT&T breakup in
January 1984. Three
percent said they
thought prices declined,
and 28 percent said they
thought prices remained the same. The reist
were unsure.
But most people did
not think the breakup of
AT&T resulted in a
great change in service,

600D..
WE'LL SEE
YOU ALL
TONIGHT

the poll found. About
two-thirds of the
respondents said the
quality of local and longdistance service was the
same as before the
breakup.
Among those who
reported a change in
quality, most said service had declined. Local
service was cited for
declining quality more
frequently than was
long-distance service.
When asked, "Do you
think the quality of
telephone service will
Improve, decline or stay
the same in the next 10
years," 52 percent said
It would improve, 18
percent said it would
decline and 17 percent
said it would stay the
same. The rest were
unsure.
Three-quarters of the
respondents said they
still used AT&T for long-

variations in the
sample.
Media General Inc., a
communications company based in Richmond, Va., publishes
the Richmond TimesDispatch and the Richmond News Leader; the

while exile Victor Korchnoi, 65 points behind,
takes sixth place.
The women's ratings are headed by the Soviet
Union's Maya Chiburdanidze, with 2,455 points,
who is followed by Pia Cramling of Sweden and
Zsuzsa Polgar of Hungary, both of whom are 55
points behind and tied for second place.
---CHICAGO (AP) - In a continuing string of
mayoral football bets, Mayor Harold
Washington is offering New York's Edward I.
Koch a Taste of Chicago meal if the Bears lose to
the Giants in Sunday's playoffs.
Washington isn't planning on having to pay up.
Koch wasn't either the last time - but he had
to give Boston's Raymond Flynn a corned beef
sandwich instead of winning a lobster dinner on
the outcome of the Jets game against the New
England Patriots. He's agreed to Washington's
bet, but hasn't come up with a comparable
wager.
•
"It is so completely unlikely,„that we will have
to deliver, it becomes important what they are
going to send us," Washington spokesman Alton
Miller said Wednesday."The mayor is representing the spirit of Chicago in assuring the mayor
of New York that his- football team _As

percent.
Seven in 10
customers reported no 'LUCERNE, Switzerland(AV)- World Chess
change in the quality of champion Garri Kasparov, With 2,720 points,
long-distance service leads former champ Anatoly Karpov by 20 points
since the breakup, while In the latest ratings of top players issued by the
only half of MCI and- International Chess Federation. GTE customers said-- Two other Soviet
Vaganian
quality was the sarde.
and Artur Yusupov, shared third place with Jan
Respondents in the Timman of the Netherlands,. 55 points behind,
Media General Associated Press poll in-

AT&T

- Kock won Italian mealiirom Saiiiirranelseate
Dianne Feinstein over a New York Giants game
with the 49ers.

•M-7•011.4

0

0

THERE'S BOREDOM
JOST A*3 FAR AS
THE EYE CAN SEE

dead in Kentucky, according to police.
Deon Soaper, 28, of
Henderson was shot to
death at his home about
3:50 a.m. Wednesday,
said Henderson police
Lt. Ken Schmidt.
Barbara Tramill, 31,
also of Henderson, was
charged with carrying a
concealed deadly
weapon and murder.
She was ordered held
without bond in the
Henderson County jail,'
Schmidt said.
Deputy Coroner
Charles Johnson said
the victim suffered a
single gunshot wound.
Barren County Coroner Bob Hunt said
19-year-old David Poore

died at a Glasgow
residence At-1:43 a.m.,
the result of a shotgun
blast to the abdomen.
Glasgow police Maj.
Clifton Duncan said
Gary Smith, 20, of
Greensburg was charged with murder and was
being held in the Barren
County Jail in lieu of
$50,000 bond.
Duncan said the
shooting occurred at the
Glasgow residence
where Smith had been
staying.
Covington police said
24-year-old Melanie

Lloyd of Covington died
at Saint Elizabeth
Hospital-North about
three hours after she
was found wounded in
her home at 12:04 a.m.
Officers charged
Charles Gaines, 47, with
murder. Police said the

THE ACES®

victim and the accused
Iti*-41- 41-- at the
address.
Samuel Carpenter, 49,
was found beaten to
death next to his Lexington home .about 7
a.m. Wednesday.
Lexington police
charged John Suter, 41,
and David Taylor, 43, of
Lexington with
Carpenter's murder.
Two other Lexington
men, 59-year-old Eunice
Gene Burns and 34-year-

old Mx/wily-Dims, were
charged with tampering
with physical evidence
in the case for allegedly
moving Carpenter's
body.
All four were being
held in the Fayette
County Detention
Center.
A Corbin man,
31-year-old Larry W.

BOBBY WOLFF

DAvtS
"Everyone is a prisoner of his own
experiences. No one can eliminate
prejudices - just recognise them."
- Edward R. Murrow.

WELL, THE GA6
STATION WAS CLOSED
b0I GOT SOME FUEL
AT THE ROCKET SASE
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Tampa (Fla.) Tribum,
and the Winston-Salem
Journal in North
Carolina. The company's television stations are WXFL in Tamp a , WC 13 D in
Charleston, S.C., and
WHO in Fla.

Names In The Netvs

VERY FEW THINGS IN
LIFE MAO YOU FEEL
MORE FOOLISH THAN
By the
Associated press
SITTING ALONE ON A
TOBOGGAN IN TNE DESERT
New Year's Day
HOLDING A TUNA CASSEROLE:- violence left five people

1885 Lotted Fre,* 90,01celle Inc

YUP...
WA5
IC414T

Americans because of
chance variation in the
sample.
For a poll based on
about 1,400 interviews,
the results are subject
to an error margin of 3
percentage points either
way because of chance

New Year's Day violence leaves five dead

ct421

THAT WA
FUN
WASN'T
IT?
0°06
•
0
0
0
0
a
o

eluded a random, scientific sampling of 1,462
adults across the country Nov. 8-14. As with all
sample surveys, the
results of Media
General-AP telephone
polls can vary from the
opinions of all

TOKYO (AP) - Emperor Hirohito greeted
thousands of well-wishers for a traditional New
Year celebration at the Imperial Palace - one of
only two times the palace grounds are opened to
the public each year.
"Happy New Year. I'm pleased to see you all
in good health. I hope this will be a good year for
you," said Hirohito, 84, who was joined on a
glassed-in balcony by the Empress, Crown
Prince and Princess Akihito, Prince and
Princess Hitachi, and his grandsons Prince Hiro
and Prince Aya.
Police estimated 39,000 people thronged to the
palace in central Tokyo to view the first two appearances by the emperor. He was scheduled to
make a total of seven appearances Thursday.
The crowds waved Japanese flags and shouted
distance calls. The .‘.4Tenno Heika Banzai," ...or, "Long livathe
nearest c ompititori-Emperor."
were MCI with 6 percent
The inner palace is open to the public only at
and GTE-Sprint with 5 New Year's and the Emperor's birthday, April

0 (1

212 YOU FILL UP
THE GENERAL'S
GAG TANK LIKE
I TOLD YOU! .06,

As early as 1944 the
publication "Industrial
Medicine" warned of
the need to avoid exposure to chlorinated
compounds such as
PCBs, the suit said
Monsanto failed to
warn the other companies of the hazards
and all the companies
withheld knowledge of
the health risks from the
plaintiffs, the suit
claims.

Telephone service steady despite breakup of'Ma Bell'

lit TO

WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH
TWO5E BINOCULARS, GARFIELD?

oil for heat at the
salvage yak.
None of the defendants informed the
scrapyard that the
transformers and
capacitors contained
the chemicals, the suit
said.
PCBs are known to
cause cancer in
laboratory animals and
have been linked to
human health problems
including bone and joint

NORTH
+754

14-A

-7VAIT3
01E1073
4Q 9
EAST
•A 3 2
K 86 4 2

WEST
In the play of today's game, in * K J 8
which red suit should South try his IP 95
•6 5 4
first finesse? Use care in choosing •Q 8 2
+52
- your prejudices might influence •J 8 6 4 3
SOUTH
your choice.
•Q 10 9 6
West leads his fourth-best club,
Q 10
and East cannot cover dummy's
•A J 9
nine. Should South stay in dummy to
4 A K 107
try a diamond finesse or should he
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer South.
overtake with his 10 to finesse in
The bidding:
hearts?
East
North
West
South
If he opts to stay in dummy and 1 NT
Pass
2+
Pass
finesses in diamonds, West wins his 2•
All pass
3 NT
Pass
queen and shifts to hearts. This fiOpening lead: Club four
nesse loses also and East shifts to
BID WITH THE ACES
spades. The defenders then collect
1-2-B
--three spades to go with two red suit_
winners, and the game goes one South holds:
41* A 3 2
down. So much for the diamond
K 86 4 2
finesse.
•6 5 4
The heart finesse is clearly the
+52
better choice. Why? If the heart fiNorth South
nesse loses, South can still count
1•
1V
,
nine tricks before the defenders
2+
take five (three hearts, two diamonds and four clubs).
ANSWER: Two diamonds. A hand
South should overtake the club with poor game prospects Show a
nine at trick one to lead the heart preference for partner's first suit,
queen. East wins, but there is no de- hoping for a plus score
fense. West can never enjoy a diamond trick, and the defenders can Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Bo:
Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
score only three spades and the king 12353, Dallas.
stamped envelope for reply
of hearts.
copyright luta United Feature grittiest*

Curry, was killed at
12:05 aznr.- Wednesdayduring an argument,
said state police. Curry
died of a shotgun blast
to his left side.
Fred Overton, 30, of
Corbin, was shot in the
shoulder during the
argument. He was listed
in serious and stable
condition at a Corbin
hospital. State police
said Overton was charged with Curry's murder.

Error causes
book recall
NEW YORK (AP) A publisher has issued a
recall of Dr. Ruth
Westheimer's book on
sexual information for
teen-agers because a
chapter on avoiding
pregnancy mistakenly
tells girls they are least
fertile when actually
they are most fertile.
The erroneous
sentence in Chapter 10
of "First Love: A Young
People's Guide to Sexual Information," which
Mrs. Westheimer Co.
wrote with Nathan
Kravetz, reads: "The
safe times are the week
before and the week of
ovulation."
The sentence should
have said "unsafe."
Warner Books said it
was asking dealers to
return whatever is left
of the 115,000-book first
printing of the book by
the guru of "safe sex",
who is best known to
radio and television audiences simply as "pr.
Ruth."
",'We also are encouraging consumers to
return the books," said
Barbara Uva, speaking
for the publisher.
Returns will be replaced
by Warner's with a new
edition correcting the
error.

The Northwest Company and the Hudson's

Bay Company, two
giants of the fur trade,
merged in 1821 to
become the Hudson's
Bay Company.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Murray Ledger & Times

Notice

6. Help

Need An

rA'gli

Extra Car For

ACROSS
1 Barracuda
5 Skill
8 Snakes
12 Peel
13 Brawl colloq.
14 On which
15 Metric
measure
16 Toil
18 Pitching stet
19 Sun god
20 Father
21 Babylonian
deity
23 Tuberculosis
abbr
24 South
American
animal
26 Heathen
28 Unsoiled
29 Spigot
30 Spread for
drying
32 Listen to
33 Swiss river

34 Additional
35 Kind
36 Prost s
vestment
37 Wash lightly
38 Withered
40 Wicked
41 Myself
43 Tantalum
symbol
44 Small bottle
45 Prosecutor
abbr
47 Macaw
49 Smallest
number
51 Be ill
52 Essential
conditions
55 Heraldry
grafted
56 Ocean
57 Sarge's dog

A Few Days?

Answer to
Previous Puzzle
AGOG164EAR
CAP
ERIE
ERR
CARE
LIE
TRANSFERS
LATHS
TREE
INTE
WEE
NICE
ADORE
STY
PES
HIS
EL
SIT
P0
AGATE
TAT
YES
PEI.
SAGA
TOT
LOAM
LOLLS
LEA
STALEMATElw
ODA
EIRE
ETU I
AR
SOBS
WEED

14 Per Day
14
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Per Mile

Rent From Gene At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617
CHRISTMA-S TREES
HAULED OFF. $3
Also- trees & bushes
removed. Hauling of all
types. very reasonable
prices. Call Jerry at
759-9661.

Wanted

ASSEMBLY
WORK' $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment
No experience no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope, Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd . Ft.
Pierce. Fl 33482.

EXCELLENT Income
for part time home
assembly work. For
info. call 504-641.8003
Ext. 8047
American Republic
Insurance Company
Licensed
Needs
Sales People. Phone
(502) 554-2217
Mon.-Fri., 8:30 til
11:00,

24

Miscellaneous

OAK and hickory
firewood, you haul- $20
a rick Call 437-4829
PICK -up truck bed
rubber mats- Chevrolet.
Ford-Datsun- NissanEl Camino. Ranger.
Mazda See at Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
SEASONED firewood.
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30;rick
delivered. MM. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SEASONED oak &
hickory firewood delivered. All tree trimming & removing. Call
753-5476.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power. only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear. 7530595.

41

Public Sales

960„
'
sv3°
Every Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5 p.m.

At:
North 641
Flea Mkt.
2 miles north
of Murray
Former Wiggins
Furniture
Building

753-4566

53

Services Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIR.
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
microwaves. dishwashers. refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghou.se,
Whirlpool. 23 year's
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St
Business 753-4872, 4365848 Ihomel.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973.
nights 474-2276.
GtITTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears -753-2310 for free
estimate.

53. Services Offered
MOBILE HOME REPAIR and preventative
maintenance. Roofs.
floors, plumbing. wiring.
hurricane straps. No job
too small. 759-48.50.
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S\ TREE
SERVICE ror Professional tree care.
753.0338.
Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. itstfisrancsts.
Call Will Ed Salley
753-0089

heroine
Mates
SEWING Machine Re-FULL time LPN to
Pierce
pair All makes and
Did the holiday
work in Dr. office. Send
Delineate
models. Home & .14
Services
25--,8usiness
Box
P.O.
to
resume
season bring a
Harvest
dustrail. and bag clos4 3. Real Estate
Murray.
1040-K.
District in
.ing machines. Also
ALL types commerical
little more into
DOWN
GOVERMENT homes
NEED a job'- 2 openings
Germany
scissor sharpning.40
Construction. Pre
than
house
now. You may qualify if:
from $1 11.] repair),also
your
symbol
Silver
22
yrs. experience. All
engineered metal;
1 Mast
i 1 iyou do not have GED
delinquent tax property
25 Divulges
work guaranteed. Kenor wood
expected?
masonary
2 Side by side
or your high school
Call 805-687-6000 Ext GHclandestinely
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
buildings. We furnish 8155 for information
and
carpet
For
...diploma. 121 you have
Stella. Ky.
26 Equality
by
approved
blueprints
clean'been out of school 9
general house
27 Make
In
STUMP REMOVAL
45. Farms for Sale
months or more, i 31 you the Ky State Building
10 11
9
4
7
3
6
5
8
2
1
ing, residential or
amends
SERVICE.
between ages 16 8z 21. spectors. Emerson Con
are
ACRE
225
farm
business.
letter
Greek
28
Mechanically removed
call J.T.P.A. Out Of struction Co Inc, General southeast of New Con13
14
12
29 Flap
10 inches below the
Free estimates.
School 753-9378 between' Contractors. P.O. Box cord. Cropland
in
River
31
surface, no damage to
130, Paris Tn. 38242 Call
Call Tommy
8:30-12:005 days a week
18
Scotland
John Lane Back Hoe
17
18
surrounding lawn.
day or night, 901 644 9840. marketable timber
15•
Call
creek.
&
fencing
brew
492-8254.
33 Sudsy
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
Service installs and
753-7531.
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
1-443-8682.
34 Small factory
SALES-MONEY
21 22
20
23
19
repairs
by
septic
COSMETOLOGY
tanks.
36 Babylonian
MEN-WOMEN
1976 CHAMPION double 46 Homes for Sale
inPerms
LaDora.
abode of the
Also pump tanks.
Mature Person)
27
28
24 ill
wide mobile home,
dividually formulated.
1 BR house on large lot.
childr•n
enuretic
dead
Help
Licensed by the
24x44. 3 BR with ap753-0611
or
753-0658
leeds-treyetwork
unlimited
of
10 miles north
37 Lasso
pliances, financing
30
31
28
Health Dept. You've
10a.m.•5p.m.. closed
herd 6 mak• $35,000 to
Murray. $6,900 or best
39 Latin
available. $6500. Call
$50,000 a year commission
)
Sat.
ill
offer. 759-9591 after
conjunction
called
the rest, now
753-3604 or 753-7334.
Cal $100-826-4875
33
32
5p.m.
40 Long view
or 800-826-4826
call the best.
1983 .14x70 MOBILE
41 Club
HOME for sale. 9.58',
ill
Install new septic
home, extra nice with
753-8669
37
35
38
42 Emerald isle
locked in interest, asdeck, central heat & air,
woman
RESPONSIBLE
44 Urn
repair on
sumable loan, $1900
systems,
31
i
c
o
CQfor part-time babysit- 2 1/2 yr. warranty, down. Must make under INSULAtION blown in
45 Food
40
38 39
mirrors
decorative
old
30
systems.
light
and
ting
GAS
-BOTTLID
program
$25.000 to qualify. If by Sears. TVA aphousekeeping duties. throughout with garden interested call only proved. Save on those
46 In addition
yrs.
experience.
45 48
44
41 42
43
c„.
20 lb. - $00
(
References required. tub and bar. 437-4903.
between 5:30p.m. & high heating and cool48 Skill
Licensed by State
Write P.O. Box 1040-A, WINCHESTER 2 BR 7p.m. 753-6543.
ing bills. Call Sears
in
River
50
$7.50
lb.
30
51
47
49 ill
iieat.
gas
mobile
home,
Murray.
Germany
HOUSE for sale- 7 753-2310 for free
Health
Dept.
100 lb. - $1.0_,D0
12x60, good condition.
MI
ill
ap- estimate.
51 Perform
rooms 8z bath
9. Situation Wanted
days
Call
sell.
to
Need
52
753-9224.
53 Cerium
proximately 1 acre. J.L. McKnight Re Sons
LP-GAS & TANKS
WILL rake leaves Calf 459-1436, nights 759-1776..
Sawmill on Poor Farm
symbol
Phone 753-6940.
& bushes reTREES
Gal,
69."
55
Jerry 753-7284
54 Japanese
1 2 Rd. Buyer of standing
THREE bedroom 1 .
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
moved, hauling of all
Call
timber.
753-7528.
drama
hill,fl
with
house
brick
bath,
-$300
Tnk.
250
10x40 MOBILE home. large back yard, base- JOINER'S complete' types Very reasonable
14.Want to Buy
prices. Call_ Jerry_ at
$500
500
furnished, natural gas ment. outdoor storage, tree service. 32 yrs
Legal
L e---g----e- -1--- -a .e----g--'-=e--$----.1
WANT to buy raw furs. heat, located near Un- assumable loan. $38.000. experience. Also, 759-9661.
TREES trimmed .or
McClellan Furs. iversity, 1 person. Call Call 759-1020 after 6 pm
stumps mechanically
LAKE REGION LP GAS
• Court on or before date of hearing.
NOTICE TO
removed. Also, yard
__Stanley Owen_Me- 753-3895 after 5p.m.
removed 10" below
work. Experienced.
January 1.3, 1986, the
CREDITORS
Ann P. Wilson,
Helm, 4011901Y ":-_----'elellan. Pulaski. Ill. 12x60. 2 BR. 2 full baths. 4 9 . Used Cars
surface. Call 753-0366
Free estimates_ Call
CALL COLLECT
- 618-342-6316.
private lot, water furThe following estate date of hearing.
Circuit Court Clerk
LEE'S
CARPET
red
436-2690.
354-8011
nished, 5 min. from 1965 MUSTANG,
all
For
Ann P. Wilson,
interior.CLEANING.
fiduciary appointwith black
.
WET BASEMENT? We
town_ Call 492-8722.
cart& jipholstArc
nients have been.
--Days .753.4184, ni
__Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
make- wee-basements
2 OR 3 BR, furnished.
free
ery
'
a
Tor
cleaning.
759-1059. Price $2800.
A periodic settlemade in the Calloway.
dry. Work completely
NEW re/. & .stove. AC natural gas. Shady
call
estimate
753-5827.
1973 FORD 4x4, 1. ton,
guaranteed Call or
LEGAL NOTICE
District Court. All
ment of accounts has
almond color: beige Oaks 753-5209.
above average condition. Satisfied references.
write Morgan Concarpet.--new;. Lazy Boy NICE- two bedroom
A final settlement of been filed in the
claims against these
Best offer. Call 759-1429. LICENSED Electrician
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
couch.
recliner;
--rocker
near
No
trailer
Murray.
filbeen
Tr residential and
Calloway
District
estates should be filed accounts has
409A, Paducah, Ky
1975 CADILLAC, 4-door,
solid light blue. pets. Call 489-2611.
5x7 Only $1 75
"- with the fiduciary ed in the Calloway Court
by
Janice
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
$1.100. Trade boat, mo- commercial. Heating
kerosene heater, misc
air condition, gas
t o r . shot guns or and
within six months of District Court by Nelson Duncan, GuarWILL haul white rock,
items. Call 753-8916.
30. Business Rentals
WO Only 83"
installation
repair.
camera. Call 753-2594.
sand, lime, rip rap and
date of qualification. Hazel Manley, Ex- dian for David W.
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft. HENDON mini storage
Phone 753- 3
Up To Poster Size
masonary sand. coal,
1978 FIREBIRD, excel
refrigerator with tex- self storage units, busFenwick ecutrix, of the estate Nelson, Minor Child.
Ellen
specialist, ca20x28
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
lent condition, $2,500. ODD
tured steel door, only Mess or personal use. 24
Welsh, Westview Nur- of Ray T. Manley, Exceptions to this setelectrical.
fans,
ing
Call Roger Hudson,
In Store
$8.00 per week. ftudolph--Iso-ur easy- a-eeess. 1803 College Farm Rd.
plumbing. fencing. YOkir--sing Home, Murray----Deceased. Exceptions tlement must be filed
/as-4545 or 753-6(63.
1979 BUICK Electra name it, I do it. You buy. I
Goodyear 753-0595.
Hour Service
lights,
sizes.
assorted
the
Calloway
KY 42071 Deceased. to this settlement in
Limited, loaded, all install. You break, I fix.
WHIRLPOOL heavY 753-7618.
And Complete
duty washer with 4 SMALL commercial extras, good condition. Call 436-2868.
Joan S. Wilson, 445 must be filed in the District Court on or
krigation-Residentiel
Call 474-2796.
cycles, only $6.00 per building on college caDistrict before January 13,
CAMPBELL WELL
2900 E. Saddleback Calloway
PAINTING...Paper
Rudolph
week
With Individual
1979 DATSUN 210 wa- hanging, commerical or
DRILLING
Way, Flagstaff, AR. Court on or before 1986, the date of
mpus. Call 753-2967
Goodyear, 753-0595.
gon with good ac, local residential, Free esMcKenzie In
And Personal
Executrix.
Max January 13, 1986, the hearing.
Call Collect
one owner, new radials, timates. References. 25
32 Apts for Rent
Att ntion
Parker, 104 North 4th date of hearing.
901 352 3671 or
Ann P. Wilson,
new exhaust system, years experience.
16. Home Furnishings
2 BR apt., upstairs.
901-362-6704
Street, Murray, KY
Ann P. Wilson,
brakes completely re- Tremon Farris 759-1987
Circuit Court Clerk
Free Estimates
COUCH and matching partially furnished. lined, excellent running ROOFING. Plumbing,
42071 Attorney
Circuit Court Clerk
deposit requied. Call
chair. Good condition.
Safe, de- Concrete work, Ad2
Notice
Ann P. Wilson,
after 6p.m. 753-0087
$40. Call 492-8566 after
pendable/tr ansporla- ditions. Painting, 55: Feed and Seed
condition.'
Circuit Court Clerk
ONE HOUR PHOTO
2 BR duplex, I bath. tion. $1,850 firm...
LEGAL NOTICE
5p.m.
General Carpentry. ROUND bale of mixed
inside
storage
den,
kitchen,
A final settlement of
7477.
DINING rCrOm table,
Molonif-rb- grass hay Delivery
P A
W.D
area,
hookup.
CRASS
accounts has been filleaf, 4 chairs & china
LEGAL NOTICE
1980 BEIGE Toyota 753 - 8628 . Free
753-9240.
Call
available. Call 753-8480
cabinet. $400 Baby
4-wheel drive truck, Estimates.
FURNITURE
A final settlement of ed in the Calloway
2 BR duplex, Northwood
Call
$25.
753playpen.
AM/FM
topper,
black
3rd
S.
103
accounts has been fil- District Court by Barsubdivision, heat pump,
0211.
Downtown Hurray
stereo, 4-speed, new
ed in the Calloway bara Smotherman,
appliances. w d hook753-3431
WHIRLPOOL heavy
tires, chrome wheels.
intercom,
up,
central
District Court by Administratrix, of the
From,
PAM'S CAKE HUT the duty dryer with 3 temp vacuum. No pets. Re- Call 753-3496.
Dorothy Nanny, Ex- estate of Lucy Myers,
place to call for a delic- selections, only $4.00 ferences required. 1983 CAMARO Z-28,
Sherry
per week. Rudolph
ecutrix, of the estate Deceased. Exceptions
ious SCRATCH made
COSI tlIVI KI I CHEN CABINETS
Available immediately. 5 speed, T-top, lots of
VVOODWOFiKING
cake, such as carrot, Goodyear, 753-0593.
of Joe Bryan Smith, to this settlement
$275 plus deposit. 753- extras. Extra sharp
car. Call 753-4575 after
coconut, applespice, Ita•
i724 or 753-8579.
must be filed in the
Deceased. Exceptions
lian cream, Honey
19 Farm Equipment
2 BR duplex with car- 5p.m.
District
to this settlement Calloway
1984 CAMARO Z-28,
nut,and jam. We specialport on Stadium, View
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
must be filed in the Court on or before
19,000 mi. 59200. Call
ize in character cakes 3000 FORD 1975 tractor, Dr. Centr'al heat and
RAISED PANEL DOORS
like
condition,
District January 13, 1986. the
Calloway
like Cabbage Patch. perfect
753-5744.
• Oak • 1Nalrhit • Cherry
Birch
air, all appliances.
West
W.P.
Call
new
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
rainbow bright. heman
67 CUTLASS Old
carpeted, deposit reKITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
hearts etc. as well as 435-4467.
quired. No pets. smobile, excellent con
FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
BUILT
weddings and showers. INTERNATIONAL Married couples dition. Must see to • CUSTOM
•
Display
Our
Soo
PW1CI
By
Drew
S
COMPETTTIVII
and we make our own Club Cadet, cutting preferred. Available
appreciate. Can be seen •
cakes to be remembered '\ deck. plow, disc. good Jan. 2. Call after
at 1005 Olive, any time.
• 1212 Main
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
so call 759-4492 or stop by shape. Call 753-2648 5:30p.m. 753-1799.
'76 BUICK Skylark, low e
.••6•••••••••••••••••
410 Main. After hours call between 9a.m.-4p.m.
CARDINAL Apt., 1 BR
mileage, good mpgs,
437-4455.
furnished. $170. College $850. Call 753-5566.
Musical
22
Farm Apts.. 1 BR '81 CUTLASS Calais,
12 Months
LEFT handed render furnished, $190. 2 BR at black with gold stripes
Two
Stratocaster Guitar Embassy, unfurnished. & tan interior, 50,000
Interest Free
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
1970 Cutlass
miles, am -fm cassette,
with new VS-1 pick-ups. $225. Call 753-0268.
Financing
2
large
nice.
EXTRA
Good
new
Kayler Tremolo.
tires, sun roof,
1-2 Door 1-4 Door
Goodyear
condition $650. Call BR apt., residential $6,000. Call 436-5545.
Both cars would
shopping
ea„,,titar
r
ar
733.2730.
Passenger Tires;
make one nice car. ExPIANO for sale. center. Caktetween 50. Used Truciis
Magnavox T.V.'s,
cellent project for a
Wanted: Responsible Sa.m. & 5p.m.; 753-3415 1964 GMC, V-6, lit ton. 4
vocational student
Whirlpool
party to assume small after 5p.m. 753-8756 or door, 61,000 miles. Call
$675 FIRM.
monthly payments on 753-7123.
759-1987.
Appliances.
spinet/console piano. FURNISHED Apts. 1972 SCOUT II 9x4. good
1976 Cutlass
115 S. 13th
Call
Only At
pets.
no
only,
Adults
Can be seen locally.
condition Call 436-2684.
Salon
16th
S.
Apts.
RUDOLPH
Write: (include phone Zimmerman
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
1979 CHEVROLET van,
2 door, tilt. t tops.
number I Credit Mana- St. Call 753-6609.
GOODYEAR
42071
customized. grey. $3000.
(502)753-6202
velour Interior, auto in
ger, P.O. Box 520 NICE 2 BR brick Call 474-2796.
753-0595
floor, new Goodyear
duplex, 3 miles east.
Beckemeyer, IL 62219
Eagle St's, low mileage,
$175 plus deposit. Call 1979 SINGLE axle
Lost
5
Found
and
Chevy 2-Ton, C-70, 36.6
753-1513.
garage kept, 22 mpg,
Cu. in., 5 spd. trans., 2
24
Miscellaneous
maroon with half white
SMALL. suitable for 1
spd. axle. hyd. brakes.
married
or
person
vinyl top. Must see to
1972 CHRYSLER 440
Also, Tanduim log bed.
Also
appreciate.
engine, completely couple. $125 per month 9700. Call 522-7511
In
the
west
desecurity
$75
rent.
Upstairs, Down
From
overhauled. Can be seen
Moving
1970 Monte Carlo
posit No pets. 753-4808.
53. Services plfered
at 1498 Clayshire.
new
Murray area,
door.
2
merchandise will be sold at cost or below.
TAKING"
of
Lots
appliclitions
CAR batteries, 6ö.
Goodyear Eagle St's,
ALL type masonry
Golden
Extra Special Price On Pioneer Car Stereos and
month guarantee. Tor Section 8. Rent work, block, brick,
good work car, good
'Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
74&
24-F
24,
Series
concrete. driveways.
Speakers.
Retriever
gas mileage 8575
Hilldale
Apply
BR
$29.99. Series 27 & 27-FApts.. Hardin, Ky. sidewalks, patios, house
Open New Years Day from 1-5 p.m.
wearing a red
$32.99. Wallin Hard
Call 753-0653
Equal Housing foundations. new
Come Browse Around
Tn.
Paris,
ware.
chimneys or chimney
reflector collar.
after 6:00 p.m.
Opportunity
CLEARANCE sale. Wood
11
exyears
25
.
,
repair
11-MEE fiedroom. two
SERIOUS
heater with thermostat,
perience. Free esbedone
and
bedroom
INQUIRIES
deluxe cabinet. has lift-up*
timates. Call Charles
753-5865
room Apts Lease and
222 So. 12th
cook surface top. 25"
Barnett 753-5476.
ONLY PLEASE
only. no
Adults
deposit.
brick lined fire öx,. cast
pets. 753-9208 after 4 pm.
'111M111111119911‘
.iron grates and doors
supply limited, $199.99. 34. Houses for Rent
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
2 BR louse. wood &
Tn
Silver
Gold
FIREWOOD for sale $25 eleceric heat Pan
Closed
Closed
rick delivered Red oak arama Shores $165
Yesterday
Yesterday 325.30
5 79
and white oak Call 753- Call 753-5094
LARGE 4 bedroom 3
Opened
Opened
0659
kEROSENE heaters bath. 2 story house $525
5 79
Today
Today
325.75
monthly Cal 753-6035
Winter classes begin
Winter classes begin
12,300 BTU's $79 99
Up
No change
.45
Wallin Hardware,
13th
January 6th
January
Compliments of:
38 Pets -Supplies
Paris, TN.
10
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
at
weeks
$50
$2 per class
WE service all makes of DO6 obedience training
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
sewing machines and Hobby, career or just a
Call 753-7597 To Register & For Information
vacuum cleaners at re- well mannered compan
753 7 1 1 3
Instructor Robin Brittain
Wr• buy Gold. Silver & Diomonds
asonable rates For more ion Boarding and AK('
Hours: 10 6 Doily. Closed Sundioy
information call 334-6321 German Shepherds 436
ask for Martha Hopper
2858
3 Before
4 Tellurium
symbol
5 Macaw
6 Loose
garment
7 Couple
8 Near
9 Haggard

10
11
16
17
20

sto°

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

UU

Ilia

iii
1111

1

PHOTO
ENLARGING

PROCESSING

Happy
Birthday
Joe

Or.runr.s

Hopkins Insurance Agency

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

Steak and All
Restaurant

YEAR END SALE

LOST

Taking Applications
Jan. 4, 5 & 6

"World of Sound

REWARD
753-4775

For cooks, waitresses,
dishwashers, hostess
For
cashier.
and
restaurant opening between 10th and 12th of
Must
have
Jan.
experience.

Get into Shape after the Holidays with
Your TOTAL
s
°sac
FITNESS
_.„
PROGRAMS
30

sweat

111 N. 12th St.
Old Captain D's

ONLY THE BEST FOR YOU!

l'eriKrtyask4---

Triss"Adi

p,suniSins

pew

_
.1

•
.

,

,

AMR
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Grandmother's...

OBITUARIES

Emmet
Lavery

Treamon Cloys

T.G. Curd

LOS ANGELES (AP)
T.G. Curd, 73, of New
— Screenwriter Emmet Concord died WednesLavery, who received day at 9 a.m. in Long
an Oscar nomination for Term Care Unit of
"The Court-Martial of Murray-Calloway CounBilly Mitchell," died ty Hospital.
Wednesday at the age of
He was a retired
83.
employee of Murray
For the stage, Lavery Division of the Tappan'
wrote "The First Co.
Legion," "Gentlemen
Born Dec. 30, 1912, in
from Athens" and "The Henry County, Tenn., he
was the son of the late
Magnificent Yankee."
He served as presi- John Hardy Curd and
dent of the Screen- Mollie Carr Curd.
He was preceded in
writers Guild from 1945
to 1947, and also worked death by his first wife,
as a journalist and was Mrs. Thyra Lee Wilcox
city editor of the Curd, on June 13, 1977.
Poughkeepsie Sunday One sister, Mrs. Thelma
Solomon, and one
Courier for 10 years.
brother, John Curd, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Levell
Willoughby Bucy Curd,
New Concord; two
SCHE NECTADY, daughters, Mrs. Walter
N.Y.(AP) — John E.N. (Carolyn) Byers, Hazel,
Hume Jr., president and and Mrs. Phillip
former secretary of the (Suzanne) Wilkins,
Daily Gazette Co. and Frankfort; two sons,
former editor of the Keith Curd, Durham,
Schenectady Gazette, Miss., and T.G. Curd
died Wednesday at the Jr., Hazel.
Also surviving are two
age of 70.
Mrs.
stepdaughters,
of
editor
was
Hume
the Gazette for 34 years Myra Broden, Corydon,
during a 49-year career
Slat began in 1931.
He had served on the
state's advisory comThe funeral for Johnmittee on ethical standards in government nie B. Washum is today
since its formation in at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
1955. He also was a Williams Funeral
member of the Home, Paris, Tenn, The
American and New Rev. A.W. Jackson is
York state Societies of officiating.
Burial will follow in
Newspaper Editors, the
New York State the Greenwood
Publishers Association Cemetery there.
Mr. Washum, 61, of
and the American Or701 McGlohn St., Paris,
dinance Association.
was pronounced dead on
arrival Monday at
Henry County Medical
Center there.
Born Nov. 12, 1924, in
Henry County, he was
NEW .YORK (A?) —
Max Friedman, a
member of the Pro
Basketball Hall of Fame
Federal.State Market News Service
since 1971, died Wednes- Jameary
2, MI
Ares Meg Marble
day at the age of 96.
4 Swift 11146444
Friedman played in Bogen idol&
11•44.14: Mt MIDlaL WOammo
the Utica Basketball
Gat.1111144444 matiimsly 1,1111.
Idipor
and
before
1920
League
$411.1147.11
UI 14 11111411 Us.
---was a player-coach for US 14 11441111/144.
$411.75-44.75
the Cleveland
Rosenblums of the
American Basketball
League from 1924 to
1927.

Johnt.N._
Humelr:

Services for Treamon
and Mr8. Sharon
Christie, Germany; one Cloys yell be Friday at 2
stepson, John Thomas p.m. tit the chapel of
Bucy, Murray; two Blalock -Coleman
sisters, Mrs. Jewell Funeral Home. Burial
Malcolm, Troy, Mich., will follow in Coldwater
and Mrs. Wilton (Laura Church of Christ
Jeanette) Holland, Mur- Cemetery.
Friends may call at
ray: two brothers,
Gardner Curd, Hazel, the funeral home.
Mr. Cloys, 72, of Sebrand Wavel Curd,
ing, Fla., died there
Evansville, Ind.
Eight grandchildren, Saturday. He was
five stepgrandchildren retired employee of
and three great- Murray Division of Tapgrandchildren also pan Co. and moved to
Florida in 1983.
survive.
Born April 30, 1913, in
The funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel.
Officiating will be the
Rev. George White and
Mrs. Clover
John Dale. Mrs. Oneida
96, died today
CraWfOrd;
White will be pianist and
at 12:20 a.m. at West
soloist.
Home
Pallbearers will be View Nursing
where she had been a
Tracy Curd, Ricky Cunfor several
ningham, Scott Wilkins, patient
years.
Doug Wilkins, Greg
Her husband, T. Wade
Byers, Larry Darnell
died in June
Crawford,
and Brandy Curd, all
residence
Their
1981.
grandsons.
St.,
Olive
1107
at
was
Burial will follow in
before they
Murray,
Cemetery—
Pleasant
Mt.
ill.
in Henry County, Tenn. became
Mrs. Crawford was a
Friends may call at
member of First Baptist
the funeral home.
Church where she was
active in the WMU
organizations. She was
an honorary member of
the Murray Woman's
the son of the _late Joe
Washum and Betty
Lightfoot Washum.
He was a World War
II veteran and a
member of a Baptist
church.
Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Willie Ethel
Tharpe Washum; two
sons, Johnnie Ray
Washum and Ronald
Dewayne Washum,
Paris; two sisters, Mrs.
Hiwatha Caldwell of
Murray and Mrs. Ruth
Smith of Paris; three
grandchildren.

Max
Friedman

Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Charlie Cloys and Lillie
Bazzell Cloys. He was a
member of Sebring
Church of Christ.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Dotty Lou
Dulaney Cloys, to whom
he was married on Feb.
9, 1934; one daughter,
Mrs. Bob (Barbara)
Morris, and one granddaughter, Mrs. Keith
(Tina) Harmon, Memphis, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Lizzie Osbron,
Farmington.

Cody Young
Cody Wayne Young,
64, of 410 West Water
St., Mayfield, died today
at 3:30 a.m. at his home.
He was a former resident of Calloway
County.
His wife, Anna,
survives.
Byrn Funeral Home
of Mayfield will be in
charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

(('oned from page 6)
adorned the local
church's processional
banner.
Old, musty Bibles,
some held together with
cord, are family
heirlooms that date
back to the early 1800s,
Mrs. Buecher says.
Dozens of frilly
hankerchiefs were
.tokens from various
chapters of the Order of
the Eastern Star.
"In the Eastern Star,
every place you'd go
you'd get a hankerchief
and a corsage." she
says.

Over the years, Mrs.
Buecher's guest
register has accumulated the names of
dozens of local Brownie
and Cub Scout troops, as
well as local history
buffs and her literary
club friends.
But Mrs. Buecher
stresses that her quirky
collection is private,
displayed only to those
lucky enough to be
invited.
-I never want to sell
anything and I never
want to 'give it away,"
she says. "It's just here
for my friends to see."

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Mrs. Clover Crawford

Johnnie B. Washum
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INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

Goodyear
-10.55
30% -%
Industrial Average
154% .11/4
Club.
I.B.M.
4
/
2 •1
1
63/
Air Products
25% .%
Born April 20, 1899, in Apple Computer
derrico
22 unc
Calloway County, she American Telephone
351/4 AA
Kmart
24% AA,
was the daughter of the Briggs & Stratton
55 %
JCPenney
4 -1
1
29/
43% 4-.O/4
late Albert Edwin
4
/
Penwalt
4 -1
1
46/
58% •%
Beaman and Arty Cracker Barren ....
Quaker Oats
141/8 -%
Swann Beaman.
Scientific-Atlanta
4
/
20% +1
Dollar Gen. Store
She is survived by
Sears
20% +%
three sons, Jean E
Texaco
191/4 -1
4
/
°n Inc. .,
-Z-Em
Durak
"16
11
38114
4
Time Inc
/
4 -1
1
57/
Crawford of Mayfield, Ford
34% -%
58% -1/8
U.S.Tobacco
Col. Fred M. Crawford G.A lr
31% .1/2
Wal-Mart
of Colorado Springs, General Motors
70% +%
+1,4
691/4
Wendy'. •
15% -%
Colo., and Dr. Ben Wade GenCorp, Inc.
748
C.E.F. Yield
4
/
Crawford of Lexington; Goodrich
33 +1
,
10 grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren.
Blalock -Coleman
MUTUAL FUNDS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
Funeral Home will have
STOCKS
charge of funeral and
MEMBER SIPC
EXCHANGE
STOCK
MEMBER NEW YORK
burial arrangements.

171%84
7;

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Hog market report is listed
US 2-3 214350 Lbs.
US 3-4 354474 Lbs.
Sows
US 1.2 Masa Lb..
US 1.3 404-434 Lb..
US 1.3 450-555 Lbs.
US 1.3 Oyer 540 Lbs.
US 2.3 345-540 Lbs.
Boors au....ss.s.

5411.25-44.75
$45.25-44.25
1134.01331.14
534.1114311.00
430.60-41.114
$41.44-43.5111
1133.1111-34.40

'Inspiring'
people are
named, list
WASHINGTON i AP )
— Mother Theresa and
Pete Rose are among
the year's "10 most inspiring people," a
private group says.
Calling the winners
"heroes for our time"
the Millennium Society
said the Nobel Prizewinning crusader, the
baseball star and eight
others "helped fuel the
hopes of so many young
people looking with confidence to the future."
The other eight are:
Chinese leader Deng
Xiaoping, "for his faith
in young people:" Irish
rock musician and
philanthropist Bob
Geldof; Titanic explorer
Robert Ballard; Uli
Derickson, purser on
the TWA jet hijacked to
Beirut, "for grace under
pressure:" Soviet chess
champion Gary
Kasparov; South
African dissident leader
Winnie Mandela; entertainer Bob Hope; and
Ebelia Gasca Rosas, an
infant survivor of the
Mexico City earthquake
selected "for the
miracle amid the
ruins."
The Millennium Sotiety is a charitable group
founded in 1979 by Yale
University students and
claiming 3,600 members
worldwide.
James Oglethorpe
and about 130 English
colonists arrived at
Charleston, S.C., Jan.
13, 1733, en route to settling in what is now the
state of Georgia
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Sleeper Sofas
Starting at
1979 Pontiac Firobird
T-Tops, Auto, AM/FM 8-Track, Air

*4,500

*Bassett
•Kroehler
•Berkline
Your Good
WeiTt
Comes
First

*prescriptions
filled accurately
•cosmetics and
beauty aids
•over the counter
remedies

*py Akmieza
We would like to thank our customers for
making 1985 a good year and we invite
anyone who hasn't tried our prescription
service to do so.
It will be a pleasure to serve you in '86.

D DRUGS
HOLLAN
10 South 4th
. - On the square in Murray
Phone 753-1442
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The year in headlines:
Do you remember these'?

A look at news events
from the community

Sporting highlights
- from the past year

See page 16

•Seeepages 241

See pages 12-15
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The opening day of dark-fired tobacco sales in
--)furray resulted in low tobacco sales.
The Murray Ledger & Times received a total of
nine awards at the Kentucky Press Association
winter convention in Lexington.
State Department of Transportation representative John Puryear met with the Murray City
Council to discuss the reconstruction of 12th Street.
Two Murray men said their involvement in the
construction of a Paducah condominium complex
would not affect their plans to bui14-44-eandoniintues---_ _
.
—e- iNknetit south of Glendale RoWt.—
dev
The Murray State University athletic budget was
catching heat.
Seveal cases of influenza were reported in the
Murray area.

An early morning fire destroyed an auto body shop behind the home of Stephen Tress, Route?,
Murray.
LaJeanna Thornton, 19, Coldwater Road. NWray, gave birth to Bradley Joe Thornton...the/kat
baby born in Calloway County in 1985:
A group of 14 students traveled to Belize, a small
Central American country, to participate in a
month-long teaching program.
New officers were named to the Calloway County
Inter-Agency Council.
Local officials reported an increase of more than
40 percent in the number of building permits taiatad—.—
with construction costs doubling.
-A slight chance of snow turned ItiflifiliOtt than
nine inches of accumulation for some parts of the
western Kentucky area.
Local wrecker services reported that numerous
residents were requiring the use of tow trucks during the snowstorm.
Mitch McConnell was sworn in as the new U.S.
senator from Kentucky. He replaced Walter "Dee"
Huddleston.
Robyn Overbey, a December graduate from Murray State University, was crowned Miss Kentucky
USA 1985 at Paducah's Executive Inn.
Calloway County Sheriff David Balentine formally filed for re-election joining other incumbents
George Weaks, judge-executive and Max Parker,
county attorney.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court voiced its approval of a resolution supporting the continuation>of
the Tennessee Valley Authority's Land Between the
Lakes.
The Calloway County Career Ladder Committee
began its study of the career ladder system.
The state Supreme Court denied a motion by the
Calloway County school board to review Calloway's
utility tax -suit against Murray Independent
Schools.
The Murray Calloway County Hosptial says it
new CT Scanner is proving to be a cost-efficient and
necessary diagnostic tool.
An mid-day accident on Kentucky 121 claimed the
life of Donald S. Wright, a former MSU cheerleader
and cheerleading sponsor.
Four community residents will conduct art programs in the Calloway County elementary schools.
The Murray school board approved the use of a
$4,200 anonymous donation to be used for the purchase of video equipment.
The Murray City Council passed an ordinance
establishing the Murray Recreation and Tourism
Commission.
A total of 12 turkey hens were released by the
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources just north of Bleod River.
Murray's Freed Curd was named a member of
the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
Bob Sexton, a member of the Prichard CommitLee, discussed education at a meeting locally.
An announcement by Boy Scouts of America executives recommending the establishment of the
national BSA museum in Murray was expected.
A study indicated some 4,800 jobs could be lost
should the Land Between the Lakes be closed.
Murray's Z.C. Enix launched a drive to sell the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway.
Jacqueline Conley was named as the new director
of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens.
At least five members of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board voiced their opposition to the
sell of adjacent property under consideration as a
site for a high-rise apartment complex by local resident Howard Brandon.
Continuing accreditation was awarded to all
schools in the Calloway County school system.
It was announced that Steve C,arraway of
Calloway County grew mnre corn per acre than any
other farmer in the state.
The second-lowest temperature on record chilled
residents while MSU closed and pipes froze.
A fire gutted an auto body shop belonging to Eddie Cook on the Tom Taylor Road south of Murray.

February\ The Calloway County 'Middle School was
nominated for a national honor.
Ice played havoc with local residents, as a mixed
bag of precipitation fell on western Kentucky.
President Ronald Reagan's proposed student aid
cutback would have "a tremendous impact" on
Murray State University, it was reported.
I3oyd's Auto Repair Shop was damaged by accumulated snow and ice on the roof of the business.
An aluminum canopy in front of Enix Interiors on
Chestnut Street was also damaged by the weight of
snow and ince.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis said the city was
managing to acquire road salt, despite the fact that
the state highway department was running low.
Carroll Hubbard, D-Mayfield, was elected chairman of the House Banking Committee's Subcommittee on General Ovesight and Investigations.
Local officials said that proposed budget cuts by
President Reagan would be a "big blow" to Murray
and Calloway County.
A "wet-dry" option question began being groomed for the local ballot.
After more than two years, the offical announcement came declaring Murray the new home of the
national Boy Scout museum.
Dick Fotsch, manager of the new Briggs & Stratton small engine manufacturing plant, announced
plans for a full fall production.
Max Hurt was honored with a surprise party
marking his 88th birthday.
Calloway County schools reported an attendance
rate of 90.8 percent for Saturday classes.
Members of the Calloway County Red Cross Advanced Gifts committee met to discuss the March 1
beginning of the spring fund drive.
tY Parks Department allowing InCallo
dustries to become members of a year,round
recreation program."
Jim Nelson, state librarian, presented the
Calloway County Library with two special grants.
Murray postal worker Roy Folsom sold'newlyissued 22 cent postage stamps. Several other postal
rate hikes also went into effect.
Murray was the first city in the state to be visited
by a Main Street Kentucky Resource Team.
A small business procurement conference was
held in Murray.
Phase one of a two-phase fund-raising project for
the four Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts of
America began.
Mayor Holmes Ellis filed for re-election after being urged to do so by several community leaders.
Officials in Murray, the "Used Car Capitol of the
World," were worried that their biggest industry
might be running out of gas.
Murray State University's board of regents reaffirmed the board's merit pay policy.
The new admissions standards adopted by the
Murray State board of regents shouldn't
significantly reduce enrollment there, it was
reported.
Renovation work at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital neared completion.
Income tax assistance was made available to

students, low income familleaandeeidOr ciUzens at
Murray State Univesity.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's new
"Health Express" took to the road.
Officers of the MSU Student Government
Association filed petitions for a wet-dry election
with County Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
Mike Keeling and Rebecca Jones were named
National Merit Scholarship finalists from Calloway
County High School.
Calloway County High School-feetball-aosek-ileao
Harp announced his resignation-.
A total of 2,325 applicants filled out applications
for 20 jobs at the new Briggs & Stratton plant.
State Department of Transportation workers
began filing potholes on 12th Street in Murray.
Concerned farmers from throughout the area met
In Symsonia to discuss problems and suggestions.
Several from Murray attended.
The Murray school board broke tradition by
meeting at the Murray High School library rather
that at the board office.
Dr. Laraine Carter and Jean R. AbiNader, Middle East specialists, discussed U.S.-Arab relations
during a press conference at MSU.
The Calloway County school board voted to rehire Sam Harp.
The Calloway County Need Line Church and
Cooperative Ministry was presented with a special
plaque by the Need Line board.
The Calloway County Consevatkm District held
its annual awards banquet.
A district court jury found Cathy Allen guilty of
all counts in the conclusion of her three-day misdemeanor trial. The jury said Allen gave or assisted
In giving a brownie or brownies containing laxative
to six East Elementary teachers.
Thirty-six Presidential Scholars finalists were
named at MSU.

March
Plans to charge camping fees and upgrade the
Wildcat Creek Recreation Area on Blood River
were received favorably at a hearing here.
Four Murray High School students returned from
the state drama championships with an array of
honors.
Preliminary approval was granted by the Murray City Council for increases in the costs of
cemetery plots in the city.
Michael McCartney, brother of former Beatle
Paul McCartney, visited Murray State University.
MSU's Stacey Rice was selected as campus
repesentative for the title of queen of the annual
Mountain Laurel Festival.
The Calloway County chapter of the American
Red Cross began its annual fund raiser.
Ron Shearer of Hardin won the $120,000
BASSmaster Texas Invitational Tournament on
Sam Rayburn Resevoir in Brookeland, Texas.
The Murray High Tigers won the Fourth Distric
basketball championship defeating Marshall Co ty 53-48.
A Fort Campbell soldier was charged wi)/6 the
traffic death of a Murray woman's fetus. ,
The Murray State University yearbook, The
Shield, was presented several awards from the Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
The Murray Independent School System began
reviewing teachers' contracts.
It was announced that Wayne Cryts would appear
in Murray at a Family Farm Rally at the Exposition Center.
A mock tornado and disaster drill was conducted
In Murray by Murray-Calloway County Hospital
EMTs and ambulance personnel.
Kathie Broach was named the 1984-85 Young
Career Woman by,the Murray Business and Professional Women.
Peter F. O'Rourke -was named one of the top
history teachera Ylisirstata:
- The Murray State University Rifle Team cap(Coal,on page 3)
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tured the National Collegiate Athletic Association
team championship at West Point.
The Calloway _County High.School spee0..team
%non the state championship.
The Murray High School Tigers won .the First
Region basketball championship and a trip to the
state tournament in Lexington,----:•.Calloway County Judge/Executive George
Weaks signed a official order calling for a wet-dryballot .
The Murray school
.. board said no to eight cer
HftM
nnel contract renewals Loretta Jobs of Murray was nanied as a member
of the LeadershipoKentucky program.
The Murray City Council scheduled several
water, sewer and gas projects.
Six Calloway County High Schqol students were
expelled and the school's band director was not rehired.
firoyed—St—tWO-storriertnne-A morning -fire
house on Main Street.
Mary Hopson was sworn in by Calloway County
Judge/Executive George Weaks as- a member of
the county's fiscal court. She replaced her late
husband.
The Murray Fisher-Price plant held a profitsharing celebration and toy fair at MSU..
The last day of dark-fired tobacco sales in Murray was held.
Amy Bryan was named Miss Spring for 1985.
A new Calloway County school board search and
seizure policy was adopted.
A group of 18 teachers, parents and administrators began expressing their opinions on a
career ladder system.
The Murray -Calloway County Economic
Development Corporation presented its 1985 board
members.
A committee to study the rezoning of property
surrounding the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
was established by the Murray Planning
commission.
The annual Civilian Pancake Day was held.
Murrayan Dan Hutson was elected as a director
of the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway board.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital employees
were told of a four percent, across-the-board, pay
increase.
A Hardin youth was listed in stable condition
after a bicyle-automobile mishap in Hardin.
An early-morning fire gutted at trailer in Coach
Estates.
The City of Murray's annual Spring Brush Pickup
was announced.
The Calloway County High School speech team
won Its second state title of the season.
Jill Renee Childress and Shari L. Crafton, both of
Murray, were among the 21 semifinalists in the
Miss Murray State Univesity Pageant.
Five new directors of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce were announced.
After 46 years in business, Ray and Myrtle
Lassiter of Hazel, closed the doors to their family
grocery.
Bill Hatfield, Murray-Calloway County Hospital
personnel chief, announced his retirement.
The Rizpah Temple Shrine Circus made plans to
be in Murray April 11-14.
The Murray school board announced renovation
plans for the Murray Middle School.
Wayne Cryst, a Puxico, Mo. farmer and leader of
the American Agricultural Movement spoke in
Murray.
,

•

Staff photo irt. Oath! Tuck

Calloway County farmer Steve Crouch surveys the damage to his tobacco crop after a hailstorm, prior
to a torrential rainstorm blew through the western Kentucky area. The crop was considered a total loss.
Tobacco farmers in the area faced possible cuts to the federal tobacco price support system. After
predictions ea good year, growers experienced dissappointment following the sale of air-cured tobacco. Preliminary figures showed that the tobacco sold for about $125 per hundred. This was a decrease of
about $15 per hundred from opening day from last year. The biggest shock came when over hail of the
leaf for sale in Murray went to the pool. It was estimated that between 1.6 million and 1.8 million pounds
of air-cured tobacco were produced in the western association this year.

April
Jackie Taylor of Metropolis, IlL, was crowned the
new Miss Murray State at Lovett Auditorium
Workers Ray Banderra and James Gallimore
helped to steady a huge Bank of Murray time-andtemperature sign at the corner of 4th and Main
Streets after it was dislodged by a semi.
The Kentucky Heritage Commission was asked to

'Nal photo

Itatid Turk

The American Cancer Society held a Jall-a-thon fundraiser this summer. Prisoners pictured are, from
left: Frank Reamer. head football coach at Murray State University, Joe Dick, president of the Bank of
Murray and Stuart Poston, administrator of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Warrants were
issued for the arrest of 90 local individuals who were "apprehended" and taken to a simulated Ail in the
lobby of Wal-Mart. The persons arrested were then allowed to make phone calls soliciting contributions
totaling $200 for their release. A total of more than $14,000 was raised during the three-day event.

(Cont'd on page 4)
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7TCont'd from page 3)
draft its first improvement plan for an entire city in
Murray.
It was announced that Fred Stratton, president
and chairman of-the board of the Briggs & Stratton
would deliver the keynote address at the
comp
rray-Calloway County Chamber of Comannu
merce DiOner.
A 42-year-old unemployed Murray man, Jerry
'Musgrove, was shot and killed after threatening to
ignite-garaineritaihrWM i tWO Murray City
Police Officers.
The _MSU Faculty Senate endorsed a proposed •
policy on academic honesty.
Richard Storts became the nevi personnel director at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The Murray Cable Commission said it was pleased with the new image of the Murray Cablevision
Company.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood
Bank was granted renewal of it accreditation.
A state Resouce Team gavethe city of Murray
passing marks and a big pat of the back after studying the entire community.
Arbor Day was observed locally with the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club donating
a white, flowering crab tree to the Work Activities
training Center for Handicapped (W.A.T.C.H.).
A task force to evaluate the existing services for
,the treatment and prevention of child sexual abuse
in Calloway County was announced.
Michael Smith of Almo won an $8,000 boat while
fishing on Kentucky Lake.
The National Boy Scouts of America board of
trustees announced plans to tour the new museum
site.
Z.C. Enix told the Water Resource and Energy
Appropriation Subcommitte of progress on the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway.
Several area farmers expressed their disapproval of possible cuts in the federal tobacco price
support system.
Donald R. Crawford was named new postmaster
at the Almo Post Office.
Salaries for county employees were discussed at
the April Fiscal Court meeting.
James f. Keeling was awarded a B.F. Goodrich
Scholarship through the National Merit Scholarship
program.
A $750,000 Community Development Block Grant
.,check was presented the Briggs & Stratton
company.
National dignitaries, representing the National
Boy Scouts of America board of directors toured the
new Murray facilities.
James E. Cofer was cited as the recommendation
for the position of president fem. financial and administrative services at Murray State Univesity.
The Rizpah Shrine Temple Circus came to Murray for three shows.
Expansion of advanced placement services at
Murray High School were planned.
Robert "Buddy" Buckingham was presented the
"Citizen of the Year" award at the annual MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce Dinner.
Fred Stratton, president and chairman of the board
of the Briggs & Stratton company was the keynote
speaker.
Reports from local town forums on education
were compiled into a master report.
Pattie Mae Moody received the Humanitarian
Award for 1985.
Peggy Billington said 1985 looked positive for the
local Red Cross chapter.
The newest members of the exclusive MSU
Emeritus Club were honored at Murray State
University.
U.S. Representative Carroll Hubbard spoke at
Earth Day on the MSU campus.
League of Women Voters president Dorothy S.
Ridings spoke at MSU as part of the Harry Lee
Waterfield Distinguished Lecture Series.
Attendance at Murray High School was rated
among the highest in the state.
Marlene E. Slaughter was named the 1985
Secretary of the Year for the Murray Chapter of
Professional Secretaries International. LTC
Charles M. Knedler, Jr. was named the Boss of the
((ont'd on page 5)
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Staff photo by David TOck

Circuit Judge James Lassiter announced his retirement from the bench after 18 years. His resignation
two of the
became effective Jan. 2, 1986. Judge Lassister said that health reasons and "burnout" were
held sole
main reasons for his retirement. Since being elected to the judge's bench, Judge Lassiter has
Murray
of
graduate
1939
A
re-election.
for
races
his
in
opposition
no
had
has
be
as
claim to the title,
State College, be entered law school at the University of Kentucky in September 1946 and in February
the
1949 passed the state bar exam with the highest score in the state. Judge Lassiter has also served in state senate and as Commonwealth Attorney before being named Circuit Judge.

staff pirate by ii•Via %worths,.

Calloway County deputies Scott Barrow and Larry Roberts with Sheriff David Balentine count and load
marijuana plants into the trunk of Balentine's car. After a three-hour search for three patches, the
sheriff's department discovered 68 nun-Unarm plants valued at $100 each. The discovery of the plants in
a heavily wooded area near New Concord, about 14 miles southeast of Murray, was prompted by an
anonymous tip. The waist-high plants were just beginning to grow and when they were ready for
harvest, they would have been worth about $1.000 per plant. Balentine estimated that his department
conducted about four to five raids on marijuana patches each year.
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Year.
Prohibition was upheld in Murray after wet
forces fell to those seeking to keep the city dry by a
vote of 3,560-2,843.
The first carburetors roiled off the Briggs &
Stratton assemlby line in Murray.
Time-honored Daylight Savings Time returned to
the state.
Kerby and Dorothy Jennings donated their entire
ack file of Murray Democrat new_spapers to the
--Pogue Special Collections tAbrarrat-MM.J.
Dr. Melvin B. Henley, a Murray State University
--chemistry professor, was scheduled to address a
Congressional subcommittee hearing of the Clean
Water Act in Washington, D.C.
A new education support group, Citizens for Better Education in Calloway County, was formed.
The Area 1 Special Olympics were held.at MSU.
Several local realtors were honored duing
Private Property Week.
Bailey Gore was presented withiigtyear Service
Award at the annual Alumni Weekend festivities at
MSU.
The Murray State University board of regents approved a new budget totalling $43,250,695.
Dr. John A. Thompson received the Distinguished
Teacher of the year award at MSU.
A special tribute was paid to Clara M. Eagle.
Murray Cablevision announced plans to
videotape youngsters in the area free-of-charge.
The West Kentucky Fur Takers Spring Rendezvous 'Wail held at the TVA's Land Between the
Lakes.

May

—7:

A severe spring storm resulted in a city-wide
blackout.
The Murray Kiwanis Club announced plans to
honor the top 10 seniors from Calloway and Murray
High.
MSU President, Dr, Kale Stroup, endorsed a new
faculty development and enrichment fund.
William T. James, a Marine Corp veteran since
1970, held an autograph session for his book, "A
Vietnam Vet Named James."
Local attorney Rick Lamkin announced plans to
construct a 134-unit, five-story, Quality Inn Motel
across from the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce on U.S. 641 north.
Firemen battling four hours of intense heat and
billowing smoke were unable to save a two-story,
wood-frame house belonging to Bob Taylor on the
Johnnie Robertson Road.
The Murray Ledger Sr Times was- It to the
1984
-85-Leadership Murray class.
Dr. Charles D. Clark, a Murray physician, was
honored as the "Citizen Doctor of the Year.
The Murray City Council addressed the problem
of noise and loitering on Main Street.
The Calloway County school board set its 1985-86
calendar.
The Murray school board approved salary
schedules.
Bill Beasley was elected to succeed Richard
Frymire as MSU board of regents chairman.
A group of 1,350 graduates participated in commencement excerises at Murray State University.
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
were keeping a watchful eye on both elections and
budgets.
Amy Roos and Todd Ross were named to Murray
High School's top honors.
A flag-raising ceremony was held at the Brigg &
Stratton plant in Murray.
The Murray Kiwanis Club honored the top ten
seniors from Murray High School and Calloway
County High School. Also honored were the
"Teachers of the Year" from each school.
An explosive device was fired at the residence of
County Attorney Max Parker.
Honors Day was held at Murray High School.
Contestants for the 1985 Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees Fair Queen contest gathered for a swim

party.
The Hazel Picnic drew a large crowd to the
southern Calloway County community.
An injunctive relief'petition was filed by the City
of Murray againit Howard Anderson of 322 Irvan
Street.
Dr. Ken Wolf donated the proceeds from his book
"Thoughts In Season" to the local W.A.T.C.H.
program.
The Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority
added two busses to the fleet.
activities for the MInTity-galloway County Jaycee Fair began.
The Murray City Council said the industrial park
on U.S. 641 north was one step closer.
Jarneagaliot Jackson was sentenced to 20.years
in thlistate_.penitentiary for murdering Jimmy Dal!
Wheatley in June 1984.
The local W.A.T.C.H. received a donation of
$5,000 from the Kentucky Colonels Good Workers-Program fund.
Sallie Guy was elected to a second term on the
board of directors of the Handweavers Guild of
America.
Murray school board officials were predicting an
increase in fall enrollment figures.
With the ballots for the May primary election
finally tabulated, some upsets were seen and some
incumbents returned to office.
The passage of the long-await sheriff's succession
amendment didn't help Calloway County Sheriff
David Salentine. Challenger J.D. Williams was
elected as the new sheriff.
Calloway County Chief Deputy Larry Nixon
resigned from his position with the Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
Molly Imes and Mikal Grimes were named to
Calloway County High School's top honors.
Murray High School graduated a total of 88
students.

June
The Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair officially opened.
A Senior Citizens Fair was held at the Ellis
Center.
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The Calloway County .and Murray High School..
class-favorites were announced.
A_ wreath was Placed at the -court square statue of
Robert E. Lee by the J.N. Williams chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy.
Members of the Explorer Post 803 of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital participated in a training
"
session.
Conty officialewere keeping a conservative eye
of revenue sharing expenditures for the upcoming
fiscal year budget.
Congressman Carroll-Mubbaid,announced-thal--4---_.
the Martin-Marietta plant in Paduçaii would continue operating.
—
-Power outages were reported iniMurray.Kerry Don Erwin of Hazel pleaded guilty to a
_reduced charge of manslaughter in connection with
the death of Todd A. Rutherford, 20, Almo.
Calloway County High Schodl announced plans
for its graduation xercts
Wallace Wilkinson was in Murray campaigning
for the office of governor.
A section of 4th Street near the court square was
the site of repaving work.
Mary Bain, Frances Hulse, Jeanie Morgan and
Anna Mary Adams were winners in the annual
George Hart Ladies Golf Tournament at the Murray County Club.
The Calloway County High School graduated 196
seniors at Lovett Auditorium at Murray State
University.
The National Boy Scout Museufh/received $1.5
million to help develop and operatelhe museum.
The Leadership Murray class graduated 20 people representing a cross-section of local, business
leaders.
Sue and Charlie's restaurant in Aurora was
destroyed by fire.
More power outages in Murray were reported as
a result of stdrms in the western Kentucky area.
Kim Greene was crowned the 1985 MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair Queen.
The Calloway County Soil Conservation District
asked the Fiscal Court for a tax assessment on all
_
property in the county.
A "chop shop" operation of sorts wal-Birsted in
Calloway County when state police ended a threemonth investigation arresting several local
(Cont'd on page 6)
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Three members of the Murray *Rotary—Club
MSU.
.
became Paul Harris Fellows.
Jail-A-Thon
Society
held
a
American
Cancer
The
residents.
The Murray School Board approved several perto raise funds. Various officials and dignitaries
The Murray city Council voted to establish the
sonnel changes within the system.
bail
serving
as
jail
with
their
place
in
a
mock
were
non-elective office of city attorney.
Diane Johnson left the Calloway County Public
donations to the ACS.
The Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts Festival
Library after 20 years of service.
the
Murray
Main
written
report
from
The
final
brought participants and spectators from 15 states.
Street team was issued. The group had few
The Ledger & Times won nine awards at the Kennegative remarks concerning Murray.
tucky Press Association convention held at the ExTennessee Governor Lamar Alexander was
ecutive Inn -in Paducah.
welcomed
tp.MurryState UniVersity during the
A Murray man escaped serious injuries when the '—
tanker truck hiwas driving overturned on U.S. 64i— - sixth annual-Harry-IC,Sparks Distinguished Lecture Series. •
south of Benton.
The Calloway County School Board redefined
'A Murray State University graduate. was one
school
district boundaries.
County roads and bridges underwent major
several hostages freed when a filArretliner wis
The Murray City Concil voted unanimously to
renovation work during the month of August, accorcommandeered.
pass an ordinance banning after-hours parking on
ding to Calloway County Judge-Executive George
The Calloway County Chamber of Commerce was
posted lots in the city.
Weaks.
one of several area chambers to sponsor a forum
The Calloway County Extension Office hosted the
The case of Linda Littlejohn versus the Calloway
for discussion of Governor Martha Layne Collins'
Purchase Area Alfalfa tour.
County School System was filed to be heard by the
proposed eductiOn reform package.
David L. Harrington was named to replace Vicki
U.S. Supreme Court, according to Don Jones,
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department conR. Jones as domestic Relations Commission for the
school board attorney.
fiscated 68 marijuana plants growing in a field
42nd District.
First-time homeowners in Calloway County were
south of the New Concord community.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals granted a
eligible for fixed rate loans from the Purchase Area
The Murray City Council approved a four percent
new trial for a fired elementary school teacher in
Development District.
general pay raise for all city employees.
the Calloway school system.
The 105th annual Fancy Farm Picnic was held.
The annual Blackwood Brothers School of Gospel
The Murray Planning Commission gave its apFifty-five Crossland neighbors joined in to help
Music was held at Murray State University.
proval to two housing projects.
Tommy D. Story sucker tobacco on his farm after
The local Work Activities Training Center for the
The Leadership Murray group said it would rehis wife Janie Charlton Story drowned in a canoeing
Handicapped celebrated a debt-free building.
main active with alternative programing for at
accident on the Current River in Missouri.
A new laboratory facility received unanimous apleast two years.
The annual citywide Sidewalk Sale was held Ip
proval from the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
Jim Garrison said that rebuilding the Murray.
Murray.
of Commerce.
Calloway County Hospital board of directors would
Both local school systems held registration in
The Murray State University board of regents
improve
the board's managerial effectiveness.
August.
urged state legislators to support education reform
The Murray-Calloway County Parks Board was
Senator Mitch McConnell attended a town forum
in elementary and secondary schools.
presented a proposal for purchasing the 31,875
in Murray to hear the views of local and area
Jack Haskins was named the new head footbal
square foot Roller Skating of Murray building.
residents.
coach at Calloway County High School.
Local day-care centers joined those nation-wide
The Murray Community Improvement
The Heritage Campfire Caravan toured the site of
battling the high cost of insurance premiums.
, Volunteers met to discuss coordinated town holiday
the new National Boy Scouts of America museum
The Murray Independent School District closed
events.
while in Murray.
the
school year with a financial reserve„
11-- The Murray-Calloway County Hospital was takCourt
approved
a
tax
The Calloway County Fiscal
Local legislators said they felt good abbutthe 1985
ing every known precaution against the dreaded
request from the Soil and Water Conservation
special session of the Kentucky General Assembly.
Acquired Immune Deficieny Syndrome ( AIDS)
District.
Work on the construction of an access road to the
disease.
The Murray City school board approved the purBriggs and Stratton plant was right on schedule.
Hidden costs were seen as possible obstacles in
chase of a $19,335 computer package.
The Calloway County School Board approved atmoving the city's police department to the recently
The Murray City Council approved an ordinance
tendance policies at a special meeting of the board.
purchased Poppy Shop building across the street
prohibiting after-hours parking in front of the MurA traffic accident on U.S. 641 north left a
from City Hall.
ray Middle School.
Wickliffe woman buried beneath rock and dirt after
Approximately 85 young farmers participated in
Collections began arriving at the National Boy
a
state highway gravel truck overturned on her
the Calloway County Young Farmers farm tour of
Scouts of America museum.
vehicle.
local farms.
What was believed to be a tornado caused conThe relocation of utilities along 12th Street neared
siderable damage to the David Campbell residence
A variety of local talent participated in the
completion.
Civitan Telethon designed to benefit the mentally
in the Clayton Creek community.
Governor Martha Layne Collins spoke to students
and physically handicapped.
at Murray State University.
The Murray City Council approved a 1985 tax
(Coned on page 7)
rate.

(C,ont'd from page 5)
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Two youths from Murray were among those attending the Trooper Island Summer Camp sponsored by the Murray Lion's Club, the Kentucky
Sheriff's Association and the Kentucky State
Police.
It was announced that the Marshall-Calloway
County circuit would be one of only a few areas to
be keeping a divorce commissioner.
Dorothy Ridings, president of the U.S. League of
Women Voters addressed the MSU Governor's
Scholars program.
Lochie Overbey accepted a new position with the
Michigan Public School System.
Local officials were sifting through a wet-dry option elections ruling handed down by the State
Supreme Court.
The Murray United Way program recieved words
of encouragement from Harry Harper, executive
director of the Paducah-McCracken County United
Way.
Concerned citizens met to organize a group aimed at protecting children in their communities.
A fire destroyed the Murray Discount Pharmacy
at the corner of Glendale and Whitnell.
A 77-year-old Murray resident accidently drove
his vehicle through the front of Rudy's Restaurant
on the courtsquare.
A former CBS correspondent, David Dick, spoke
to students at Murray State Univesity.
"Weird Al" Yankovic entertained students at

Matt plumb by Disvkl Tuck

Fire gutted the south end of Murray Discount Pharmacy. This was just one of the many fires that occured during the year in Murray and Calloway County. A few of the other places that experienced fires
were Sue and Charlie's restaurant in Aurora, the Eagles Club on 121 North in Murray,a house owned by
Bob Taylor located on the Johnnie Robertson Road, Begley's Drugs in the Central Center and several
shops at the Olympic Plaza shopping center.
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(Cont'd from page 6)
Jackie Taylor of Murray was crowned the 1986
Miss Kentucky-USA at Paducah's Executive Inn
Riverfront.
Dr. Adam Lansing was presented a 50-pound bag
of Calloway County popcorn by Wilson Gantt, past
district governor.
The Murray Independent School system approved a request by the Murray Band Boosters to
market a board game entitled "Trifles" which included local trivia-questions.
Bobby Martin slid Frank Doran were named as
two new members of the Calloway County Library
Board.
An early-morning accident claimed the life of
David P. Kraft, a 17-year-old New Concord man.
Dr. Neil Weber, chairman of the Department of
Geosciences and director of the Remote Sensing
Center at Murray State University, was named
state geographer by Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne
Collins.
Area residents gathered at Murray State Univesity to respond to a five-year strategic plan proposed
by the Kentucky Council on Higher Education.
The local United Way set October 1986 as the kickoff date for a campaign to generate financial
support.
A document dated Jan. 3, 1884 and signed by
President Andrew Jackson was donated to the
Special Collections department at the Pogue
Library at Murray State Univesity.
Lee Ann Rayburn of Murray was named the
1985-86 Miss Kentucky Lake Vacationla.nd.
The Murray City Council approved the 1985 ad
valorem tax rate of 38 cents per $100 of property,
the same as that approved in 1984.
The Ryan Milk Company of Murray received the
1985 U.S. Senate Productivity Award, according to
U.S. Senator Wendell Ford.
Scott McNabb and John Nanney were sworn in on
the Murray-Calloway County Transist Authority
board.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of the Calloway
County School System and Doralyn Lanier, director
of curriculum for the Murray Independent School
System were both pleased with their school's test
scores released by the Department of Education.
South Central Bell donated $20,000 to the National
Boy Scout Museum on the campus of Murray State
University.
A page from a 1685 edition of an Algonquin Indian
translation of the King James Version of the the Bible was rediscovered at the Pogue Special Collections Library at Murray State University.

Septernber
A large number of people turned out for the 9th
annual Howard Brandon Car Show and Fun Auction
during the Memorial Day weekend.
The National Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America were progressing toward a spring opening, according to a spokesman for the museum.
The New Concord voting precinct was split
following a unanimous decision of the Calloway
County board of elections.
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce honored several residents within the community with special plaques of appreciation.
Ryan Milk Company of Murray was presented
the Senate Productivity Award by U.S. Senator
Wendell Ford and the GAF Corp. of Calvert City
was honored as the industry of the year at the annual Purchase Area Development District's annual
banquet in Paducah.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins recognized several
Murray industries during Industry Appreciation
Week.
The Calloway County board of education met in
special season to discuss revisions in the district's
facility survey.
A Murray man and his father were arrested and
charged with 16 drug-related charges.
The first fully-completed Briggs & Stratton lawn

mower engines rolled off the new plant's assembly
line in Murray.
Top money priorities were outlined by the Murray State University Board of Regents at its regular
meeting.
"Records to Remember" was named as the
theme of the 1985 Murray State University
homecoming.
Bids were let for construction of the new Kentucky National Guard Armory on Kentucky 121
north.
James H. Daniels, Mia Beth Woodall and Luke
Harrington were named semifinalists ln the National Merit Scholarship competition. ./
The Calloway County Public Library honored
both its new and retiring trustees at a special
ceremony.
Jim Smith Contracting of Lake City was awarded
the contract for construction of the 12th Street
widening project in Murray.
Five finalists were named for the title of
Calloway County High School Homecoming Queen.
The Calloway County school system received an
in depth review centering around the Kentucky
Essential Skills Test.
Forty-two students from Calloway County were
among almost 500 scholarship recipients honored at
the annual "Winners Circle" reception at Murray
State University.
The Murray City Planning Commission gave
final approval to two planned development
projects.
Six Calloway Cotuitians were arrested in connection with a roundup of suspected drug dealers in
this area.
A grant of $50,000 was awarded to the Center for
International Programs at Murray State University for a faculty exchange program with the Belize
College in Central America.
Krystel Mowery returned from an eight-week
adventure in Japan.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital board of
commissioners approved a $1.6 million addition to
the local facilities.
Kim Thompson was crowned the 1985 Homecoming Queen for Calloway County High School.
Murray was ranked as the 21st largest city in the
state of Kentucky. Murray was one of the few cities
to enjoy growth during a two-year study period by
the University of Louisville Population Studies
Program.
Betty Williams, 1977 Nobel Peace Prize winner,
was a guest speaker at Murray State University.
An Economic Development Agency grant was announced to assist with water and sewer lines to the
industrial park.
Dr. Ralph Woods was remembered during the annual Founders Day program by Dr. Ray Mofield,
professor of radio-television and former executive
assistant to Woods.
The Kentucky Arts Council met in Murray as a
part et a policy to move regular meetings around
the state.
Dan Hutson of Murray was elected to the board of
directors of the Tennessee-Tombigbee'Waterway
Development Council.
Homecoming Queen finalists were named by
Murray State University.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court approved a bid
for liability insurance.
A weekend sting operation by the Murray City
Police Department netted a large quanity of
alcoholic beverages.
Excessive noise was the target of problems along
Main Street,

October
Newly elected officers for the National Association of retired Federal Employees, Kentucky Lake
Chapter were sworn in.
Copies of Murray State Un.versity's athletic commission report were distributed to the MSU faculty
senate
Three local youths suffered minor to serious In-
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juries after the driver of their car lost control of the
vehicle, the car jumped a bridge and overturned in
a small stream.
The 1980 world billiards champion and 1982 world
nine-ball champion Nick Varner demonstrated his
skill at the Murray State University Curris Center.
A suspect was sought for second degree assault
and sexual assault in the university attack of a
unidentified young lady.
The Murray Human Rights Commission met with
other human rights boards and representatives
from the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights.
- Senior vice-president of MCA Music, Jerry Don
Crutchfield was named grand marshal for thet Murray State University Homecoming parade.
Murray State University accepted a presentation
of a color scanner to the Department of Graphic
Arts Technology/Printing Management.
A new message board was erected at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Briggs & Stratton made plans to employ university students for six-hour shifts.
Eunice Cunningham was named Murray State's
Homecoming Queen.
Murray and Calloway County School Boards each
were presented a proposal to split tax monies in
dispute because of a problem in defining the boundaries between the two districts.
Calloway County Fiscal Court discussed plans to
apply calcium chloride to about five miles of county
road.
The Franzen Brothers Circus was held in
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Ground was broken for the new National Guard
Armory on Kentucky 121 north of Murray.
Residents of Fern Terrace Lodge were given a
tour of the fire station in conjunction with Fire
Prevention Week.
The Calloway County School Board agreed to
move the county's sixth-grade students into
Calloway County Middle School.
The Murray City School Board accepted a proposal to divide tax monies with Calloway County
schools.
The Murray City Council approved the filing for
an application for a grant to assist the new Boy
Scouts of America museum.
June Hudson, former Kenlake State Resort Park
manager, was appointed Kentucky Parks
Commissioner.
A half-mile portion of the city cemetery roads
were paved.
Willis Wells was appointed to the Educational Innovation Incentive Fund Advisory Committee.
Charlie Daniels' Championship Rodeo was held
at the West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Calloway County Sheriff David Balentine issued
early Halloween warnings.
The Antique Show and Sale sponsored by the Murray High Band Boosters was held at the Murray
High School.
Members of the board of directors of the local
United Way heard a presentation on the history of
United Way.
City " planners approved a recommendation to
name the road through Murray-Calloway County
Park Gil Hopson Drive.
The Calloway County Fiscal court and Murray City Council each presented checks for $25,000 to the
Boy Scout Museum fund.
Members of the United Rubber Workers Local 665
In Mayfield reached a tentative agreement with
General Tire and Rubber Company approximately
45 minutes before the expiration of a three-year
contract.
The Murray State University Wind Ensemble
gave its first concert of the year.
Murray University President Kale Stroup held an
open forum with students.
Funding concerns were discussed at the Region I
meeting of the Kentucky School Board Association.
Festivities were planned for the annual Aurora
Country Festival.
A panel of legislators responded to questions at
the meeting of the Four Rivers Manufacturers
Council.
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donations for its annual Christmas program for
(Cont'd from page 7)
underprivileged children.
School
Gaye Latimer was named Murray High
"Interpreting the Scouting Heritage" was the
Football Homecoming Queen
theme of conference on the development of the Boy
sponsored
by
A College/Career Night was
Scout museum.
Calloway County and Murray High School
It was announced that only 5.9 percent of
counselors.
registered voters in the county made it to the polls
Murray State University accepted the presentaduring the election.
tion of a color computer graphics system.
urray State Faculty Senate approved the
Murray Kiwanis Club Gun and Knife Show was
recommendation to solicit funds from faculty telkli-7
.
held at Calloway County Middle School-used in lobbying efforts.
A curfew was established for Halloween.
The Boy Scout museum conference was video:
Twenty-six local teachers participated in a one- taped for future reference.
day conference funded by the Kentucky DepartThe Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Comment of Education.
merce offered a variety of holiday promotional
- The Murray Lions Club held_lta_ 11135 radio
items to local businesses with the "Murray
auction.
Christmas" symbol.
The number of building permits was reported as
being up frail-last year.
The Murray RoCary Club scheduled the mutual
The state approved two proesals subniitted by
Christmas parade.
Calloway County School system.
"Carrier Alert" program began as a cooperation
U.S. Representative Carroll Hubbard spoke tothg_
—between city and rural mail carriers in MurrayMurray chapter of the National Association of
Calloway County and Need Line.
Retired Federal Employees.
The Council on Higher Education discussed inChecks were reported stolen from the Murraycreasing funding to state institutions.
Callowy County Parks Department office.
Four local schools recieved Flags of Excellence,
It was annonced that construction on the access
two also received Flags of Progress.
bridge between Central Center and Chestnut Hills
Circuit Judge James Lassiter announced his
shopping centers could possible begin in the near
retirement.
future
Four people were appointed to Murray-Calloway
Community Improvement Volunteers announced
County
Park Board.
purthat Christmas decorations have been recently
Woodford "Woody" Stephens was honored at the
merchants.
area
most
by
chased
54th Annual Testimoial Dinner of the Thoroughbred
Rededication services for Wilson Hall at Murray
club of America. He is the brother of Mrs. Mancil J.
scheduled.
were
University
State
(Jane)
Vinson, 310 Oakdale Drive, Murray.
There was only one contested race reported in the
Child identification tags were distributed in local
election.
November
local
schools.
Euple Ward, executive director of MurrayCalloway County Need Line and chairman of the
Murray City Council was asked to enforce orlocal Service Unit of The Salvation Army spoke at a
dinance pertaining to portable signs.
seminar at a meeting of the Southern Region of The
Calloway County School Board agreed to provide
Salvation Army.
buses for shuttle transportation at Murray State
The city of Murray was named a Kentucky CerUniversity home men's basketball games.
----tified City for the third year.
The Christmas Village was scheduled at the West
Boy Scout experts held a meeting in Murray to
Kentucky Livestock Show and Expostion Center.
share ideas for the new museum.
Marvin Harris, Calloway County clerk, was namMurray-Calloway County Hospital offered free
ed Oustanding Clerk of the Year by the County
screening of Halloween candy.
Clerks Association.
Murray Board of Education accepted proposal to
Murray was named one of 13 cities to receive the
divide funding with Calloway County Schools.
silver designation as a 1985 Kentucky Certified
More than $150,000 worth of marijuana was burnCity.
ed by local authorities.
The Murray State University Board of Regents
A contract was awarded for reconstruction and
rejected
a proposal to eliminate men's indoor and
traffice signalization on Twelfth Street in Murray to
.
.
outdoor Vra.ck.
31 Smith Contrac/Frig.
The local Red Cross chapter joined national fundraising efforts.
Plans to renovate the Aurora Opra Barn were
announced.

November

Actual construction on the widening of 12th Street
began.

•

The Calloway County School Board approved an
amended proposal to divide funds with Murray
Schools.
Local officials reported a quiet Halloweeen.
Voting precincts for the 11-c4ty-and 14 comity polling locations were announced.
The capping ceremony for the Murray Area
Vocational School's 17th class in Practical Nursing
was held.
James F. Wilson Hall, the second oldest building
on Murray State University's campus, was officially rededicated.
. The Board of Regents athletic committee looked
at a recommendation to no longer sponsor men's indoor and outdoor track after the 1985-86 school year.
The guidance program at Murray High School
was named the Kentucky Association for Counselor
Educators and Supervisors award winner in the
secondary school category for 1985-88, while the
Calloway County Schools received the district
award.
Murray and Calloway County school boards sent
a cooperative proposal for division of funds to the
state.
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce announced a legislative strategy meeting to
be sponsored by the Kentucky Retail Federation,
Inc.
The Murray Fire Department collected toys and

City planners approved a minor subdivision plat
In an effort to rectify zoning regulation problems.
A community Thanksgiving service, sponsored
by Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association was scheduled.
Murray-Calloway County Parks Board announced the beginning of its annual Christmas in the Park
program.
.Stuart Poston announced
Hospital Administrator
his expectation that the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's new ICU/CCU unit would be completed
by Christmas.
Teresa Rushing was sworn in as Calloway County
Clerk.
Mayor Holmes Ellis and L.D. Miller received
special awards from the Murray Housing
Authority.
The Murray School District recieved a state
grant for computer equipment and material to be
used in the "Writing to Read" program.
The Chamber of Commerce announced that it
would sponsor an open meeting with State Rep.
Freed Curd and State Sen. Greg Higdon.
The Main Street Commitee presented a stratgic
planning document to the City Council.
U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard spoke to the
Murray Lions Club.

December
A community-wide Appreciation Day was held at
Kenlake State Resort Park in Aurora.
Ryan Milk Company was purchased by Dean
- Foods of Chicago.
Calloway County Judge/Executive George
Weaks criticized a state survey describing four of
10 bridges in Calloway County as sub-standard.
Aurora's Kentucky Lake Bluegrass Opra Barn
was being completed to turn the facility into a functioning country music auditorium.
The Murray State University Faculty Senate
voted to support spring sports.
Randy Saladin was named the 1986 Fund Drive
Chairman for the Calloway County Red Cross
chapter.
The Murray Ledger & Times purchased two press
units for 32-page capacity and use of more color
production.
More that 40 individual entries were scheduled
for the annual Christmas parade.
The Christmas Village at the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition Center was held.
Several Calloway County Middle School students
visited the residents at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Murray Middle School students claimed national
attention after finishing third in the nation on a
specially designed test.
State Representative Freed Curd visited
residents during an open forum in Murray.
The annual Hanging of the Green was held at
Murray State University.
Peter Whaley was re-elected as chairman
the
Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority.
Local merchants reported that the shorter
Christmas shopping season did not have much of an
effect on overall sales.-Local educators, representatives of industry and
memebers of the local school boards met to discuss
how a local buiness-education partnership could be
formed.
A number of Christmas in the Park displays were
reported vandalized.
Alfred Duncan was appointed Electrical Inspector by the Calloway County Fiscal Court.
The Murray Board of Education accepted the
resignation of football coach Tony Franklin and

rehired-Relied Olin3àey-is superintendent.
The Calloway County Board of Education approved several travel requests.
A light snow fell over much the area.
The annual lighting of luminaries along Olive
Boulevard was held.
Murray Electric System installed new electric
poles along Glendale Road in preparation for the
widening and extension of the road.
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
discussed Kentucky's support of higher education.
Flags in Murray and Calloway County joined
those around the nation in flying at half-staff in
honor of the 248 Fort Campbell soldiers who were
killed in the crash of a chartered Arrow Air DC-8 in
Gander, Newfoundland.
An elderly Murray couple was bound and robbed
at gunpoint.
A sterling silver flatware collection was
presented to the Department of Home Economics
at Murray State University by Dr. and Mrs.
Wendell Gordon of Benton.
The Boy Scout Museum highlighted the Murray
Tourism Commision's report to the Murray City
Council.
'Phe Murray City School System announced that it
should realize $150,000 each fiscal year under new
utility tax law.
Members of West View Nursing home
reminiscenced about Christmas.
Murray Police officers confiscated illegal alcohol
at a local convenience store.
The bodies of two men were recovered from Kentucky Lake and a third man was still missing.
Murray firefighters responded to four fires over
the Christmas holidays.
County officials were sworn in.
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Murray Public Works Street Department employee
Thomas (lendenen swept the glass from the front of
Rudy's Restaurant on the square after a morning
mishap. Olen Garland, Ti, Murray. had attempted to
pull into a parking space in front of the restaurant,
owned by Johnny McCage, when the accident
occurred.
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The Kentucky High School Athletic Association rejects an appeal, supported by Calloway County and
Murray High, opposing basketball district realignment which splits Mayfield and newly formed
Graves County high schools.

January
Dan Thompson named Class AA Coach of the Year
for taking the Calloway County cross country team to
the state championship. Five members of the Lakers
and Lady Lakers cross country teams receive AllState honors including Barry Knight and Mark
Charlton, second team All-State; Timmy Manning,
Kevin Garland and Pam Knight, honorable mention
All-State.
Murray State football loses assistant head • coach
and offensive coordinator Mike O'Cain to East
Carolina where he accepts similar positions with that
football program.
Murray State senior tighteildKeith Lester chosen to
play in the East-West Shrine All-Star Game. First
player from MSU to ever receive such honor.
Murray State cheerleader Don Wright, 28, killed in
tragic car accident on Kentucky 121 south of Mayfield.
Ron Greene, MSU basketball coach, notches 300th
career victory which coincides with 900th victory for
university basketball program.
Calloway County Lakers defeat Murray High at
MHS, 51-49, during regular season Fourth District
rivalry game.
Murray's Steven Gresham, 10, represents Kentucky
and southern Indiana in Mid-East All-Star swimming
meet.
Murray tennis pro Mel Purcell loses to Jimmy Connors, 6-4, 7-6, in quarterfinals of U.S. Pro Indoor Tennis Championships in Philadelphia.
In 82-73 Ohio Valley Conference victory over visiting
Tennessee Tech, Murray State experiences first
Racer Wave fan support, Jan. 26.
Mel Purcell fails to report to first match in U.S. National Indoor Tennis Championships in Memphis and
Is subsequently eliminated. After search, Purcell
found ill at friend's, home between Murray and
Memphis.
Host Calloway County Lakers defeat Marshall County, 58-57, for first time since 1977.

•

February
Murray State resumes basketball rivalry with
Western Kentucky after hiatus since 1981-82 season
when WKU left Ohio Valley Conference. MSU wins
meeting in Murray, 6947. •
Stanley Rutledge hits free throws for Murray High
basketball teain to end four overtime game against
Mayfield, 52-50.

4

April

Former Murray State assistant basketball coach
Mike Dill returns to MSU from Lamar University in
Texas to work with Racers under Steve Newton.
Bodybuilder and former MSU football player Tommy •Workman places second in Mr. Kentucky
bodybuilding contest In Lexington.
Murray State tennis program under coach Bennie
Purcell remains undefeated during regular Ohio
Valley Conference season for third straight season.
Murray State baseball team wins Southern Division
championship in Ohio Valley Conference.'Breds eventually finish runnerup in OVC championship playoff to
Eastern Kentucky.
Tony Wretlund becomes first freshman in history of
OVC to win conference Tennis Player of the Year. The
Murray State rookie led the Racer tennis team to its
sixth consecutive OVC championship. Bennie Purcell
consequently wins sixth OVC Coach of Year honor.
During OVC tournament, fifth-year senior Steve
Massad ties Mats Ljungman for most career singles
victories with 150.
çjj

May
Murray State tight end Keith Lester becomes sixthround choice of Cincinnati Bengals in National Football League college player draft. Four other MSU
players tryout for NFL teams as free agents.
Calloway County senior Mark Waldrop wins individual golf title in First Region tournament at Murray State's Miller Memorial Course. Waldrop shoots
37-37-74 and wins sudden-death playoff to advance to
state tournament. Murray High sends John Peyer to
state tournament as individual qualifier.
Calloway County girls golf team wins First Region
championship and Murray High 8th grader Meredith
Howe also qualifies for state tournament as
Individual.
•(Cont. on Page 13)

4

Staff pot. by Ant Rector

ALL THE WAY TO STATE — Murray High basketball coach Cary Miller celebrates his team's 1984-85
First Region championship game over Paducah
Tilghman and a trip to the Kentucky Sweet 16.

-March
44114

4

•

Murray State Racers eliminated from OVC basketball tournament by host and eventual conference
champ, Middle Tennessee, 63-60.
- Murray High defeats Calloway County and Marshall
County to win Fourth District boys basketball championship. Both MI-IS and CCHS girls teams eliminated
from postseason play in district tournament.
Rick Henninger, a Calloway County teenager,
places sixth in the nation, first among Kentucky
cyclists, in 85cc Supercross Pro-Am National Championships in Atlanta.
Murray High wins First Region basketball championship by nipping Paducah Tilghman, 55-54, in
MSU's Racer Arena. Tigers advance to Kentucky
Sweet 16 for first time since 1977, but lose to Oldham
County, 54.45. in first round in Lexington.
Murray State.rifle team wins NCAA championship
by beating defending champ, West Virginia, by single
point. MSU team member Pat Spurgin, 1984 Olympic
gold medalist, named All-American in both smallbore
and air rifle. Other MSU team members honored as
All-Americans include Marianne Wallace, AllAmerica first team air rifle, second team smallbore;
Gary Stephens, second team air rifle and smallbore.
Murray State basketball loses coach Ron Greene to
Indiana State. while associate coach Steve Newton
elevated to MSU head coaching position.
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(Cont. from Pale 12)
In Fourth District baseball tournament, Calloway
County loses by one to host Marshall "'County, then
gains revenge in regional championship game'when
Joel-Conoley home. run in 10th inning gives Lakers a
5-4 victory and a first-ever trip to the state playoffs.
Calloway eventually loses in the sub-state finals.
Calloway,.County Lady Lakers, led by Marcia
,win regional track championship. Lakers as a .rirtlara,
le.am place second. Griznekr wine two rejrional eventa
•
and places second in twq‘ottprs.
. __Clay Yloory State outfielder, is named OVC
10er of the Year-. Johnny Reagan, MSU
Southern I:7
coach,,receives Southern Division Coach of the Year
honor.
• - In state track meet, Murray High discus thrower
Dwayne Gammons places second in Class A; Barry
_Knight, Marcia Grimes,' Pam Knight and Regina
placing third in
Hicks attend in Class .AA with
200 meter dash.
Shawn Parker and Mike Wilkins win regional championship and eventually win state doubles tennis
championship by upsetting No.1 seeded Sayer High
duo, 6-3, 6-4.
Darren Pahl, Murray State pole vaulter, makes
NCAA final 16 cut in national pole vaulting
championships.

June
NEW COACH — Murray State hired former
associate coach Steve Newton to till the head
coaching job vacated when Ron Greene accepted the
head basketball job at Indiana State. Newton's
1985-86 squad matched the 7•2 start of the 1984-85
team which finished with a 19-9 record.

SI
okql

F,44113s
198Liliop

2
098;

NEW COACH — Former Heath High coach Jack
Haskins was hired to replace Sam Harp as the
head football coach at Calloway County in 1985.
Haskins' first team recorded a 7-4 season.

Former Murray State javelin thrower and Murray
tree surgeon John Rover wins Kentucky long-driving
contest sponsored by Golf Digest. Rover's winning
drive travels 331 yards, 7 inches.
Mary Bain fires a 74, then sinks an eagle-3 on the
first hole of sudden-death playoff to defeat Murray's
Velvet Jones for championship of annual George Hart
Women's Golf nournament at Murray Country Club.
Murray State golfer Steve Conley named Coaches
Academic All-American for 74.88 career stroke
average and 3.49 grade point average.
Murray High football coach Tony Franklin qualifies
for Kentucky state amateur golf tournament.
Surrounded by controversy involving Graves County head football position, Calloway County football
coach Sam Harp announces resignation and accepts
head coaching job at Anderson County in
Lawrenceburg, Ky.
•
St.Louis star runningback Stump Mitchell visits
Murray State youth football camp as vest instructor. Jerry Jones and daughter Velvet, win Murray Country Club annual Kings-Queens golf tournament with
15-under 129.
Mel Purcell loses to Ivan Lendl, 6-4, 7-6 (7-2), 74
(7-2), in the first round at Wimbledon Tennis'
Championships.
Calloway County High School approves funding for
new baseball field.

July

Calloway's Marcia Grimes wins Junior Olympics
Region VI heptathlon for 15-16 year-olds. She advances to nationals and finishes fifth overall.
Local cycle rider Rick Henninger qualifies for AMA
nationals by placing fourth in &Sec stock and 85cc
modified races.
Murray Little League All-Stars advance to state
tournament in Owensboro
Local cycle rider Tony Hendon attracts national attention as rookie 200cc Hare Scramble competitor.
Hendon eventually wins national 200cc Hare Scramble
national championship by placing seoond in'last race
of year despite mechanical problems with his bike
after first few laps.
Mayfield's Mark Allen, a 23-year-old University of
b
graduate, wins the Oaks Country Club
Kentucky
matt p••••• Ain notion
Men's Golf Tournament with a 6-under 138.
SIX IN A ROW— Murray State coach Bennie
Calloway County High School hires Jack Haskins of
Purcell, right, notched his sixth consecutive Ohio
High as new head football coach, replacing Sam
Heath
Valley Conference men's tennis championship in 1985 •Harp who resigned.
and consequently was named OVC Tennis Coach of
the Year for the sixth straight time.
((oot. at Page 14)
••••
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Staff photo by Jim Itmlo•

NATIONAL CHAMP — Tony Hendon of.Oilloway
County won the 1985 National Hare Scramble championship In the 200cc class. Hendon placed second in
his last race of the year, despite mechanical problems, to capture the national title.
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(Coot. from Page 13)
t7
Lakeland Senior Babe Ruth baseball team qualifies
for - state ,tournament; eventually loses to MidKentucky, 10-3, in championship game.
John Bo'er's state-winning drive of 331-yards,
7-inches, ranks as longest am9ng qualifiers for
Middle-Atlantic regional in contest sponsored by PGA
and Golf Digest. I3over fails to qualify for national contest by inches.
Mayfield High girls basketball and golf coach Lanny
Lancaster_ wins Murray Country Club Afen's Golf
Tournament with 5-under 139.

August

IRONMAN 11 — For the second time in as
many years, Murray's Adam Ianning III finished the Ironman Triathlon World Championship
course in Hawaii. The course includes a 2.4 mile •
swim, a 112-mile bike ride, followed by a
26.2-mile marathon.

Mack. Thomas, Murray State football assistant
cOach and offensive coordinator, accepts coaching job
at Duke University. '
Velvet Jones and Carolyn Caldwell, local golfers,
win annual' Oaks Country Club Betty Shepard_
Memorial women's golf tournament With 12-under 61.
Calloway County athlete Mark Henderson wins 13-15
-year-olds gold medal ,in pole vaultiig. withR-43-foot
clearance in Kentucky Bluegrass Games Ifl
Lexington.
In local football rivalry, Murray High keeps series
record unblemished by beating Calloway County,28-6,
at Ty Holland Stadium.

September
Cincinnati Bengals waive Murray State tight end
Keith Lester in next-to-last player cut.
10, in matMurray State ties host Memphis State, 10-.
football
1-A
Division
and
1-AA
Division
between
chup
programs. Murray scores with 32-yard pass from
Kevin Sisk to Stanley Howard and a 25-yard field goal
by Paul Hickert. Defensively the Racers intercept one
pass and recover four Memphis fumbles.
After record check, Murray High former coach Ty
Holland finds career football win record intact for one
more year. Holland won 249 games in 43 years and was
in danger of losing Kentucky record to Bardstown's
Garnis Martin who was within a game of breaking
Holland's mark when re-check revealed incorrect
total. Martin can break Holland record with enough
wins in 1986.
Murray State golf team records highest finish ever
In own golf tournament at Miller Memorial Course.
Racers place second behind winner University of Kentucky,-881-913.

COACH TO COACH — Murray State Athletic Director Johnny Reagan, left, presented basketball coach
Ron Greene with a plaque and a commemorative
cake when Greene won his 300th career victory In
1985. Reagan was named Southern Division Coach of
the Year for his baseball accomplishments in 1985. I

alga

October

OD

Oblif pl•••• by AB lisiseer

ALL-STATE — Allen Dough's, a 6-4, 240-pound
senior, became the first first-team AU-State football
player In Calloway County High School history.
Douglas was selected by both the Associated Press
and the Cnurler-Journa/ All-State teams as a firstteam offensive tackle.

Murray High contains Trigg County star runningback Al Baker to less than 100 yards and upsets
No.5 Class AA football team in Kentucky, 10-6.
Calloway County High School begins constructing
baseball diamond along Kentucky 121.
Calloway County football team upsets district foe
and No.5 ranked Hopkinsville. Later, Lakers lose to
No.5 ranked Paducah Tilghman, 13-0, and Tilghman
eventually wins Class 3A state title. Lakers finish second in district to Paducah.
Murray State football team attains highest Division
1-AA national ranking by peaking at No.6 in poll.
AMA confirms Tony Hendon's national championship in Class 200cc motorcyle Hare Scramble.
Murray State football chances for OVC championship dashed in 31-24 overtime loss at Middle Tennessee.
Murray High School wins Its first regional soccer
championship by defeating Madisonville, 4-0, in tournament in Hopkinsville. MHS loses to eventual state
champion Tates Creek in first round of state playoff.
Calloway County boys win cross country regional title; Lady Lakers place second.
Murray State wide receiver Lee McCormick
establishes new school marks in both career receptions and career reception yardage
(Coat. ea Page 15)

Ilftrf pbotro by Jinn Morin,

PERFECT GAME — Ken Bucy. a 38-year-old
bowler from Hazel, rolled a perfect 300 game, marking only the second time such an accomplishment has
occurred In Corvette lanes history.
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November
Murray State's Lee McCormick and defensive back
James 'Squeeky' Yarbrough named All-Ohio Valley
Conference in football.
Murray State Lady Racer basketball team wins first
_
HT Lady Racer Classic.
Eleven local high schooLitotball players named AllWest Kentucky.
Controsiersy strikes Murray State as President Dr.
Kala Stroup recommends dropping men's indoor and
outdoor track programs. MSU Board of Regents
, unanimoullx rejects recommendation.
Mel Purcell inducted into Kentucky Tennis Hall Of
Fame.
Ken Bucy, 38-year-old bowler from Hazel, rolls second 300 game in Corvette Lanes history.
Adam Lanning III, local athlete, completes his second Ironman Triathlon World Championship in two
years. Limning finishes 2-mile swim, 112-mile bike
ride and 26-mile run despite illness throughout race.
Calloway County fails to defend 1984 boys cross
country championship, but places second overall in
Class 2A. Lakers led by Mark Charlton who records
highest finish ever by CCHS runner in state meet by
placing third overall. Tim Manning places 8th overall,
the third highest finish in CCHS history. Pam Knight
finishes 15th in state Class 2A girls competition.

December
William Jordan, Lance Winders, and Lady Racer
freshman Nina Funderburk named All-OVC in cross
country for Murray State.

PAGE 15

Allen Douglas, Calloway County High senior, named
first-team All-State offensive tackle by both
Associated Press and Courier-Journal football selection committees. Eight other local players make AllState honorable mention including Murray High
center Kelly Steely who was named on both the AP
and C-J lists.
Princeton native Tony Franklin announces his
resignation as head football coach at Murray High.The Murray State graduate ended his MHS coaching
career after three seasons and a 16-14 overall record,
including a 6-4 mark in 1985.
Former Murray State football coach Mike Gottfried
resigns head coaching job at University of Kansas to
take over reigns at Pittsburgh.
Calloway County's Allen Douglas nominated as one
of six Kentucky prep football players for high school
All-America honors.
United States Olympic Committee names Murray
State freshman Deena Wigger Female Athlete of Year
in women's shooting.
Murray State tennis coach Bennie Purcell named to
five-man NCAA Region III selection committee over
64 southern universities.
Akron hires Gerry Faust, former Notre Dame football coach, then announces-.intentions to leave Ohio
Valley Conference and upgrade football program
from 1-AA to Division 1-A.
Murray State basketball team under new head
coach Steve Newton equals 7-2 start of 1984-85 team.
Murray High Tiger basketball team upends
Calloway County, 67-59, in overtime; Lady Lakers
defeat host Lady Tigers, 67-34.
Murray High tennis duo Shawn Parker-Mike
Wilkins, 1985 state champs, named Prince AllAmericans.
Murray High Tigers fail in effort to defend
Charleston (Ill. Holiday Tournament title. Murray
falls to Casey, 54-51, in quarterfinals after rallying to
nip Taylorville, 48-46.

•

Female Athlete of Year
Murray State freshman Deena Wigger was honored
by the United States Olympic Committee as the
Female Athlete of the Year in women's shooting. Wigger, a member of the MSU rifle team, has numerous
national and international titles to her credit.

-

Malt pliela by Jim

Matt plmin hy Jim Re.rlor

REGION SOC10ER TITLE — Murray High recorded its third straight winning
season and won its first-ever regional championship in 1985. The Tigers advanced
to the state playoffs where they lost to the eventual state champs in the first round.
Goalie Ben Voo, kicking in this photo, played a vital role In the Tigers* success.

„
STATE CHAMPS — Mike Wilkins, left, and Shawn Parker, right. won the boys
doubles tennis championship in Kentucky by upsetting the No.1-seed team in the
Prince
state finals. Wilkins and Parker, both Murray High seniors, were
ements.
high school All Americans in 1985 for their academic and athletic ac
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$1 39

GET YOUR FREE PlACH

CARP AT IKE CASH REGIS T

REDEEM YOUR
GAMDLE
PROCTER &
HELP'US
COUPONS ARDLOCAL
SUPPORI OUR

Redeem your
Gamble
Procter &
coupons at
mailed
Us In

Supporting Specialyou

coupon
Join
January 19,
Olympics.(For each

store by
redeem in ourmatch Procter &
will
1986, we
coupon donation
Gamble's 104, per coupon to Special
organization
per
total of 204 non-profit
A
A
Olympics...) happier, more fulfilling
dedicated to a mentally retarded
millions of
Iite for
adults
children and

-

Y FILLER SALE'
J. .•

•

ChiCken
AL

0
0
-eu°Cilen-

2oz.
/
Campbell• 101

406 off Label•Ditorgoat

Chicken Noodle Soup

Bold III

179

29c ,
Boot's

Lewis $eery

Sornian
Rye Bread

Muffin
Mixes

16 oz.

11.1

99C

$I49 Tomato
Juice•46 oz.

189
129

32 oz.•llossostyle

Itrsitt•Dairy Con

Ready Servo
11 ex. Dips

PyritoOil

Ilmiles• Ems• 15 oz.

Is,..•Csesse•Smilla

Quick Bread
Mixes

Pest
Teasties

us °

IS is.

1 19
1 19

15,1.

$
$199 Rare
Spaghotti Sauce.
AM Flovers•6,2

$

$1 29 Pringlos
Potato Chips

$

Spic & Span
Phsosol
13 oz.

$

Mr. Clean
Liquid
Saltino
Crackors

ink

Faygo Soft Drinks—Bounty Towels

valufrosh dairy and frozen
L' •

COS
_ •_

All Flavors• 10 es Party

Wino Pizza
%oho
Citrus 11111
°rause Juice
Unders• 1

Commtry Crock
Mammies
0911111111MIGISiir
r11.
,
-••••,.

.

--

$169

1169c

ISA •CAA& Cat

Lb. beg
French Frio:

5

Jems's•6 es.

'299

langspist

Whole Friod
Chicken

2 Lb

Popper
Cashew Ma..,
lief Strosessoff
Lasses§
Usages -

SteuMer's

1 29 French Bread
11
Egip
Rell
Snacks
Pizza

fl •1.

4
$
9
2

49
is.

•

-

•

1
44.
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vu ufiresh meats
Save 10 to 30% everyday
ji /EAP the lowest total meat
prices in town
ADA
on guaranteed quality meats

t.

These are everyday low prices, not lust snap a wook or once
a month spocials. Says ovorydayl
•GRADE A
•REALEAN
•B.S. CROKE
FRESH OPT FRYERS
PORK
GRAIN FED BEEF
LID.
10cassav
iegsi
V
Radom
Boi
Lb.
10
Pork
e

atonic

1 190

73% Lowillosi•Gropod fresh

I

Peril• Rooth*/

10 Lb. Chitterlings.... $490

100% Ground Beif
3Lbs..,
mono

Rehrs Pluswes•

Bologna 5 ub.

uk 1 19

......

Lb.

Freshest• Grade A

Fryer Log
Quarters 10 Lb.

'Sekw ArkAse

$A50 Jim Adams
•
2 pound
Sausage

4
4,

89c

Wimple•"seism

Smoked
Picnic
aft

Lb

weed
Fres

IlarPor's

Whole
Country

$339

99

OA Chaise

fresh

Grain Fed
Mese
Steaks

Perlitnt.

1161,4t

t. 11,5

169 Nock
Begin

411,

1h.

$1 59

•

Itspeless•Mole

th. 99C

Perk
Batts

A. c

*We A•Iroise,

FrPr
Quarters

Lb

MINIEWO!Wafer Sited
Luncheon Meats

lissey Bask
Tear
Doable
Istop —
foonoto

guarantee all
If you
We bought at Jim Adams.
meat purmeat satisfied with your DOUBLE
refund
not
are PRI
gladly
ed
CEnretur
chase, we will meat when
the
Df
the

Moo
- So
unconditionally

to us.

lialairosb Bloats

Itallket

Old Fadden
'elegem

Moat or Beef
Franks

—

.1,1

9

12

Silks:8d Slab
lam

Vamps&

$

39

lb.

Lean, delicious
and.value!

Lite & Easy Melds

Low Fat
Low Calorie

r

Realest

_

Turkey
Breast

339

le

Leek Illsh•Pay Cooked

tb. u.2 Lbs.
tr.

Neer Mew
Wed Shan

Cooked Nam

195

litre Lew

Lk$199

Ilmooloss
Stow Boof
'

.

•

4b
,

garden fresh fruits and vegetabl•s

JI
ADA

valufresh produce
4-Pi)

111111• • •

Plump luicy freshness
bursting with flavor
seven days a
week,everyday!

delicious!
juicy!

Fresh•Yellow

Sweet
Potatoes

3Lbs

Juicy

Stwffeil Disked Sweetpetatees
4 sormtpatortoos
3 tablospooas bettor Of
marlPoriso
2 tabiospooas.111

Lbs.

Grapefruit

199

1 tempos.salt
11 Nevem popper
113 cap toasted slivered
almosads

Wash and scrub the sweetpotatoes. Bake in b

375°F. oven for 45 minutes to 1 hour, until tender
when tested with a fork. Cut lengthwise slice
from side of sweetpotaties. Scoop out sweetpotatoes, being careful to keep skins -intact, anti
mash in bowl with -butter„milk,-saltand pepper.
Stir in almonds and spoon into sweetpotato
shells. Return to 375°F. oven and heat for 12 to

Firm

Yellow
Onions....

Purple
Tunsips
To Go

erbi.

Yellow.
Curios

15 minutes. Makes 4 servings.

C

new

10.z.
Pte.

49c
89c

MIX

1 lb.bas

99c
3
3hr$11

a
Havel
Oranges...
Groan Onions
Cucumbers
Bell Peppers

Florida •

Crisp

it4

valuiresh bakery

Available at Jim Adams stores
with Dall-Bakory

fresh baked goodness!

ar

Chocolate or Plain

hoshiakod

Chess Pie
$229

Pound Cake
$1149
Lb.
k
Frosb baed

nerd deessweed
1**11"
'
^

99 "ill;1114(1
6
$
Chicken

1
/
4

Cake

Adams IGA
Jim
useiiest
Your
Hwy.79

* McKenzie,Tn.

*Huntingdon, Tn. E.OftSt.
with Bakery

Department

*Deli
with Bakery

Mineral Wells Ave.

*Paris,In.

wit% Bakery *Dell

10 us *Wires%
--

-Med
Pies

3 hr$11

with valupriced quality

valufresh meats

Wats

Everyday low prices, not lust owe
a week or once a month specials!
*Boolean
*U.S. Choice
Pork
Grain Fed Beef
*Grade A
Fre:heat Fryers

Chestnut St.
Hwy. SI N.

*Covington,In.

Fresh Mode

Sae 10 to 30% everyday

West Wood St.

* Murray, Ky.

Deportment

*Waverly,In.

Wav•rly Shopping

"Double Your Money Back Quality"
Center -

11"
1
"1
"
""
1
P
.
11
1710
°
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Seat
00001
-- •
00/
/
le
o11
00001 Gosirootee
gutee
ocon
MOO
yo-qur‘coodi%I.Ionoll./ Adorns. \k pot=
-- SNP
rneot
1.0
We bought 01 ‘N‘th youc DCk)b\-toleo\ sot‘sk‘eck
fekun6 retooled

Departwwet

*Paris,In.

with Bakery

Coconut Macarooii $
asses
lb.$169 Cookies ,

406`1 when
oce
coeol
v4'\\
\\le
cilcIse,
ok
PRO
\be

*Camden,In.Dopertmest
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Items and prices in this ad effective
Jan.1st thru Jai. 7th It

II

0t-0

Murray, Ky.

None sold to dealers. Unlit right
ght 1986. The Kroger Co.
I reserved- Copyri

7000

Look inside your
Publishers Clearing
House envelope for a
Special package of coupon
Values from Procter & Gamble
-*id bring them to Kroger this weeld

:
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"

2 Ply,92 Ct.71 sq.Ft

1 Ply,1100 Ct., 220 Sq. Ft.

brigierent
Bolathie
11111 1.99
1.1111

AO

YOUR FINAL COST'1k59

Chtirmin Tissue
.99
.40
YOUR FINAL COST

59
1-66

Bounty Towels
.75
11111
15
YOUR FINAL COST

- .1

.60
Psi? 0110-Pal

1
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er
Mule lora or Cream SatWadam

$1100

3

Golden
Corn

170z.
caus

Martha 1Vhite Seltitsing White

Corn Meal
Mix

•

a•

5 lb.
bag

994

Martha Waite Cotter rich*

Cornbread • -s. 63
oz.
pouches
Mix

IP?

89c

You can see the savings every time you
go Krogering. Get low Cost Cutter
prices on Kroger's better quality meat,
fresh produce, your favorite brands
and much more. Kroger gives you
friendly service,too. When you add it all
up,that's better value.And that-makes
a big difference. .

Waetest

2% Low-Pat Milk

$919

plastic
gallon
Kroger 2% Low-Fat....plaseic gallon $2.09
Nabisco

klovatais Grows Vat Pat

Folgers
Coffee

Shredded Wheat
12 02
bos
N' Bran

1 lb.
cam

5
39
2

Otall Spa
lastest

Cranberry Juice
32 Pt
jar
Cocktail

$479

Folgers
Crystals

jar

-S

All Varieties

Duncan Hines 120?
pkg
Cookies
Peanut
Butter

410

28 oz.
131

Individually Wrapped Singles, Kroger American

Cheese Food

Kroger

Diana Twist 8 Omen Wadies

Royal
Viking

994
2 51100

7 oz
pkg

Kroger White or

Buttercrust
Bread

20 or
loaves

Big Valve

•

Pimento
Cheese

Sandwich
Cookies

280?
pkg,

Kroger

Mixers
o
wn
roo
Cf
$
ldren
Go1;e

$1109

rlavors
Acssohrtiepds

Oreo
Cookies

pringles

$219

Purina

Regular or Llasalted Nabisco

Pro Si1

16 01.

lax

00 OFF LAB2Esibllab,

Food

_ „AgripKampipgrim,mogrraem.re.
"-^

29

$1
6or
ca nister

PAGE TWO D-AA
s

16 or
loaf

5799

$1199
$179

Hint Ow Tee Bottom

2

8 01
tubs

Nestle

Dog

Premium
.Saltines

Nice'N
Cheesy
Kroger
Yogurt

btls.

Regular Chocolate or Double Stuf
20 or
Pk9

24 or
cup

Chocolate
Milk
SealteSt

Cultured
Buttermilk

gal.
tin

99c
$159

PI?
•

"":.•

•
•

•-•

'

^

41.

•
4-

make the difference!
cm 99

Wtth Fabric Softerier

Bold
Detergent

StodcYour
$189- Pantry"

-sr I

SO' Off label, Bounce Sheets

Fabric
Softener

Busk Family of Fine Products

de ct.
boa

date Slit Bar

Zest
Soap

5 or.
bar

u.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Kroger

Large Eggs
dozen

6

Market Basket Grade 1W...dozen 73,

spt

With Beans

Castleberry
Chili
Bush's

79c

Baked
Beans

chrizably soft

Irnil
11 .
"
111
'
1 Ply, 400 Ct., 220 Sq. Ft.

Charmin Tissue
4 roll
pcIr%

994

For Virtually Spotless MA's

Cascade
Detergent

soboxoz

Liquid Oisboasning

Dawn
Detergent

$1

22 oz
btl

isms Froze"

Apple
Juice

12 or.
cli

Your Choice

Assorted Steeffor's

Lean Cuisine to 11
a Pit
Entrees
Ore Ida MAW Cot or Iteoelar

French
Fries

21b.

Green Giant Frill111

nous, Dislofects, Deodorizes

Cob
Corn

Spit & Span
Pine

tsar
eke

Martel eaten! Flavors Armor

Family PH Facial

Ice
Cream

Puffs
Tissue

"7 131

cta

$148
29

1501. CAN
SHOWBOAT PORK AND BEANS
SHOWBOAT SPAGHETTI OR SPAGHETTI RINGS 14 OZ. CAN
15 OZ. CAN
SHOWBOAT DRY BLACKEYE PEAS
BUSH'S FRENCH STYLE OR CUT GREEN BEANS 16 OZ. CAN
1601. CAN
BUSH'S BABY BUTTER BEANS..
BUSH'S DARK RED KIDNEY BEANS............ 16 OZ. CAN
16 OZ. CAN
4T-$14:.7,..
BUSH'S RED BEANS
:7...16 OZ. CAN
BUSH'S CHILI NOT BEANS...
16 OZ. CAN
BUSH'S NAVY BEANS
16 OZ. CAN
BUSH'S PINTO BEANS
16 OZ. CAN
BUSH'S GREAT NORTHERN BEAPC
1501. CAN
BUSH'S W/DICED TURNIPS, TU7 GREENS
15 OZ. CAN
S
BUSH'S CHOPPED MUSTARD
15 OZ. CAN
BUSH'S CHOPPED TURNIP CREEP:
15 OZ. CAN
BUSH'S FRESH PORPLEHULL PEA;
15 OZ. CAN
BOW'S FRESH CROWDER PEAS
1501. CAN
BUSIES 6010 OR WHITE HOMINY
16 OZ. CAN
.
BOSH'S SMELLY BEANS
15 OZ. CAN
USN'S FRESH BUCKEYE PEAS

1501
btl

250 ct

3

$119 cans
$109 for
PAGE THREE
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BODEA-FIDE

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

BOICIELESS

U.S.D.A. C
Family

ra

Pa

Fir
Boneless TO
Sirloin Steak CII Ii

USDA
CHOICE

Pound
9

98
Boneless
U.S.D.A. Choice Grain
Fed Beef, Whole

Boneless Top
Sirloin Butts

;
Nothing But 100% In
Chub Pak Ex. Le;

Grouni
Beef
pound

pound

01

79
$1
1121144bs. Avg.)
Boneless
Sliced FREE 4

U.S.D.A. Law.Grail Fed Beef Tall•Less

29

T-Bone Steak or
Porterhou e.

Meaty Beef Short Ribs or

13.0.A. Min Grail Fel Beef,(Stet Beef 1132.49)

79 Shoulder

Cubed
Steak Art Size Pk§

Ribs

lb
\•40v.,as
ep-IW
)1F1 60 it `v

K

0

44>

:
CON VI
-100k,(*'01P4
14:.)Itett6
I

4

(it
-

V

Of WA
tti

gami/IT 34a

y

gomo010

Nothing But 100% Pure Lean

Ground Chuck
55
1 0
lb

=I

Not or Mild

'Ing Cotton Sou4c
lag Cotton SYCSIONON N ui 1201

Cooked Han!

Si."/

$1°9 Sliced Bacon

0 .1reli

Baseless
•

Pit-Silted Ham,

-701 -t

$179 CO6 Dogs

z.1"9
• $.

•
•
•
-

$139 4
lb.

in

'MN

±!,

•

1_

_
•

-

Is

ar

•

ade "A" Holly Farms
ak Mixed Parts of

Medium Pork

ying
icken

Spare
Ribs
pound

pound

f' 1:
.lizrrie
?III irga7goirs
!
:
P.:
•111. ....
41,11:
.
ti
•

pm.
e
;Frozen

Pork

Pork Sausage

(Pork Steak....1b. $1.49)
Fresh Picnic

Jimmy
Dean

Pork
Roast

terlings\
Chit10-lb.
pound
S p99'113
Boneless Chuck or
Swiss Steak lb

Whole or Half

Mr.Turkey
pound

$1159

89c

Varieties Oscar Mayer

ar k
69 Chun
Bologna

189

.!*

Ham

pound

179

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef Shoulder

4). •

I, •

b 99c
I.

t, Beef or Jumbo Beef

Oscar Payer

Serve N Sake All Varieties

Lunch, Meats
• light *•app Grade A Fryer •
2.A,%INA'S
71
.
j

lb

or
phi

129
$

119 Pill1
Weennuto

Spread

lietterball Owen Roasted, or Smokod

9ge

or Ham

Pea.

5159 Irbs
y Breast
i

•

_
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Irogering in the Deliallakery!
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SAW
Grade* Wishbone Golden DeNcious

8-PieceFried Chicken

$100

ANIL hack, Ckerry or Lama

Fried
Pies

fir

la-Store Baked Valle or

$169

French
Bread
Angel Food
Cake
Plain or Seeded

Kaiser
Rolls

lb$349
99c
$189

Rell sae

lN Fresk, li-Store

each

Hoop
Cheese
Weft and Creamy

Cole
Slaw

Roast Beef

$449

lb

Apple Stroessel or Meltamay

Coffee
Cake

4

Pampers

FILM & PHOTO
(
Thtf
ac
(Ll

•r

4

Lean 'N Tender Pastrami,
Italian Beef,Corned Beer or

Pampers ,

@Smoak's Commdeatad act.hooll,act.1111. or 52 ct. tarp
Soper Almedemt

Pampers
Diapers

415838

Single set of Prints

enlOom, In

EAERGIZER
-11111.1.1•4

•

SPECIAL

mr.

•

Ui
if ct. mitEnmity
Energizer
Batteries

COLOR
PRINT
FILM
SPECIAL

$179

Vow
deka
OVUM 4CT.PAO"AA"EPIERGUR SATTUIPS... 2.20

12 itp.

ol
$197 f24no.

$387

"ea

67 :311.111.
52

5567

*SUPER SAVNIGS
Order Twin Prints or Pro Shots at the
time of developing and you pay only_

g..UL $287 r $487
r° 5387 ri 5667
Great Holiday SavingsGoing on NOW!
_

For 110, 126, 135 and
Disc Film. C-41 process only!

-•
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FOR
IL
MA
CHECK YOUR

Automatic

rge48
ladeDete$2
.nt

SO OUNCE Box
roger
from
13cari
LL41:411.1
Gamble
&
r
Procte

50
YOUR FINAL COST $1-98
I mi •
"

Mountain Grown

s Coffee
Folger
CAN

1 POUND
Low Kroger Price
Less Coupon from
Procter & Gamble

$2.39

••••••

2C)
•

YOUR FINAL COST $2_19

1000/0 Pure Citrus Hill Chilled

nge Juice
OraCTN.

64 OUNCE
Low Kroger Price
Less Coupon from
Procter & Gamble

$1.59
20
•

1-39
.
YOUR FINAL COST

Look inside your
Publishers Clearing
House envelope for
a special package
(*coupon valuesfrom
Procter & Gamble and
bring them to Kroger
this week!

BOiliniciseiteencirgieffibin
40 COUNT BOX
Low Kroger Price
Less Coupon from
Procter & Gamble

$1.89
.20

YOUR FINAL COST $11_69

-.I.% J!/°
Hill Frozen
Citrus
Pure
100%

nge Juice
OraCAN

12 OUNCE
Low Kroger Price
Less Coupon from
Procter & Gamble

YOUR FINAL COST

$1.19
•20

—99

Dish Deteryent

Dawn Liquid
22 OUNCE BTL
$1.29
Low Kroger Price

1

.25
YOUR FINAL COST sg.04

Less Coupon
fromcte
& Gamble
P

Jif

nut Butter
Pea
28 02.1AR
19
$2.
Low Kroger Price
Less Coupon from
Procter & Gamble

YOUR FINAL COST

11 1 20z.

.15
$2.04

—

Banana Nut or 13' 207.Blueberry Duncan Hines

Muffin Mix
YOUR CHOICE
Low Kroger Price
Less Coupon from
Procter & Gamble

.391
$1

20

YOUR FINAL COST $1019
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ew ropn ,
Florida
Strawberries

,.„

Sunkist Seedless 113 Size

Navel
Oranges
may of 10-11-49)
each
-

15t

$

Washington State Ex. Fancy
138 Size Gold or Red

Delicious Apples

17

Sy,.

1

pint •

)

each
(BAG OF 10...S1.69)
California

Red Grapes

lb.

Michigan All Purpose

lb_
Jonathan Apples 5 bag
Florida

lb.
5 bag

Juice Oranges
Florida White or Pink

lb
71 bag

Grapefruit

9,
$149

$1199

$199

Collard, Mustard or

large
Turnip Greens 2 bunches
Mild Medium

99c
$law
3 3i35Z: $199

lb.
Yellow Onions 3 bag
— -SOuthern FilicirTie
Sweet Potatoes 3 ifbi
Jolly Time Microwave Butter it Reg. Flavor

Popcorn
• FLORAL SHOPPE•
• -.••
Florist Quality

...... ..................................... .....................................

Beautiful Braided

Florist Quality

Flowering
Ficus
Fresh Cut
odils
amina Daff
Daffodils Benj
6 inch pot
10 inch pot
large bunch

$199 1999

g
9
5

U.S. No. 1 All Purpose

California Seedless Jumbo 72 Size

Russet
Potatoes

Navel
Oranges

155199

10 lb.
9
9
4
bag $

bag

-
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